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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of September 2002!
posted: Originally in 2002, 2nd Edition - July 2012

This page contains only 2 photos, both from a September 22 climb of Mt. Kuomtori. These photos were
originally posted back in 2002, but were somehow "lost" until recently. Now that they have been found, We
are going to the effort to repost them - with the hope that they may be enjoyed by a few people. Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 2002
These 2 amazing sunset shots were taken on September 22nd from the summit of Mt. Kumotori.

MtKumotori
SunsetPanorama01aRC

MtKumotori
Sunset05aRC

End September 2002's Photos
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at these old photos which have been found and reposted. We hope that you found something
which made your visit worthwhile and enjoyable.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of September 2003!
posted: Originally in 2003, 2nd Edition - July 2012

This page begins with September 13 and goes through September 30, 2003. These photos were originally
posted back in 2003, but were somehow "lost" until recently. Now that they have been found, We are going
to the effort to repost them - with the hope that they may be enjoyed by a few people.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 2003
September 13, 2003 - Pampas Grass at Jindai Botanical Garden.

Jindaiji
TallGrass01RC

Jindaiji
TallGrass04RC

Jindaiji
TallGrass14RC

The 2 flower shots were taken on September 23, 2003 and the Night Panorama of Tokyo Tower was taken on September 20. You can find a day Panorama of Tokyo Tower
HERE (new window or tab). The center photo is out of sequence for balance.

Mitake_Tama
WhiteFlower02RC

Mitake_Tama
SmallFlowerRC
TkoTowerNight
Panorama02aRC

These 2 shots were also taken along the Tama River on September 23rd.

Mitake_Tama
River01RC
Mitake_Tama
Cosmos02RC

The photo of the "Basu (Bus) Ramen Shop" was taken on September 28th - it used to be a great Ramen Shop, but in more recent times it has become "just average". The
Aoyama Twin-Towers Scene was taken from my workplace (in the Aoyama Twin-Towers) on September 30.
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BasuRamen
Shop01RC

AoyamaTwin
Scene04RC

End September 2003's Photos
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at these old photos which have been found and reposted. We hope that you found something
which made your visit worthwhile and enjoyable.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of September 2004!
posted: October 4th, 2004

This month you'll find photos taken between September 12th and 25th. There is a climb of Mt. Takao and a
camp-out nearby, at Iccho Daira (Plateau). There is a day trip to the Tama Zoological Park, a day trip to
Jindai Botanial Gardens and a day trip to Mizu-Moto Park. We had some great climbing plans this month, but
they were all messed up by rainy weekends. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

The first photo shows a tiny little pink flower. Next, there is a shot of Kazuya standing beside some wild Pampas Grass and finally there is a butterfly photo.

TakaoSan10_PinkFlower
04RC.jpg

TakaoSan10_Butterfly
02RC.jpg
TakaoSan10Kazuya
NewPack01RC.jpg

The first photo is a wild flower - Waremokkou, then another wild flower - Ooba-Shouma, and a 3rd wild flower - Nokon-Giku.

TakaoSan10_
Waremokkou01RC.jpg

TakaoSan10_Nokon
Giku02RC.jpg
TakaoSan10_
OobaShouma01RC.jpg

First photo shows our new packs, which we bought for fall camp-outs so that we have space for fall clothing - a North Face Terra-40 for Kazuya and a North Face Terra-50 for
me. Next shot is a Toad Lily, and the 3rd shot is a tiny little white flower, sorry - don't know it's name.

TakaoSan10_
NewPacks03RC.jpg

TakaoSan10_
TinyFlower02RC.jpg
TakaoSan10_
ToadLily03RC.jpg
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The first and 2nd photos are a wild flower - Tsuru-Ninjin. The 3rd shot is the entrance to Tama Zoological Park.

TakaoSan10_TsuruNinjin03RC.jpg

TakaoSan10_TsuruNinjin05RC.jpg
TamaZoolPark01RC.jpg

The first photo is a Malayan Tapir, then some Macaws and then a Hokkaido Bear. These 3 photos are in Tama Zoological Park.

TamaZoolPark04a_
TapirRC.jpg

TamaZoolPark09_
BearRC.jpg
TamaZoolPark07_
MacawRC.jpg

All 3 photos in this row are of butterflies. They have a screened in butterfly room at the Tama Zoological Park - lots of butterflies. AMAZING!

TamaZoolPark14_ButterflyRC.jpg

TamaZoolPark15_ButterflyRC.jpg
TamaZoo06_ButterflyRC.jpg

The first photo is an African Elephant. The 2nd shot is a group of Scimitar Horned Oryx's. The 3rd shot is a white flower at Jindai Botanical Garden.

TamaZoolPark18_
ElephantRC.jpg
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Flower02RC.jpg
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First shot is another white flower in Jindai Botanical Garden. The 2nd shot is a non-native Pampas Grass, and the 3rd shot in this row is a Salvia guaranitica.

JindaiBotGarden09_23
WhiteFlower04RC.jpg

JindaiBotGarden09_23
PampasGrass03RC.jpg

JindaiBotGarden09_23
Salvia_guaranitica03RC.jpg

The first shot in this row is a Toad Lily. The 2nd shot is a Geranium thunbergii, and the 3rd shot is a small blue flower - no name given for it, sorry.

JindaiBotGarden09_23
ToadLily03RC.jpg

JindaiBotanicalGarden
Sept04_11RC.jpg
JindaiBotGarden09_23Geranium
_thunbergii04RC.jpg

The first shot here is Kazuya photographing a yellow pond lily. The 2nd shot is a collage of some experimental shots, please read the captions on the photo for an explanation.
The 3rd photo is my DVD collection as of Aug 20, 2004 - this photo is no longer current! By the way, here is a link to my entire DVD collection if you're asking yourself what might be
good to rent for the weekend! Click Here. The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on title to sort that way if you desire. This link will open a new browser window.

MizuMotoExpBird
CollageRC.jpg
MizuMoto
Kazuya01RC.jpg

DVDShelf20Aug2004
ResizeSmall.jpg

That's all for this month, hope that you found something you enjoyed out of the limited selection which there is.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
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whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of September
2005!

Go To Page:

posted: October 1st, 2005

Photos included on this page are only those taken between September 3rd and September 11th. See page 2
for the rest of the month. There are several (too many?) photos which include Mt. Fuji this month. There are
9 on this page and there are 25 on the next page. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

The first 2 photos are from a trip to Mt. Takao on September 3rd - a Toad Lily and a Liriope muscari. The 3rd photo is a Lychnis miquelina taken on the trail to Mt. Kumotori
on September 10th.

Sep05_Kumotori_Lychnis_
miquelina03RC
Sep3Takao_Toad_
lily04RC

Sep3Takao_Liriope_
muscari01bRC

The first photo here is a Commelina communis, the 2nd is an Impatiens sp. and the 3rd is an unknown red berried tree.

Sep05_Kumotori_
Impatiens02RC

Sep05_Kumotori_RedBerry
Tree02RC

Sep05_Kumotori_Commelina_
communis02RC

The first 2 photos here are of the same butterfly, one by me and one by Kazuya. The 3rd photo is me at the summit of Mt. Nanatsuishi (1,757 meters = 5,765 feet). We
crossed over the summit of this mountain on the way to Mt. Kumotori. This trip to Mt. Kumotori was on the weekend of September 10th and 11th - we camped out 5 minutes below the
summit (see Row 12) of Kumotori (2,018 meters = 6,620 feet).

Sep05_Kumotori_NanatsuIshi_
Butterfly04_BESTRC
NanaTsuIshiYama
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Butterfly02RC

Daniel01RC

The first shot here is Kazuya at the summit of Mt. Nanatsuishi. The next photo is me on the final leg of the trail to the summit of Mt. Kumotori. The 3rd photo is Kazuya at the
summit of Mt. Kumotori.

Sep05_Kumotori_NanatsuIshi
_Kazuya02RC

KumotoriDead
DanielRC

Sep05_Kumotori_Summit_
Kazuya02RC

The first photo is me at the summit of Mt. Kumotori. The 2nd and 3rd shots are both by Kazuya near sunset time. The 2nd shot is 5:41 PM and the 3rd shot is at 5:44 PM. We
didn't have a very spectacular sunset - but the sunrise the next morning made up for it!

KumotoriSummitSept05
Sunset02RC

KumotoriSummitSept05
Sunset04RC

KumotoriSummitSept05_
Daniel03RC

Here are 3 sunrise photos - one by Kazuya and two by me. The first is 5:05 AM (September 11th), the 2nd one is 5:12 AM and the 3rd one is 5:13 AM. Each one is looking a
different direction, so the colors are quite different.

KumotoriSummitSept05Sunrise02RC

Sep05_Kumotori_Summit_Sunrise01RC

Sep05_Kumotori_Summit_Sunrise03RC

Here are 3 more sunrise photos. The first one is 5:13 AM, the 2nd one is 5:14 AM and the 3rd one is 5:15 AM, very rapid color changes.

Sep05_Kumotori_Summit_Sunrise06RC
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This row shows Mt. Fuji in all 3 photos. The first one was taken at 5:15 AM, the next one at 5:16 AM and the final one at 5:19 AM. By the way, the first photo in this row has
some really spectacular color to it which this small 640 x 480 image cannot show well. If you would like to see a 2,000 pixel x 1,516 pixel JPG image of this photo CLICK HERE for the
427 Kilobyte JPG file (which will open in a new window).

Sep05_Kumotori_Summit_Sunrise10RC

AM.

Sep05_Kumotori_Summit_Sunrise11RC

Sep05_Kumotori_Summit_Sunrise15RC

The first shot here is looking towards the sun at 5:21 AM. The next shot shows Mt. Fuji again at 5:22 AM. The 3rd shot, as the sun breaks the horizon, was taken at 5:22:30

Sep05_Kumotori_Summit_Sunrise17RC

Sep05_Kumotori_Summit_Sunrise20RC
KumotoriSummitSept05Sunrise18RC

The first shot here - Mt. Fuji again - is at 5:23 AM. The next shot is 5:26 AM, colors slowly disappearing. The 3rd shot, looking more westerly, is at 5:27 AM.

Sep05_Kumotori_Summit_Sunrise21RC

Sep05_Kumotori_Summit_Sunrise28RC

Sep05_Kumotori_Summit_Sunrise29RC

Here is the last of the sunrise. The first shot was at 5:28 AM. The 2nd shot was at 5:29 AM and the one of me, with Fuji in the background, was at 5:33 AM.

Sep05_Kumotori_Summit
_Sunrise31RC

Sep05_Kumotori_Summit
_Sunrise32RC
KumotoriSummitSept05
SunriseDaniel22RC

After sunrise we returned to our tentsite and cooked and ate breakfast. The first shot is Kazuya eating breakfast, with the tent behind him. This is 6:34 AM. The 2nd shot
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shows the summit hut from just a few meters from our tent, although we could not see it directly from our tent. This shot is 6:35 AM. The final shot in this row is a mossy forest shot on
the way down the back side of the mountain. The summit climb was 6.25 hours, the descent, via a different trail, was 6.75 hours!!

Sep05_Kumotori_TentSpot01RC

Sep05_Kumotori_TentSpot02RC
KumotoriSept05DownTrailMoss01RC

Here are 2 more mossy forest shots. Very different country than that which we passed through on our way up the mountain.

KumotoriDownTrail
Moss04RC
KumotoriSept05Down
TrailMoss03RC

Here are 2 shots of the same Geranium sp., one shows the flower and one shows the seed head.

Sep05_Kumotori_DownTrail_
Geranium_sp01RC
Sep05_Kumotori_DownTrail_
Geranium_sp_Seeds01RC

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this months adventures.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of September
2005!

Go To Page:

posted: October 1st, 2005

Okay, we continue, starting with September 17th and continuing through September 18th. This weekend we
went to Yamanaka Lake, climbed Mt. Myoujin and camped out there - specifically to see the sunset and
sunrise on Mt. Fuji. There was no more activity during September. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

The first photo is a pretty insect, maybe a kind of lightning bug?! The last 2 photos are some monkshood (Aconitum sp.) flowers.

FujiyoshidaInsect
02aRC

YamanakaLkSept05
Monkshood01RC

YamanakaLake
_Monkshood02RC

The first photo shows Mt. Fuji from the Mt. Myoujin trail - walking through the tall grass. The 2nd shot is an unknown flower and the 3rd shot is a Scabiosa japonica flower.
There was an abundance of Scabiosa japonica here - a flower which we had never seen before.

MtMyoujinTallGrass01RC

MtMyoujinScabiosa_japonica06RC
MtMyoujinWhiteFlower01RC

The first shot is of Kazuya in the tall grass. The 2nd shot is Mt. Fuji - looking through the tall grass. And the 3rd shot is Mt. Fuji with the sun over the top of it.
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MtMyoujin_MtFuji_Grass02RC

MtMyoujin_MtFuji09RC

MtMyoujin_Kazuya_TallGrassRC

The first photo here is the summit of Mt. Myoujin (1,291 meters = 4,236 feet). The 2nd and 3rd shots are 2 butterflies - both taken by Kazuya.

MtMyoujin_SummitArea02RC

MtMyoujin_Butterfly09RC

MtMyoujin_Butterfly15RC

The first photo shows a clearer shot of the summit of Mt. Myoujin and a small shrine which is there. Our tent also shows up. The 2nd shot is another Scabiosa japonica and the
3rd shot is nearing sunset - 5:31 PM. Unfortunately the sunset was nothing spectacular.

MtMyoujin_SummitArea05RC

MtMyoujinScabiosa_japonica09RC

MtMyoujin_MtFuji_Sunset23RC

The first 2 shots are closer to sunset - 5:37 and 5:38 PM - the 2nd shot shows Yamanaka Lake. The 3rd shot is the full moon - taken looking through the tall grass. This shot
was taken with the help of the flash.

MtMyoujin_MtFuji_Sunset34RC

MtMyoujin_MtFuji_Sunset36RC

MtMyoujin_Moon_TallGrass02RC

The first shot here shows Mt. Fuji and the full moon - taken at 2:59 AM (pee time). The 2nd shot is at 5:01 AM - if you think you can see lights on Mt. Fuji, you're correct - the
lights of climbers hustling to get to the summit for the sunrise. The 3rd shot is 5:05 AM.
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MtMyoujin_MtFuji_Night_Moon03RC

MtMyoujin_FujiSunriseTime02RC

MtMyoujin_MtFuji_Sunrise01RC

The first shot was 5:05 AM. The 2nd shot was 5:07 AM and the 3rd shot was 5:08 AM, not much difference except in exposure time - which changed the color tone of the sky
significantly. In several of these shots you can see the blanket of fog lying on top of Yamanaka Lake.

MtMyoujin_MtFuji_Sunrise02RC

MtMyoujin_MtFuji_Sunrise06RC

MtMyoujin_MtFuji_Sunrise07RC

The first shot here is still 5:08 AM. The 2nd shot - the fog blanket - is 5:15 AM. The 3rd shot, a panorama is the same time.

MtMyoujin_MtFuji_Sunrise11_12RC

MtMyoujin_MtFuji_Sunrise08RC

MtMyoujin_MtFuji_Sunrise11RC

The first shot in this row was taken at 5:18 AM. The 2nd shot is 5:26 AM, a bit of color in the sky. The 3rd shot, another Panorama shot was 5:28 AM. We didn't get any great
colors this trip, disappointing!

MtMyoujin_MtFuji_Sunrise19RC

MtMyoujin_FujiSunriseTime26_27RC

MtMyoujin_MtFuji_Sunrise13RC

The first shot was 5:33 AM. The 2nd shot was 5:35 AM, and the 3rd shot - the sun is finally visible on the peak of Fuji - was taken at 5:38 AM.
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MtMyoujin_MtFuji_Sunrise21RC

MtMyoujin_MtFuji_Sunrise23RC

MtMyoujin_MtFuji_Sunrise28RC

The first shot here is 5:39 AM, as is the 2nd shot. The 3rd shot was 5:43 AM. All 3 of these photos show the sun on the upper reaches of Mt. Fuji. The red color which is
clearly evident on the upper reaches of Fuji is only red rock, not red from the sun, sorry.

MtMyoujin_MtFuji_Sunrise30RC

MtMyoujin_FujiSunriseTime48RC

MtMyoujin_FujiSunriseTime58RC

The first shot in this row was taken at 5:49 AM, a shot through the tall grass. The next shot was 7:59 AM, as we were leaving Mt. Myoujin. A cute little cloud over the summit
of Mt. Fuji.
The final shot, of my DVD shelf, is now way out of date! Here is a link to my entire DVD collection if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend! CLICK HERE.
The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on title to sort that way if you desire. This link will open a new browser window.

MtMyoujin_Fuji
SunriseTime63RC

MtMyoujin_MtFuji_
Sunrise40RC
DVDShelfApril15_
2005Small

That's all for this month! Thanks for looking and reading. Hope you found something which you
enjoyed!

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of September
2006!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2006

There are pictures from all 4 weekends in September. On this page you can find pictures from September
2nd through the 17th. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

In this row you can see photos from September 2nd at Nogawa Park. The first shot is a small Geranium, Geranium thunbergii. The 2nd shot is a spider and the 3rd shot is a
shot of another type of Geranium, Geranium nepalense ssp. thunbergii.

Sep02_Nogawa_Geranium_
thunbergii02RC

Sep02_Nogawa_Geranium_nepalense
_ssp_thunbergii01RC
Sep02_Nogawa_
Spider01RC

This row is still Nogawa Park. The first shot is a parasite, Aeginetia indica, on a type of grass, a very interesting plant. The 2nd shot is a colorful mass of seed pods of some
kind of lily.

Sep02_Nogawa_Aeginetia
_indica05RC

the brush.

Sep02_Nogawa_Unknown_
Lily02RC

The first shot here is a small shrine at Sawai, overlooking the Upper Tama River, on September 3rd. The 2nd shot is on September 10th at Mt. Takao - a huge spider web in

Sep10_MtTakaoSpider
web03bRC
Sep03_TamaRiver_Sawai_
Shrine02RC
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On the 3 day weekend of September 16, 17 & 18, Kazuya and I went to Kusatsu, in Gunma Prefecture. You can find additional Kusatsu Area photos if you look at April 2005's
photos HERE (new window) and HERE (new window). In this row you are looking at 3 shots of YUBATAKE, a hot pool in the center of town.

Sep16_Kusatsu_
YubatakeBottom03RC
Yubatake
01RC

Sep16_Kusatsu_
YubatakeTop05RC

The first 2 shots here are at Sainokawara Park, in Kusatsu. You can see the steam coming up from the hot pool and the warm stream. The 3rd shot is a map with black
arrows showing our hike the following day (Sept. 17). We came up the road which comes from the right (east) via a local bus. Then we hiked to the north - to the Volcanic caldera then back down and around the 2 hour loop and then down the gondola and off the map to the right again.

Sep16_Kusatsu_Sainokawara01RC

Sep17_Kusatsu_TopoMap02aRC
Sep16_Kusatsu_Sainokawara03RC

The first shot here shows me at the trail sign for the caldera trail. The 2nd shot shows the trail and the people going up to the caldera. The 3rd shot is a beautiful Lindou
flower on the caldera trail.

MtShirane02_
DanRC

MtShirane07_
ToYugamaRC
Sep17_MtShiraneCaldera
Lindou07RC

The first shot is an entire Lindou Plant. The 2nd shot shows me and the caldera lake - what an incredible shade of blue/green, eh?! The 3rd shot is looking back down the trail
from the direction we came.
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MtShirane13_
YugamaRC

MtShirane23_
YumiIkeRC

Sep17_MtShiraneCaldera
Lindou08RC

The first 2 shots are the incredibly colored caldera lake and the 3rd shot is a panorama put together from the previous 2 shots.

Sep17_MtShiraneCalderaLake01_02RC

Sep17_MtShiraneCalderaLake01RC

Sep17_MtShiraneCalderaLake02RC

The first shot here is a telephoto shot of the hill shown on the right side of the previous shot. The next shot is another shot showing the trail we came up. Clouds are now
moving in. The 3rd shot is one more of the caldera lake.

Sep17_MtShiraneCalderaLake04RC

Sep17_MtShiraneCaldera_Back02RC

Sep17_MtShiraneCalderaLake06RC

Here are 3 more shots of the caldera lake - as the clouds begin to move in.

Sep17_MtShiraneCalderaLakeRAWRC

MtShirane27_YugamaRC

Sep17_MtShiraneCalderaLake10RC

These 3 photos are around the lake which is shown on the map at the bottom of the caldera hill. It is the start of a 2 hour hike along the trail shown on the map.
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MtShirane31_YumiIkeRC

Sep17_MtShiraneCalderaAreaLake02RC

MtShirane35_YumiIkeRC

Go To Page:

Thanks so much for taking the time to look. Please continue on to Page 2 for the continuation (and
conclusion) of September 17th and for the remainder of the pictures for this month.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of September
2006!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2006

The photos on this page continue September 17th - the hike around the Kusatsu mountains - and go
through the end of the month. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

The first shot is a "rock" behind the lake shown in the center photo of Row 11 on the previous page. The 2nd shot is an unknown white flower along the trail. The 3rd shot is
some species of Lycopodium along the trail.

Sep17_MtShiraneCalderaArea
WhiteFlower03RC
Sep17_MtShiraneCaldera
AreaLake_Rock04RC

Sep17_MtShiraneCalderaArea
Lycopodium02RC

The first 2 shots here show the first of real red fall color. The 3rd shot is a nice photo of Chamaepericlymenum canadense, what we would call "Canadian Dogwood" in the USA.
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Sep17_MtMotoShiraneTrail
RedLeaves01RC

Sep17_MtMotoShiraneTrail
RedLeaves02RC

Sep17_MotoShiraneTrail_
Chamaepericlymenum_canadense04RC

The first shot is me on the top of an area hill looking back towards the caldera area. The 2nd shot is another Chamaepericlymenum canadense and the 3rd shot is
Maianthemum dilatatum.

MtMotoShirane
02RC

Sep17_MotoShiraneTrail_
Chamaepericlymenum_canadense05RC
MtMotoShirane08_
MaizuruSouRC

The first shot here is "Gankouran" (Japanese name). The 2nd shot is Mt. Moto Shirane and the 3rd shot is a waterless caldera. This caldera is deep and appears to have no
outlet, so my immediate questions were "why is there no water", "where does it go"?

MtMoto
Shirane10RC

Sep17_MotoShiraneTrail_Waterless
Caldera05RC

MtMotoShirane09_
GankouranRC

The first shot here is a panorama of the waterless caldera. As you can see, there is definitely no outlet. The 2nd two photos are a high alpine plant of scree slopes - Dicentra
peregrina. We were very fortunate to find a few which were still in bloom. This was a new flower for us.

Sep17_MotoShiraneTrail_Waterless
Caldera04_05_06RC

Sep17_MotoShiraneTrail_
Dicentra_peregrina01RC
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Sep17_MotoShiraneTrail_
Dicentra_peregrina03RC

First, one more Dicentra peregrina. The next 2 shots are again, the waterless caldera, both from different angles and with different lighting conditions.

Sep17_MotoShiraneTrail_
Dicentra_peregrina06RC

Sep17_MotoShiraneTrail_
WaterlessCaldera08RC

Sep17_MotoShiraneTrail_
WaterlessCaldera09RC

First shot is from the trail around the waterless caldera, looking back at where we came from. That scree slope is where the Dicentra peregrina shots were taken. The next 2
shots are from Mt. Moto Shirane looking back over the waterless caldera towards the big strangely blue/green caldera lake.

Sep17_MotoShiraneTrail_Waterless
Caldera10RC

Sep17_MotoShiraneTrail_Waterless
Caldera12RC

Sep17_MotoShiraneTrail_Waterless
CalderaArea14RC

First shot is Kazuya at the summit of Mt. Moto-Shirane (2,171 meters). The 2nd and 3rd shots are another small lake about 75 minutes from the end of the trail (see map).

Sep17_MotoShiraneTrail_
SmallLakeNearEnd01RC

Sep17_MotoShiraneTrail_
SmallLakeNearEnd03RC

Sep17_MtMotoShirane
_Kazuya02RC

This final shot along the trail is once again, the lake shown in the row just above, but closer and from a lower elevation. The 2nd shot is me in the gondola car as we ride
down the mountain to the bus stop. The 3rd shot is a gondola car coming up towards us.

Sep17_MotoShiraneTrail
_GondolaRide02RC
Sep17_MotoShiraneTrail_
SmallLakeNearEnd05RC
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Here is Kazuya in the gondola car. This is the final shot of the hike! The 2nd picture in this row is actually a train station on the Hachiko Train Line as we came home on
September 18th. The town name is shown in the photo title.

Sep17_MotoShiraneTrail_
GondolaRide_Kazuya03RC

Sep18_HachikoLine_TINY_
MatsuhisaStation01RC

On September 23rd we climbed Mt. Takao, for about the 25th time. The first shot shows Mt. Fuji from the summit of Mt. Takao and the 2nd shot shows the summit crowd which was not so bad on this day - and the very blue sky.

Sep23_MtTakao_Fuji03aRC

Sep23_MtTakao_Summit_Crowd02aRC

This is a link to a separate web page showing a Relatively NEW photo of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our new Sharp Aquos
TV. You can see the new DVD Shelf here too.

    April 1, 2006 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& New TV Pictures
(new window)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look this month. We hope you found something which
interested you.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of September
2007!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2007

This page covers September 1st through September 12th only - a trip into downtown Tokyo and then
typhoon flooding at Mitake on the Upper-Tama River. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 1st
On September 1st we made a trip into the city - Kazuya's camera needed to be repaired. The 1st shot shows the line in front of Krispy Kreme Doughnuts - can you believe the
people lining up to buy those sickeningly sweet things? The 2nd shot shows a skyscraper in Nishi (West) Shinjuku. The 3rd shot shows a small sweets shop which we went to for some
lunch stuff.

Sep01_NishiShinjuku03_
KrispyKremeRC

Sep01_MaChiRuDa_
Sweets01RC
Sep01_Nishi
Shinjuku01RC

The first shot here shows the sweets we bought at that sweets shop pictured in Row 1 - VERY tasty!! The 2nd shot shows a different section of Nishi Shinjuku.

Sep01_MaChiRuDa_
Sweets09_ProductsRC

Sep01_Nishi
Shinjuku05RC

End September 1st, Begin September 4th
In 2002 Kazuya and I brought this poor sickly little Zanthoxylum piperitum (Mountain pepper) back from some mountain climb - at that time it was about 6 - 8 inches tall and
spindly. This year it bore fruits - for the first time. Only the female trees have fruits, so we have a female. Both the leaves and the fruits are used as an important spice in Japanese and
Korean dishes.

Porch_San_Shou01aCropRC

Porch_San_Shou04RC

End September 4th, Begin September 8th
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On September 6th we had a BIG typhoon go through this area - it dropped around 600 millimeters (23 inches) of rain in 24 - 30 hours in the upper reaches of the Tama River.
On September 8th we went out to Sawai and Mitake, where the waters are usually a beautiful blue and very clear. Here are 3 pictures of a high and dirty Tama River - and this is well
after the peak of the flood passed.

Sep08_TamaRiver
Flood_Sawai03RC
08Sep_Sawai_
TamaRiverFlood01RC

08Sep_Sawai_
TamaRiverFlood09RC

The first shot here is of a small shrine above Sawai, along the Tama River. The 2nd shot is a closer look at the small shrine shown in the first photo and the 3rd shot is
another raging river shot.

08Sep_Sawai_
SmallShrine02RC
08Sep_Sawai_
SmallShrine01RC

Sep08_TamaRiverFlood_
Sawai11RC

The first shot is a Begonia type of wildflower. The 2nd shot is a picture of Saké Cups at the Sawanoi Saké Brewery tasting room. The 3rd shot shows the "Trail Closed" sign
along the Tama River (we walked it anyway - later).

08Sep_Sawai_
SawanoiSake01RC
Sep08_Sawai_
LikeBegoniaButNot04RC

08Sep_Sawai_
TamaRiverFlood21RC

The first photo here is a shot of the Sawanoi Saké Brewery public tasting center. The 2nd shot is a ripe Chestnut (the edible kind) and the 3rd shot gives an indication of how
high the water was in the flood. You can see why the trail was closed.
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Sep08_Sawai_Sawanoi
SakeBrewery01RC

08Sep_Sawai_TamaRiverFlood26
_DamageRC
08Sep_Sawai_Opening
ChestnutRC

The first shot here shows - again - how high the water was in the flood - banana trees sheared off at high water level. The 2nd shot is a "photo-stitch" showing how high the
water was, as shown by the debris lodged in the trees (on the left side), and the present water level (on the right). The 3rd shot is another one of a high and dirty Tama River.

Sep08_TamaRiverFlood_
Sawai40_41aRC
Sep08_TamaRiverFlood_
Sawai26RC

Sep08_TamaRiverFlood_
Sawai27RC

Here are 3 more shots which show how high the water was at the peak of the flood.

Sep08_TamaRiverFlood_
Mitake54CommentRC
Sep08_TamaRiver
Flood_Mitake46RC

Sep08_TamaRiver
Flood_Mitake48RC

End September 8th, Begin September 11th & 12th
The first shot here shows some sweets which Kazuya brought home from the sweets shop where he works. The 2nd shot is a nice sunset from our office window at the airport that mountain is Mt. Fuji.

Sep11_AkLaboSweets05RC

Sep12_HanedaSunset03aCropRC

End September 11th & 12th, End Page 1
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Go To Page:

And, that shows you what we saw from September 1st through the 12th. Thanks so much for taking
the time to look. Please continue on to Page 2 for a continuation of this month's adventures.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of September
2007!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2007

The photos on this page are only those taken on September 15th at Showa-Kinen Park. Click on any thumbnail
to begin.

Begin September 15th
On the 15th Kazuya and I went to Showa Kinen Park. We didn't expect to be taking many pictures, but between the two of us we took about 200! Shocking! The first shot here
is a Lotus Flower seed head. The 2nd shot is a Water Lily and the 3rd shot is another Lotus Flower seed head. The 12x Optical zoom with that new camera is amazing - this shot was
taken from about 8 feet (2+ meters) away. You can find a PDF file of this image HERE (2.17 MB).

Sep15_ShowaKinen_
LotusHead02RC

Sep15_ShowaKinen_
WaterLily01RC

Sep15_ShowaKinen_LotusHead07RC
or HERE for 2.17 MB PDF file

Some red Water Lilies, A very late Lotus Flower and some Horse Chestnuts on the walkway.

Sep15_ShowaKinen
_WaterLily03RC

Sep15_ShowaKinen_
LotusBlossom01RC

Sep15_ShowaKinen_
Chestnuts02RC

Here is a tree in the middle of the Big Lawn Area, me kneeling in a field of Cosmos Flowers and Kazuya standing in front of a field of Cosmos Flowers.
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Sep15_ShowaKinen_
BigField_Tree01RC

Sep15_ShowaKinen_
Cosmos01_KazuyaRC
ShowaKinenP16_Cosmos
AndDanRC

Here are 3 shots of Cosmos Flowers.

Sep15_ShowaKinen_Cosmos20RC
ShowaKinenP19_CosmosRC

ShowaKinenP29_CosmosRC

Here is a shot of a Lycoris traubii, a Celosia cristata and a Bonsai Salusuberi (Lagerstroemia indica).

Sep15_ShowaKinen_Japanese
Garden05_Amaryllis_Lycoris_traubiiRC

Sep15_ShowaKinen_Japanese
Garden07_BonsaiRC
Sep15_ShowaKinen_Japanese
Garden_Celosia_cristataRC

Here are 3 shots in the Bonsai Garden.

Sep15_ShowaKinen_Japanese
Garden17_BonsaiRC

Sep15_ShowaKinen_Japanese
Garden19_BonsaiRC

Sep15_ShowaKinen_Japanese
Garden23_BonsaiRC

The first shot here is still in the Bonsai Garden. The 2nd shot is a Habenaria radiata - an orchid. The 3rd shot - my new camera allows me to select a color and then it records
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all other colors as black & white. In this shot I chose Blue as the color I wanted.

Sep15_ShowaKinen_Japanese
Garden24_BonsaiRC

Sep15_ShowaKinen_Japanese
Garden35_BlueOnlyRC
ShowaKinenP53_
HabenariaRadiataRC

The 1st shot is another Habenaria radiata. The 2nd shot is Kazuya standing in front of a clump of Pampas Grass (Cortaderia selloana) and the 3rd shot is the top of a clump of
Pampas Grass.

ShowaKinenP55_
HabenariaRadiataRC

Sep15_ShowaKinen_Pampas
Grass01_KazuyaRC

Sep15_ShowaKinen_
PampasGrass04RC

Here are 2 more clumps of Pampas Grass and a bunch of sunflowers with Pampas Grass in the background.

Sep15_ShowaKinen_
PampasGrass06RC

ShowaKinenP61_Cortaderia
SelloanaAndDanRC

And this final row on this page shows more sunflowers, a beautiful shot of a Red Dragonfly and some Pampas Grass.
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Sep15_ShowaKinen_
Sunflower05RC

Sep15_ShowaKinen_
Sunflower07_PampasGrassRC
ShowaKinenP66_
RedDragonflyRC

End September 15th, End Page 2
Go To Page:

And, that shows you what we saw on September 15th. Thanks so much for taking the time to look.
Please continue on to Page 3 for a continuation of this month's adventures.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of September
2007!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2007

The photos on this page continue with September 17th and go through the end of the month - a trip to Mt.
Takao and a trip to Hidaka City to see Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata). Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 17th
On September 17th I climbed Mt. Takao (599 meters), for the 36th time. I went specifically to get sunset pictures and was hoping that it would be both a good sunset and that
I would also be able to see Mt. Fuji. Kazuya was working that day, so I went alone. Well, it was a pretty clear day - could see Mt. Fuji, but the clouds were in the wrong places - so the
sunset was not spectacular at all. The first picture here was taken at 5:09 PM. The 2nd one was also taken at 5:09 PM and the 3rd one was taken at 5:26 PM.

Sep17_Takao_Summit_Fuji11RC

Sep17_Takao_Summit_Fuji12RC

This first picture was taken at 5:33 PM, the 2nd one at 5:49 PM and the 3rd one at 5:55 PM. The sunset was at 5:47 PM.
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Sep17_Takao_Summit_Fuji21RC

Sep17_Takao_Summit_Fuji38RC

Sep17_Takao_Summit_Fuji47RC

The first picture here was taken at 5:57 PM and the 2nd one at 5:58 PM. The 3rd image is an animated GIF file - the first shot was taken at 5:48:51, the 2nd shot at 5:49:13
and the 3rd shot was taken at at 5:49:22. Notice the changes in the clouds over the course of only 31 seconds. This file is 352 KB, so give it time to download before you wonder why
it's not animating.

Sep17_Takao_Summit
_Fuji49RC

Sep17_Takao_Summit
_Fuji51RC

Sep17_Takao_Summit
_Fuji37_38_39RC

End September 17th, Begin September 22nd
On September 22/23 I went to Takao-san (Kazuya had to work, so I went alone) and camped out at I-Ccho-Daira. On the way I witnessed some helicopter logging - they're
using this helicopter, it's a Kaman K-1200 K-Max - it has intermeshing rotors. An amazing machine. This configuration is sometimes referred to as a synchropter. The 3rd image here is
some grass seeds.

Sep22_ICchoDairaTrail_Helicopter
Logging06_BestCropRC

Sep22_ICchoDairaTrail_Helicopter
Logging18_BestCropRC

Sep22_ICchoDairaTrail
_GrassSeeds02RC

The first picture here is a butterfly on a thistle flower. The 2nd and 3rd shots are the moon through the trees. In the 3rd shot I used my Surefire U2-Ultra Flashlight to
illuminate the tree in the foreground.

Sep22_ICchoDairaTrail
_SummitButterfly03RC

Sep22_ICchoDaira_
MoonThroughTrees01RC

Sep22_ICchoDaira_
MoonThroughTrees06RC

End September 22nd, Begin September 24th
On September 24th - a National Holiday (Autumnal Equinox) - Kazuya and I went out to the city of Hidaka and got off at Koma Station and walked to this park which is in an
oxbow of a river. This park's glory is it's number of Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata). These shots all show the number of flowers, the crowds of people who came to see them and so
on. Here are 3 shots which show only flowers.
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Sep24_HidakaCity_
Lycoris_radiata05RC

Sep24_HidakaCity_
Lycoris_radiata11RC
Sep24_HidakaCity_
Lycoris_radiata09RC

Here are 3 shots which give you some idea of how many of these flowers there are at this place.

Sep24_HidakaCity_Lycoris_
radiata13_Red_WhiteRC

Sep24_HidakaCity_
Lycoris_radiata22RC

Sep24_HidakaCity_Lycoris_
radiata25_FieldRC

Here you can see flowers and crowds of people. You can find Kazuya in the center photo if you search.

Sep24_HidakaCity_
Lycoris_radiata27RC

Sep24_HidakaCity_Lycoris_radiata28_
Field_CrowdRC

Sep24_HidakaCity_
Lycoris_radiata29RC

Red is by far the most common color, but they DO occur in both white and yellow also. The 1st shot shows you a white flowered one.

Sep24_HidakaCity_Lycoris_
radiata49_WhiteRC

Sep24_HidakaCity_Lycoris_
radiata52_FieldRC
Sep24_HidakaCity_Lycoris_
radiata43RC

The first photo here is a whole lot of Lotus Flower seed heads. The 2nd and 3rd shots are Cosmos flowers. These 3 shots were taken at the same park.
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Sep24_HidakaCity_
LotusSeedHead05RC

Sep24_HidakaCity_
Cosmos06RC
Sep24_HidakaCity_
Cosmos04RC

End September 24th, End Page 3, End September 2007's Photos
This is a link to a separate web page showing some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV.

    April 1, 2006 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& Sharp Aquos TV Pictures
(new window)
By the way - Kazuya is still maintaining his blog, which exhibits different photos than shown here
(mostly - I have used some of his though). It looks very nice and you can find it HERE. (Click on the
"Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the site this month, I hope you found something you
enjoyed looking at. Any feedback is always appreciated.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of September 2008!
posted: September 30th, 2008

This page begins with September 7th and takes you through the end of the month - trips to Jindai Botanical
Garden and Hidaka City. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 7th
On Sunday the 7th Kazuya and I went to Jindai Botanical Garden to see what was in bloom. One thing we wanted to look at was the Crape Myrtle (Row 3). But, before we got
there we found these Cat Tails and also some Lotus Flower Seed heads. Then we found this endangered species of Orchid (Cymbidium nipponicum).

Sep07_JindaiAquaGarden
_CatTail01RC

Sep07_JindaiAquaGarden
_Lotus01RC

Sep07_JindaiBG_
Cymbidium_nipponicum06RC

And here are 3 more shots of this endangered species of Orchid (Cymbidium nipponicum). This orchid is perennial and also parasitic on the roots of certain trees. September is
the latest we have ever found it - it has a much longer flowering season than we ever realized before.

Sep07_JindaiBG_
Cymbidium_nipponicum08RC

Sep07_JindaiBG_
Cymbidium_nipponicum11RC

Sep07_JindaiBG_
Cymbidium_nipponicum18RC

Here are 2 shots of Crape Myrtle (Lagerstroemia indica). In the 2nd shot you can clearly see that it comes in both red and pink. In addition we also saw white flowered trees.
The 3rd shot is a Pomegranate Fruit.

Sep07_JindaiBG_
CrapeMyrtle01RC

Sep07_JindaiBG_
CrapeMyrtle04RC

Sep07_JindaiBG_
Pomegranate02RC

The first and 2nd shots are the very tall Pampas Grass which we seem to take pictures of in Jindai Botanical Garden every year. This "clump" of it increases in size every year.
When will it get "too" large, so that they want to reduce its size? The 3rd photo is a Salvia guarantica, or Blue Salvia.
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Sep07_JindaiBG_
PampasGrass02RC

Sep07_JindaiBG_
PampasGrass06RC

Sep07_JindaiBG_Salvia
_guaranitica07RC

And here you can see 3 photos of some beautiful Water Lily flowers.

Sep07_JindaiBG
_WaterLily02RC

Sep07_JindaiBG
_WaterLily04RC
Sept7_JindaiBG
_WaterLily09RC

End September 7th, Begin September 13th
On Saturday, September 13th Kazuya and I went to Hidaka City in Saitama Prefecture to see the Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata) flowers. Here, in Row 6, first of all you can
see a nice shot of a chestnut breaking open. These are edible chestnuts. The 2nd shot shows both a white flowered and a red flowered Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata). The 3rd shot is
a beautiful single red colored Cluster Amaryllis flower.

Sep13_Hidaka_
Chestnut02RC

Sep13_Hidaka_
Lycoris_radiata02RC
Sept13th_
Kinchakuda03RC

Here is a close-up of a white flower and a close-up of a red flower. The 3rd shot shows how these Cluster Amaryllis grow. By the way, we went to this same place in September
2007, so if you enjoy seeing this flower I suggest you also look at the photos from September 2007 page 3 - link HERE.

Sep13_Hidaka_Lycoris_
radiata07_WhiteRC
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Here are 3 more shots of Cluster Amaryllis.

Sep13_Hidaka_
Lycoris_radiata25RC

Sep13_Hidaka_
Lycoris_radiata29RC

Sep13_Hidaka_
Lycoris_radiata38RC

Here is the final shot of the Cluster Amaryllis. The 2nd shot shows shows me in front of a big bed of Lotus plants and the 3rd shot shows you a close-up of a Lotus Flower
Seed Head.

Sep13_Hidaka_
Lycoris_radiata47RC

Sep13_Hidaka_
LotusSeedheads03RC
Sept13th_
Kinchakuda35RC

Here are 2 interesting shots of Lotus Flower Seed Heads and one shot of a very late blooming Lotus Flower.

Sep13_Hidaka_
LotusSeedheads07RC

Sep13_Hidaka_
LotusSeedheads11RC

Sep13_Hidaka_
LotusFlower02RC

The first shot here shows a pair of Dragonflies mating. The 2nd shot is of a red Dragonfly and the 3rd shot shows you the first Cosmos flowers of the fall season.

Sept13th_
Kinchakuda46RC

Sep13_Hidaka_Dragon
Fly09_RedRC

Here are 3 Cosmos Field shots, one shot with Kazuya in front of the Cosmos Field.
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Sep13_Hidaka_
Cosmos05_KazuyaRC

Sep13_Hidaka_
Cosmos07RC
Sept13th_
Kinchakuda57RC

End September 13th, End September 2008's Photos
And, that pretty much shows you what we saw during the month of September. Thanks so much for taking the time to look. We went out
a couple more times, but we just saw more Cluster Amaryllis and Cosmos flowers, so I won't post any more photos from this month.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of September
2009!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2009

This page begins with September 6th and takes you through September 13th. You'll see a visit to the
Nippara area and the Nippara Limestone Cave, a butterfly and Jindai Botanical Garden. Click on any thumbnail
to begin.

Begin September 6th
On September 6th Kazuya and I took an Okutama Holiday Special Train from Mitaka to Okutama and then we took a bus from Okutama Station to Higashi Nippara. These first
3 shots are of Inamura Rock, a prominent sight when you go to Higashi Nippara. We last visited this area in August 2007. You can see additional photos of this area HERE in rows 2 and
3.

Sep6_Inamura
Rock01sRC

Sept6th
Nippara003RC
Sep6_Inamura
Rock09RC

Here are 2 more shots of Inamura Rock and a shot of a different rock. This area is SO STEEP and amazing. It's hard to believe that you are still in Tokyo when you are out
here! We walked from the bus stop to the Nippara Limestone Cave, about a 30 minute walk.

Sep6_Inamura
Rock14sRC
Sep6_Inamura
Rock13sRC

Sep6_Higashi
NipparaArea23RC

The first shot here is another rock. The 2nd shot is the entrance to the Nippara Limestone Cave. The entry fee is 600 Yen. The 3rd shot is of the entry "hallway". It's so nice to
come in here from outdoors. Outdoors it is hot and miserable in August, about 30 degrees Centigrade. Then, inside the cave it is 10 degrees C.
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Sep6_Higashi
NipparaArea26sRC

Sep6_Nippara
LimestoneCave01RC

Sep6_Nippara
LimestoneCave03RC

The first photo here is a natural shelf where they have placed a light. You can see that even this small fluorescent light has caused some greenery to actually grow here. The
2nd shot is the "big room". In this light it's hard for you to get a good idea of the size of this room, but if you study this photo a while you can see how small the people are and start to
get an idea of the size. The 3rd shot is a macro-photo of a small piece of the cave wall at this location. Again, I remind you that we visited this cave in August 2007 and you can see
additional photos inside the cave HERE in rows 4 through 7.

Sep6_Nippara
LimestoneCave10RC

Sep6_Nippara
LimestoneCave19RC
Sep6_Nippara
LimestoneCave13RC

The first shot here is a shot taken from the "bottom" of the "big room". In the 2nd shot we are ascending the opposite side of the "big room". The 3rd shot is in a different
room and shows you the folding and layering of the rock here.

Sep6_Nippara
LimestoneCave23RC

Sep6_Nippara
LimestoneCave24sRC

Sep6_Nippara
LimestoneCave31RC

Here is a bit of a different angle than the previous photo, but the same area. The 2nd shot shows the lengths to which they must go to protect the natural formations from the
public here in Japan. The 3rd shot is what is behind the fence you see in the previous shot - an area of stalagmites. People would love to break these off and take them home. Although
there is water dripping everywhere inside of this cave there are only stalagmites and stalactites in small areas, apparently the dripping water doesn't have the correct concentrations of
limestone to create stalactites and stalagmites. I'm not a geologist - this is just an assumption as to why there are not more ceiling and floor phenomena than there are.
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Sep6_Nippara
LimestoneCave32RC

Sep6_Nippara
LimestoneCave33RC

Sep6_Nippara
LimestoneCave36eRC

The first shot here shows a nice stalagmite. The 2nd shot shows an unusual formation which we saw along one wall - why is it here, what is it composed of? I have no idea.
The 3rd shot shows some interesting stalactites.

Sep6_Nippara
LimestoneCave40RC

Sep6_Nippara
LimestoneCave41RC
Sep6_Nippara
LimestoneCave42sRC

Here are 2 photos of ceiling phenomena and a shot of some interesting floor phenomena.

Sep6_Nippara
LimestoneCave43RC

Sep6_Nippara
LimestoneCave48RC

Sep6_Nippara
LimestoneCave51RC

Here is a rather large stalagmite, an area of thin stalagmites on a shelf which we are looking up at and an area where the coating on the rock was snow white. You can see
further back that the white coating stops, WHY? What is this mineral anyway? Why is it only here in such profusion? And, that's the end of this adventure into the Nippara Limestone
Cave.

Sep6_Nippara
LimestoneCave53RC

Sep6_Nippara
LimestoneCave56RC

Sep6_Nippara
LimestoneCave61RC

End September 6th, Begin September 9th
We keep having these ugly worms on our porch violets. We never took photos of the caterpillars - they are too ugly, but you can find a photo HERE. This one caterpillar made
its cocoon in a conspicuous place and the other day when I was sitting on the porch I saw the butterfly sitting on the cocoon drying itself. The first and 3rd shots show the butterfly while
it was drying itself. The center shot shows it after it dried out and flew away. It lit for a few seconds on the violets and then it was gone - it didn't stay long enough to get a good photo
of it. After seeing the photos I took, Kazuya was able to identify it as Argyreus hyperbius.
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Sep09_Argyreus
_hyperbius27cRC
Sep09_Argyreus
_hyperbius14csRC

Sep09_Argyreus
_hyperbius20csRC

End September 9th, Begin September 13th
On Sunday, September 13th, Kazuya and I want to Jindai Botanical Garden - the Botanical Garden near our house. Not much was in bloom at this time. The Pampas Grass is
becoming exceptionally beautiful. Here is a picture of the large clump of very white colored Pampas Grass and a shot of a smaller clump which has reddish colored seeds. No - this color
difference is not just because the angle is different; the color is very different. The 3rd shot is a Lotus Blossom which has double petals. I was walking around to the other side of the
Pampas Grass to take more photos and I came upon this flower; there was only one of these double-petaled flowers.

Sep13_JindaiBG_
PampasGrass04RC

Sep13_JindaiBG_
PampasGrass05RC

Sep13_JindaiBG_
LotusBlossom03RC

And here are 2 shots of the white Pampas Grass from the opposite side - this is just about exactly 180 degrees different than the previous 2 shots.

Sep13_JindaiBG_
PampasGrass07RC

Sep13_JindaiBG_
PampasGrass13RC

Here are 3 shots of 2 separate Cymbidium nipponicum orchids. This orchid is a saprophytic perennial and is an endangered species in Japan. We always feel fortunate to find
this relatively rare orchid. It grows both inside and outside of Jindai Botanical Garden, but this is the only place we have ever seen it.

Sep13_JindaiBG_Cymbidium_
nipponicum09RC
Sep13_JindaiBG_Cymbidium_
nipponicum01RC
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End September 13th, End Page 1
Go To Page:

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this months adventures. Page 2 starts with September 19th - an incredible mountain
climbing adventure

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of September
2009!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2009

This page chronicles a part of September 19th and a trip to, and climb of, Japan's Mt. Tate (Tateyama), a
mountain with several peaks. The highest peak is the 3,015 meter (9,892 feet) Mt. Oonanji. Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 19th
On September 18th Kazuya and I traveled, by train, to Toyama City in Toyama Prefecture and stayed in a business hotel for the night. On Saturday, September 19th, we took
a bus to Mt. Tate (Tateyama) and climbed that mountain. The first photo here shows our starting point, where the bus dropped us off and also the end of the road. The 2nd shot is an
Aconitum sp. flower with the sun shining through it. The 3rd shot gives you an idea of what the mountain looks like.

Sep19_Murudo_to_Ichinokoshi
_Hut03_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Murudo_to_Ichinokoshi
_Hut06s_TateyamaRC
Sep19_Murudo_to_Ichinokoshi
_Hut17_TateyamaRC

As you can see in these photos, it was a little bit cloudy, but mostly just high Cirrus Clouds which added to the beauty of the sky. You will also note in these 3 photos that fall
colors are beginning to show up. In the 3rd photo the clouds are really beautiful.
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Sep19_Murudo_to_Ichinokoshi
_Hut34s_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Murudo_to_Ichinokoshi
_Hut55_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Murudo_to_Ichinokoshi
_Hut67_TateyamaRC

This first shot shows you one of the peaks which we did not climb. The 2nd shot is a sign which tells you that we are now at Ichinokoshi Mountain Hut, one of many mountain
huts on this mountain. When Kazuya called to make reservations for a hut, some days before our trip, he had to call 4 of them to find one with some vacancies. The 3rd shot shows that
we are above a sea of clouds - and that was precisely the case. When we left Toyama City on the bus we were below the clouds. We were quite high on the mountain before we got
above these clouds.

Sep19_Murudo_to_Ichinokoshi
_Hut90_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Ichinokoshi_Hut_to_
Oyama01_TateyamaRC
Sep19_Murudo_to_Ichinokoshi
_Hut93_TateyamaRC

The first shot here shows a mountain which is not even part of this mountain range, we don't know what mountain it is, but it's a very sharp peak! The 2nd shot shows our
starting point - way down there - the big building to the left of the ponds. The 3rd shot is that peak which we did not climb - the same peak as the photo shown in the first photo of Row
3 - from up above Ichinokoshi Hut (note the roof of the hut at the very bottom of this shot).

Sep19_Ichinokoshi_Hut_to_
Oyama05_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Ichinokoshi_Hut_to_
Oyama11_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Ichinokoshi_Hut_to_
Oyama15_TateyamaRC

The first photo in this row gives you an idea of the roughness of this mountain and also shows you a bit of fall color. The 2nd shot is the summit of Oyama (Mt. Oh) (2,992
meters = 9,815 feet). There is a large temple here and that little hut at the very summit is a tiny prayer temple for these monks. You will see a monk in a later shot. The 3rd shot is
again, looking back at our starting point.

Sep19_Ichinokoshi_Hut
_to_Oyama21_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Ichinokoshi_Hut
_to_Oyama70_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Ichinokoshi_Hut
_to_Oyama76_TateyamaRC

The first shot here is, as I promised, a shot of a monk standing in front of the tiny temple on Mt. Oh (Oyama). The 2nd shot is looking towards the direction we are going - the
large mountain way out there is Mt. Tsurugi (Tsurugidake). It is 2,999 meters in elevation and is called (according to Wikipedia) "the most dangerous mountain" climbable. It looks
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dangerous on the map too, and for this reason it was not our intention to climb this peak. It is, however, very photogenic and you'll see several photos if it here. The 3rd shot is also the
direction we are going, and it's a peak which we did climb - Mt. Oonanji.

Sep19_Ichinokoshi_Hut
_to_Oyama80_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Oyama_to_Mt_
Onanji03_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Oyama_to_Mt_
Onanji10_TateyamaRC

Here is a shot of beautiful clouds and a huge rock. The 2nd shot is Kazuya on the trail. The 3rd shot is looking back at the tiny temple on Mt. Oh (Oyama).

Sep19_Oyama_to_Mt_
Onanji14_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Oyama_to_Mt_
Onanji17_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Oyama_to_Mt_
Onanji19_TateyamaRC

Here is one more shot looking back towards Mt. Oh (Oyama). The 2nd shot is the trail way out ahead of us (zoomed in). In the 3rd shot - also zoomed in - you can see our
destination for today - the Mountain Hut to the right in the photo, nearly hiding behind the shoulder of the mountain. At this point we were not sure it was our hut, but we assumed that
it was.

Sep19_Oyama_to_Mt_
Onanji22_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Oyama_to_Mt_
Onanji35_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Oyama_to_Mt_
Onanji37_TateyamaRC

Here is the summit of the highest peak of Mt. Tate (Tateyama) - Mt. Oonanji (3,015 meters = 9,892 feet). The 2nd shot is another shot of Tsurugidake (Mt. Tsurugi). The 3rd
shot looks ahead of us to the north.

Sep19_Oyama_to_Mt_
Onanji41_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Oyama_to_Mt_
Onanji44_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Mt_Onanj_to_Mt_
Masago01_TateyamaRC

The first photo in this row is an interesting knife-edge or sawtooth ridge off towards the east. The 2nd shot is that same mountain as shown in the first photo in Row 4 - an
unknown mountain way off to the south of us. The 3rd shot is looking back towards Mt. Oonanji.
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Sep19_Mt_Onanj_to_Mt_
Masago05_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Mt_Onanj_to_Mt_
Masago10_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Mt_Onanj_to_Mt_
Masago12_TateyamaRC

An interesting and dangerous looking peak along the way. Our Hut and Mt. Tsurugi - zoomed in. And our hut and Mt. Tsurugi not so zoomed in.

Sep19_Mt_Onanj_to_Mt_
Masago15_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Mt_Onanj_to_Mt_
Masago28_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Mt_Onanj_to_Mt_
Masago29_TateyamaRC

Looking to the north to Mt. Masago (Masagodake) (2,861 meters = 9,386 feet). The 2nd shot is looking the same direction as the first one, but it was taken 6 minutes later
and therefore is quite a different angle. The 3rd shot is looking down at an area called Jigoku-dani (Hell Valley in English). Lots of steam coming up down there! In the lower right hand
corner of the photo you can see a Hot Spring Hotel, which we will visit tomorrow for a bath!

Sep19_Mt_Onanj_to_Mt_
Masago36_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Mt_Onanj_to_Mt_
Masago39_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Mt_Onanj_to_Mt_
Masago44_TateyamaRC

End Page 2, but September 19th continues on Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3. This page ends
at 2:28 PM on September 19th. Page 3 will start with 2:42 PM on the 19th.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of September
2009!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2009

The photos on this page continue with September 19th at 2:42 PM and go through the end of the day on
September 20th - continuing the climb of Mt. Tate (Tateyama). Click on any thumbnail to begin.

September 19th Continues From Page 2 (at 2:42 PM)
The 1st shot is another one of Jigoku-dani (Hell Valley in English) and the Hot Spring Hotel which we'll visit tomorrow. The angle is quite different on this shot than the shot on
the previous page because we have now walked 13 minutes since the previous picture. The 2nd shot is Kazuya as we near the summit of Mt. Masago (Masagodake). The 3rd shot is the
hut where we'll stay tonight. It's still further than it appears though - the time now is 2:46 PM and we won't arrive at the Hut until 3:02 PM - we still have to cross Mt. Masago!

Sep19_Mt_Onanj_to_Mt_
Masago48_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Mt_Onanj_to_Mt_
Masago56_TateyamaRC
Sep19_Mt_Onanj_to_Mt_
Masago52_TateyamaRC

The first shot here shows an incredible green carpet on a small ridge - the carpet is made up of mountain pine. The 2nd shot is just an amazing scenery shot of the mountain
and the 3rd shot is the Kuranosuke Hut - the hut where we'll spend the night - and now it's only 2 minutes away.

Sep19_Mt_Masago_to_
Kuranosuke_Hut01_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Mt_Masago_to_
Kuranosuke_Hut04_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Mt_Masago_to_
Kuranosuke_Hut07_TateyamaRC

As we relaxed at the Kuranosuke Hut we, of course, took several photos. The first 2 here are just general scenery. The 3rd shot shows you some sunset color. There were not
enough clouds for the sunset to be really spectacular, but it was nice!

Sep19_Kuranosuke_Hut_
Area_Scenery04_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Kuranosuke_Hut_
Area_Scenery09s_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Kuranosuke_Hut
_Area_Sunset04_TateyamaRC

Here are 2 final sunset color photos - the first one is actually looking towards the east. The 2nd one looks to the west. And, that's all for the 19th. By the way, it was such an
incredibly clear night that we went out to look at the stars after it got dark. We were able to see an amazing number of them - including the Milky Way. Now, I don't know where you
are in the world, but from here in Japan it is pretty amazing to be able to be in a dark enough place to be able to see the Milky Way! We've climbed many other mountains where we
had hoped to see it, but we were always unfortunate in that it was either cloudy, or else so close to a full-moon that we could not see the Milky Way. An amazing night.
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Sep19_Kuranosuke_Hut_
Area_Sunset06_TateyamaRC

Sep19_Kuranosuke_Hut_
Area_Sunset10_TateyamaRC

End September 19th, Begin September 20th
Now it's September 20th and it's sunrise. The first photo is Mt. Fuji and was taken at 5:25 AM - an amazing shot as Mt. Fuji is about 162 kilometers (101 miles) from this
place. Look at how clear it is! The 2nd shot, looking towards the hut, was taken at 5:48 AM and still shows some decent colors. The 3rd shot - 5:49 AM, interesting colors. This was a
clear enough morning so that there was not much color to be had. It was an amazingly clear day.

Sep20_Kuranosuke_Sunrise
_Colors06_TateyamaRC

Sep20_Kuranosuke_Sunrise
_Colors24_TateyamaRC

Sep20_Kuranosuke_Sunrise
_Colors29_TateyamaRC

The first shot here is the final shot taken from the Mountain Hut - it shows Toyama City and Toyama Bay down there some 2,900 meters below us. In the 2nd shot we are
climbing towards Mt. Bes (Bessan) (2,874 meters = 9,429 feet) now and this is looking back towards the hut where we stayed. In the 3rd shot we are at North Mt. Bes (Kita-Bessan)
(2,880 meters = 9,449 feet) and that is Kazuya in the foreground and Tsurugidake (Mt. Tsurugi) (2,999 meters = 9,839 feet) in the background.

Sep20_Kuranosuke_Hut_
to_Bessan07_TateyamaRC

Sep20_Kuranosuke_Hut_
to_Bessan24_TateyamaRC
Sep20_Bessan_to_KitaBessan09_TateyamaRC

Chronologically this first picture does not belong right here, but I wanted to give you an "overview" of the area before the next photo. That is Mt. Tsurugi back there. Between
us and the mountain look closely (this 1st photo is larger than normal so you can see detail) and you can see at least 2 huts down in the valley there and also a tent camping spot.
Now, in the 2nd photo you see a close-up of the tent camping spot - all of those people are here to climb Mt. Tsurugi (Tsurugidake). Remember, on Page 2 I told you that according to
Wikipedia, this is "the most dangerous mountain" climbable. Amazing - lots of people do it anyway I guess. The 3rd shot is, once again, Mt. Tsurugi (Tsurugidake).

Sep20_Kita_Bessan_to
_Jigokudani002_TateyamaRC

Sep20_Bessan_to_Kita
-Bessan20_TateyamaRC

Sep20_Bessan_to_Kita
-Bessan32_TateyamaRC

And here is a zoomed in shot of Mt. Tsurugi (Tsurugidake) - can you believe the number of people here on "the most dangerous mountain" climbable? And, it's only 8:28 AM.
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The 2nd shot is me on North Mt. Bes (Kita-Bessan) and the 3rd shot is Kazuya on North Mt. Bes (Kita-Bessan). Both of these shots look towards Mt. Tsurugi (Tsurugidake). Notice our
clothes, it is extremely windy and therefore the chill factor is quite cold. We are both wearing gloves, sweatshirts and rain gear (to block the wind).

Sep20_Bessan_to_Kita
-Bessan37An_TateyamaRC

Sept20th_Kita
Bessan_Tateyama54RC

Sep20_Bessan_to_Kita
-Bessan44_TateyamaRC

In the first shot here we have passed the final hut and we are headed down to the valley where we started from. The 2nd shot shows you some pretty good fall colors on the
mountain side. The 3rd shot is a beautiful blue sky shot looking through some cotton grass (Geum pentapetalum).

Sep20_Kita_Bessan_to_
Jigokudani029_TateyamaRC

Sep20_Kita_Bessan_to_Jigoku
dani033_Colors_TateyamaRC

Sep20_Kita_Bessan_to_
Jigokudani035_TateyamaRC

Here are 3 amazingly bright fall color shots on the side of the mountain.

Sep20_Kita_Bessan_to_Jigoku
dani043_Colors_TateyamaRC

Sep20_Kita_Bessan_to_Jigoku
dani045_Colors_TateyamaRC

Sep20_Kita_Bessan_to_Jigoku
dani062_Colors_TateyamaRC

Here are 3 more fall color shots. The pinkish color in the first shot is interesting - it is Cotton Grass (Geum pentapetalum) - a whole small field of it!

Sep20_Kita_Bessan_to_Jigoku
dani063_Colors_TateyamaRC

Sep20_Kita_Bessan_to_Jigoku
dani064_Colors_TateyamaRC

Sep20_Kita_Bessan_to_Jigoku
dani068_Colors_TateyamaRC

And, this row shows you 3 more fall color shots. Note that these 3 shots are all looking UP the mountain. In previous rows we have been mostly looking down, but now we are
looking up.
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Sep20_Kita_Bessan_to_Jigoku
dani075_Colors_TateyamaRC

Sep20_Kita_Bessan_to_Jigoku
dani078_Colors_TateyamaRC

Sep20_Kita_Bessan_to_Jigoku
dani089_Colors_TateyamaRC

The first shot in this row is another shot of amazing fall colors. The 2nd shot is an amazing color and composition shot, and for this reason I have included a larger than
normal 2nd photo for you if you click on the thumbnail. The 3rd shot is another one of fall colors.

Sep20_Kita_Bessan_to_Jigoku
dani098_Colors_TateyamaRC

Sep20_Kita_Bessan_to_Jigoku
dani100_Colors_TateyamaRC

Sep20_Kita_Bessan_to_Jigoku
dani102s_Colors_TateyamaRC

Here are 2 shots of Jigoku-dani, or "Hell Valley" in English. I think you can see why it is named this. It's a bunch of steam and hot water coming up out of the ground! You
saw shots of this area from the mountain in the final photo on Page 2 and the 1st shot on this page. We are now on our way to the Hot Spring Hotel shown in the first photo on this
page for a nice hot spring soak to relieve our tired bones and bodies.

Sep20_Tateyama_Jigokudani_
_Hell_Valley02_TateyamaRC
Sep20_Tateyama_Jigokudani_
_Hell_Valley27_TateyamaRC

Here is Mikurigaike Pond with a reflection of the mountain showing in it. And, the 2nd photo, the final shot of this climb and also this day, is a last look at Mt. Tsurugi
(Tsurugidake). It was taken out of the bus window as we descended the mountain back towards Toyama City.

Sep20_Tateyama_Mikurigaike
Pond_03_TateyamaRC

Sep20_Tateyama_Murodo
_Area_on_Bus05RC

End September 20th, End Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the
continuation of this trip. The next page begins with September 21st and a trip to Shirakawa-go.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of September
2009!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2009

The photos on this page continue with September 21st and go through the end of the month - a trip to
Shirakawa-go - A World Heritage Site and Takayama Town, a very historic place. Click on any thumbnail to
begin.

Begin September 21st
On September 21st Kazuya and I traveled from Hida-Hosoe, where we stayed in a Youth Hostel, to Takayama, and then we took a bus to Shirakawa-go, a World Heritage Site
which we have talked about visiting for several years. You can read more about Shirakawa-go at the UNESCO entry for it HERE or you can do a search and find LOTS of information
about Shirakawa-go. Here are shots of 3 of the many grass roofed houses which Shirakawa-go is famous for. These homes are lived in, so as you look at these photos do not be
surprised to see laundry hanging on the clothes lines and cars in the driveways. I wonder what these residents think about all of the tourists invading their streets and sidewalks every
day of the year? I suppose they like the income.

Sep21_Shirakawa-go_
WorldHeritageSite009RC

Sep21_Shirakawa-go_
WorldHeritageSite018RC

Sep21_Shirakawa-go_
WorldHeritageSite027RC

Here are 2 shots of the same building, taken from different angles, and a shot of a roof with trees on the side.

Sep21_Shirakawa-go_
WorldHeritageSite031RC

Sep21_Shirakawa-go_
WorldHeritageSite042RC

Sep21_Shirakawa-go_
WorldHeritageSite066RC

In the first photo in this row notice the tiny little triangle shaped building in the foreground. You can also see one in the next shot - these house huge fire sprinklers, we saw
postcards of them being tested. Anyway, here are 3 more shots of grass roofed homes. We were very fortunate to have made our trip here at this time of the year - the rice fields are
just at the stage where they are golden yellow and in later shots you will see fall flowers too.
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Sep21_Shirakawa-go_
WorldHeritageSite076RC

Sep21_Shirakawa-go_
WorldHeritageSite080RC

Sep21_Shirakawa-go_
WorldHeritageSite090RC

Here are 3 shots which are greatly enhanced by the fall colors - the first shot shot with its flowers and Pampas Grass, the 2nd shot with its Cosmos Flowers and the 3rd shot
with its Pampas Grass. And, of course the golden yellow rice field helps all 3 shots. The 3rd shot is so beautiful that I have included a larger than normal size image for you if you click
on the thumbnail.

Sep21_Shirakawa-go_
WorldHeritageSite108RC
Sep21_Shirakawa-go_
WorldHeritageSite111RC

Sep21_Shirakawa-go_
WorldHeritageSite117RC

Here are 2 intriguing shots. In the 2nd shot you can clearly see a telephone wire cutting across the photo, this happens so very often here in Japan. In this place the power
company has buried most of the electric lines, but apparently the telephone company has failed to cooperate. This would enhance the beauty of this place so very much, as it would at so
many very scenic spots here in Japan. The 3rd shot is a photo taken from an overlook which shows that many of the houses in this village are grass-roofed, but not all of them.

Sep21_Shirakawa-go_
WorldHeritageSite152RC

Sep21_Shirakawa-go_
WorldHeritageSite179RC

Sep21_Shirakawa-go_
WorldHeritageSite197RC

Here is an individual home, barn or whatever. A shot taken from the overlook. I have given you a larger than normal image of this one too if you click on the thumbnail. And,
the final shot at Shirakawa-go - nicely enhanced by the zinnias and the rice field.

Sep21_Shirakawa-go_
WorldHeritageSite200sRC

Sep21_Shirakawa-go_
WorldHeritageSite228RC

End September 21st, Begin September 22nd
On September 22nd we spent the day in Takayama Town - it is a very historic place, so we strolled around and enjoyed it until 3:30 PM, when our bus headed back to Tokyo.
The first shot here is a wood crafts shop. There were several lacquerware shops too - and we each bought a piece of lacquerware. The 2nd shot is a rickshaw or pedicab and its
passengers. The 3rd shot is looking down one of the historically preserved streets in Takayama Town. There is an entire section of town like this and at night you can see that the street
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lights are also old fashioned. Lots of interesting things are for sale along these streets, along with the typical tourist junk.

Sep22_Historic
_Takayama010RC

Sep22_Historic
_Takayama013RC

Sep22_Historic
_Takayama014RC

Here are 2 shots of the famous Kokubunji Temple of Takayama Town. The first shot shows the 3-story pagoda of Kokubunji. The 2nd shot shows the actual Kokubunji Temple.

Sep22_Historic_
Takayama035_KokubunjiRC
Sep22_Historic_
Takayama023_KokubunjiRC

Takayama Town has a section of Temples and shrines. We also visited that part of the town and these 2 photos show you only 2 of the several temples of Takayama Town.
And that's the end of this incredible 5 day trip.

Sep22_Historic
_Takayama069RC

Sep22_Historic
_Takayama072RC

In the narrative for Row 7, I mentioned that we each bought a piece of lacquerware in Takayama. In this row - the first photo is the piece I bought - a bright red rice bowl.
The actual color is like the left image of the collage. The 2nd photo is the piece Kazuya bought. It's the size of a medium size Sake drinking cup and the color is very dark brown - but
the wood grain shows through the lacquer. The 3rd shot is a leaf "coaster" which Kazuya bought. It has a real leaf on both the top and the bottom. The inset shows you how thick this
piece is. We can't determine what is between the two layers of leaves.

MyLacquerwareRC

KazuyaLacquerwareRC

KazuyaLeafRC

End September 22nd, End Page 4, End September 2009's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages. The first shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The
2nd shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on
the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire.

February 22, 2009 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& TV Pictures
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(new window)
Kazuya has updated - his blog and it has some truly exquisite photos of our climbs! Please check it out
HERE. (Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

We invite you to take a look at a new page showing variations on 2 images of Rebun Island Edelweiss (Leontopodium discolor)! It is also
accessible from the "Special Items" Page.   CLICK

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google it

✔

Search danwiz.com   

Google it

✔

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
Click the photo to go to the newest pages.

September 2010 - Favorite Photo
"Lycoris radiata (Cluster Amaryllis)". Taken at
Kinchakuda. A Sheet Metal Effect was added using
ACDSee. NOTE: This is a mouseover image.
September 26, 2010.
Click below if you don't want to go to the newest
photos

SEPTEMBER 2010: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING A Climb of and 2 Day Stay at Mt. Kumotori (2,017.7 m = 6,620 ft) * Lychnis miquelina * Toad Lily (Tricyrtis sp.) * Mt. Nanatsuishi
(1,757 meters = 5,765 feet) * Ligularia dentata (Marubadakebuki in Japanese) * Deer * Sunrise & Sunset at Mt. Kumotori * A Nutcracker (Nucifraga caryocatactes) * Star Photos
(Astrophotography) - The Big Dipper * A Trip to Nogawa Park * A Trip to Jindai Botanical Garden * Pampas Grass * Cymbidium nipponicum * Another trip to Nogawa Park * A Trip to Hidaka City
and the Annual Higanbana Festival (Lycoris radiata or Cluster Amaryllis) * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the September photos)

This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of September
2010!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2010

This page begins with September 3rd and ends with September 5th, a trip to and climb of Mt. Kumotori
(2,017.7 meters = 6,620 feet). We spent 2 nights in the summit hut and a day of just wandering around the
summit area. It has been such a hot summer in Tokyo that we went there to escape the heat. It was
wonderful - 17 degrees C at night and a maximum of 24 degrees C in midday! We really enjoyed ourselves.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 3rd
As the header says, Kazuya and I climbed Mt. Kumotori on September 3rd. It has been a terribly hot summer in Tokyo and we have used every possible opportunity to escape
the heat. We assumed (and rightly) that it would be much cooler at Mt. Kumotori. The first shot in this row was taken merely 10 minutes after we left the bus stop at 9:30 AM. The 2nd
shot was taken only 13 minutes after we left the bus stop - the body of water down there is Okutama Lake. The 3rd shot is Lychnis miquelina - a beautiful bright orange flower.
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Sept3rd_Mt
Kumotori001RC

Sep03_06_MtKumotoriClimb
_Lychnis_miquelinaRC
Sep03_02_MtKumotori
Climb_StartingRC

Here are 2 shots of a Toad Lily (Tricyrtis sp.). The 3rd shot is the place where you can get water on the side of Mt. Nanatsuishi. In past years there has been much more water
at this spot. Even though there is not so much water this year, it was extremely cold and refreshing. The time of this shot was 1:10 PM - we've already been hiking for 3 hours and 40
minutes, so we are very happy to drink some COLD water as the water in our water bottles is getting pretty warm now. We were both in less than great condition for this climb - the
heat of the summer has caused lots and lots of sweat and we have lost amazing amounts of salt and other essential chemicals, trace elements and minerals from our bodies - stuff which
is not easily replaced by drinking hot weather supplements. We were moving slowly.

Sep03_12_Mt
KumotoriClimb_ToadLilyRC

Sep03_13_Mt
KumotoriClimb_ToadLilyRC

Sept3rd_Mt
Kumotori018RC

Here is me at the summit of Mt. Nanatsuishi (1,757 meters = 5,765 feet) at 1:38 PM - we're now 4 hours and a bit into the climb - my legs have started cramping due
(probably) to my having lost too much potassium in the summer of heat and perspiration. This is the 8th time we've been at the summit of this mountain, but the first time this year.
The 2nd shot shows the summit of Mt. Kumotori - our goal. In this shot the yellow flowers are Ligularia dentata (Marubadakebuki in Japanese). The 3rd shot is zoomed in to the summit
of Mt. Kumotori so that you can see the summit hut - our goal.

Sept3rd_Mt
Kumotori030RC

Sep03_21AT_MtKumotori
Climb_Ligularia_dentataRC

Sep03_23AT_MtKumotori
Climb_MtNanatsuishiRC

In this row you can find 2 closer shots of Ligularia dentata (Marubadakebuki in Japanese) and a shot of Kazuya at the summit of Mt. Nanatsuishi.

Sept3rd_Mt
Kumotori040RC
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Sep03_25_MtKumotoriClimb
_MtNanatsuishi_KazuyaRC

Here is a shot of Kazuya taking photos of Ligularia dentata (Marubadakebuki in Japanese), a shot of a small flower - probably Saussurea tripetera and a snag up quite high on
Mt. Kumotori. Every time we climb Mt. Kumotori we shoot photos of this snag. There is one very nice sunset shot of this snag taken on May 2, 2004 at 6:47 PM HERE. We are always
kind of surprised to see that this snag is still standing.

Sep03_27_MtKumotoriClimb
_MtNanatsuishi_KazuyaRC

Sept3rd_Mt
Kumotori065RC

Sep03_42_Mt
KumotoriClimb_SnagRC

The first shot in this row shows you that we are getting close to our goal - the summit hut. The 2nd and 3rd shots show Kazuya and myself at the summit sign of Mt. Kumotori
(2,017.1 meters according to this sign, but 2,017.7 meters according to other sources). We arrived at the summit at 4:30 PM - 7 hours after we started. We hoped to heck that not too
many people would be staying in this hut. It is a bare bones hut - no workers, no meals, nothing but a building. It is officially an "emergency shelter". In past years we have taken our
tent and set it up to sleep in, but we started depending on the hut last year. Whew! Including us, there were only 5 people in the hut.

Sep03_44SIP_MtKumotori
Climb_NearingSummitRC

Sept3rd_Mt
Kumotori086SIPRC
Sep03_54_MtKumotori
Climb_Summit_KazuyaRC

It was pretty cloudy at sunset time, so we had no good colors. Back in 2002 when we stayed here for the first time we saw the most amazing sunset we've ever seen in our
lives, so we always hope for something to match that experience. You can find a photo of that sunset HERE - it was taken on September 21, 2002 at 5:50 PM. Anyway, the first shot in
this row was our most interesting shot around sunset from this day. It shows sun rays shining through the clouds. After dark the deer came out, as they always do on Mt. Kumotori.

Sep03_49_MtKumotori
Climb_SunRaysRC

Sep03_58_Mt
KumotoriClimb_DeerRC

Here is another shot of deer browsing the grass and weeds around the summit and then a starscape shot. Our cameras have a maximum exposure time of only 15 seconds so,
disappointingly, we cannot capture the Milky Way - but we make the attempt whenever we get a night like this one was. And, that finishes up September 3rd.
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Sep03_64_Mt
KumotoriClimb_DeerRC

Sep03_75eAT_Mt
KumotoriClimb_Stars

End September 3rd, Begin September 4th
Okay, now it's Saturday, September 4th. It's time to see if we get to see the sun rise today. The first photo was taken at 4:54 AM - that's Mt. Fuji off in the distance. Looks
like we'll have a nice sunrise. The 2nd photo is 5:01 AM - getting some nice colors in the east. The 3rd photo - a panorama with Mt. Fuji - was taken at 5:09 AM.

Sep04_014__015_Mt
Kumotori_SunriseTimeRC
Sept4th_Mt
Kumotori013RC

Sep04_004_MtKumotori
_SunriseTimeRC

In the first photo in this row you can see that the sun is rising behind a bank of horizon hugging clouds. The time is 5:14 AM. The 2nd photo shows the sun as it climbs above
those horizon hugging clouds - the time is 5:19 AM. The 3rd shot, 5:27 AM, shows Mt. Fuji. I took more photos from this same angle as the day progressed - keep watch for them.

Sep04_024_Mt
Kumotori_SunriseTimeRC

Sep04_035r_Mt
Kumotori_SunriseTimeRC

Sep04_053_Mt
Kumotori_SunriseTimeRC

Here is a panorama in first position - Mt. Fuji from approximately the same position as the previous shot, but the time is now 6:11 AM. For the 2nd shot I aimed at the bright
sun and shot - the time was 6:12 AM. The 3rd shot was taken at 8:25 AM - same approximate place as the previous 2 similar shots. Clouds are beginning to form on the left side of Mt.
Fuji now - what will today's weather ultimately bring?

Sep04_057_058_Mt
Kumotori_MorningSceneryRC
Sep04_061_MtKumotori
_MorningSceneryRC

Sep04_065_MtKumotori
_MorningSceneryRC

Here is a shot of a Nutcracker (Nucifraga caryocatactes). This bird hung out around the summit quite a bit. The 2nd shot is a nice silvery snag at the summit - the sun really
made it show as silver. The 3rd shot is Mt. Kitadake - we were very surprised to be able to see this mountain from here - it is very far away, according to Google Earth it is about 42
miles or 68 kilometers. We climbed Mt. Kitadake last year, at 3,193 meters (=10,476 feet) it is Japan's 2nd highest peak. We were able to identify it here only with the help of a type of
metal map planted on the summit of Mt. Kumotori.
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Sep04_066_Mt
Kumotori_NutcrackerRC

Sep04_071_Mt
Kumotori_KitadakeRC
Sep04_070_Mt
Kumotori_MorningSceneryRC

Here is the fourth and final shot of Mt. Fuji from approximately the same place as the other 3 shots. The time is now 9:09 AM. At this time we went for a hike and we didn't
return until about 12:00 Noon. Mt. Fuji had become totally cloudy and we never saw it again the rest of today. We relaxed and slept some more in the afternoon and the next shot in
this row, a seedhead of Ligularia dentata (Marubadakebuki in Japanese), was taken at 2:13 PM. The 3rd shot in this row shows the sunset for today - it's now 6:03 PM. Not quite enough
clouds to make for a brilliant sunset, unfortunately.

Sep04_076_077_Mt
Kumotori_SceneryRC
Sep04_090_MtKumotori
_Ligularia_dentataRC

Sept4th_Mt
Kumotori114RC

The 1st shot in this row was taken at 6:05 PM. The 2nd shot - a panorama - was taken at 6:25 PM - it shows the most brilliantly colored cloud which we saw on this day. The
3rd shot is one more summit snag at sunset time. It's now 6:34 PM and I had to push this up to ISO 400 to get an image which was bright enough to show something.

Sep04_160_161SIP_Mt
Kumotori_Sunset_stitchRC
Sep04_120_Mt
Kumotori_SunsetRC

Sep04_175SIPV_
MtKumotori_SunsetRC

Here are 2 starscapes. These were taken looking somewhat westerly I believe. You can see several stars and some constellations, but I don't know constellation names so I
can't tell you which ones are visible. In the 3rd shot - looking higher up into the sky - you can see the Big Dipper (Ursa Major, The Big Bear) and also Polaris or the North Star. Can you
find them - mouseover on the photo in Row 16 for the answer. The north star is at the very edge of the photo. That ends September 4th. Oh, by the way, there were 7 people in the
summit hut tonight.

Sept4th_Mt
Kumotori154rRC

Sep04_179SIP_Mt
Kumotori_StarsRC

Sep04_190e_Mt
Kumotori_BigDipperRC

Here is a "mouseover" of the third image in Row 15 - when you hold your mouse over the image you see the answer to the question asked above.
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End September 4th, Begin September 5th
Well, we had 2 nights at the summit hut, today we have to head for home. We climbed the mountain on Friday, stayed here Friday and Saturday nights and today we have to
go home. The first here was taken at 4:45 AM - let's see what we get for sunrise today. The next shot was taken at 5:12 AM - is the sun going to come up today? The 3rd shot - the
rising sun - was taken at 5:18 AM.

Sept5th_Mt
Kumotori006RC

Sept5th_Mt
Kumotori009RC

Sept5th_Mt
Kumotori016RC

The first shot in this row - Mt. Fuji through lower clouds - was taken at taken at 5:20 AM and the 2nd shot was taken at 5:21 AM. Amazing difference in 1 minute, eh? The 3rd
shot is that same snag again as we head for the bus stop - the time is now 5:59 AM. We have eaten our breakfast, packed our gear and are on the way down. We left the hut at 5:50
AM and there is a bus to Okutama Station at 10:32 which we hope to catch.

Sep05_08_MtKumotori
Descent_SunriseRC

Sep05_10_MtKumotori
Descent_SunriseRC

Sept5th_Mt
Kumotori035RC

Here is a final shot of Ligularia dentata (Marubadakebuki in Japanese) and then a very bright orange colored fungus of some kind. And that's it for this wonderfully refreshing
trip. We actually arrived at the bus stop at 9:20 AM - about 40 minutes earlier than we had expected to - and took the 9:32 AM bus to Okutama Station. Then we walked to the
Okutama Hot Spring and spent 3 hours soaking in the hot water, relaxing, loosening our tired muscles and so on. We then caught a train headed for home. We got home at around 4:15
PM and it was 38 degrees C (101 degrees F) in the house - it had been closed up for 3 days. It was not much cooler outside. We were back to the summer heat!
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Sep05_36_MtKumotori
Descent_FungusRC
Sept5th_Mt
Kumotori044RC

End September 5th, End Page 1
Go To Page:

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the next
September adventure.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of September
2010!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2010

This page begins with September 11th, a trip to Nogawa Park - near our house. Next we visit Jindai
Botanical Garden on September 12th. This page takes you through the 25th - another visit to Nogawa Park.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 11th
On Saturday, September 11th, Kazuya and I went to the Flowers Part of Nogawa Park to check out what fall flowers were in bloom. We found Helianthus strumosus, the first
photo in this row, and an abundance of Liriope muscari (2nd and 3rd photos).

Sep11_16_NogawaPk_
Helianthus_strumosusRC
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Pk_Liriope_muscariRC

Sep11_13SIP_Nogawa
Pk_Liriope_muscariRC
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Here is a closer shot of Liriope muscari. The 2nd photo is a parasite on certain kinds of grasses. It is Aeginetia indica and it is a non-photosynthetic plant. And that was all we
found of interest at Nogawa Park.

Sep11_21SIP_Nogawa
Pk_Liriope_muscariRC

Sep11_12SIP_Nogawa
Pk_Aeginetia_indicaRC

End September 11th, Begin September 12th
On Sunday, September 12th, we went to Jindai Botanical Garden and walked around there to see what fall flowers were in bloom. As you can see in this row - the Pampas
Grass is doing well this year. They finally put up signs with the Scientific Names too. In the first photo you can see both types - on the left you can see the white headed type and on the
right side you can see the red headed type. In the 2nd photo you see Cortaderia selloana and in the 3rd photo you see Cortaderia carminea-rendalateri.

Sep12_01CropRotate_JindaiBotGar_
Cortaderia_selloana_PampasGrassRC

Sep12_02_JindaiBotGar_
Cortaderia_selloana_PampasGrassRC

Sep12_03_JindaiBotGar_Cortaderia_
carminea_rendalateri_PampasGrassRC

Here are closer shots of both Cortaderia selloana (first photo) and Cortaderia carminea-rendalateri (second photo). The 3rd shot in this row is Cymbidium nipponicum aka C.
macrorhizon - a saprophyte on various tree roots. This was one of the best specimens which we have ever found.

Sep12_07_JindaiBotGar_Cortaderia
_selloana_PampasGrassRC

Sep12_11_JindaiBotGar_Cortaderia_
carminea_rendalateri_PampasGrassRC

Sep12_16_JindaiBot
Gar_Cymbidium_nipponicumRC

The first shot here is again Cymbidium nipponicum aka C. macrorhizon - a saprophyte on various tree roots. This was surely the best specimen which we have ever found of
this plant. The 2nd shot is some kind of Lily Seedhead. And, that's it for the weekend of September 11 - 12.
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Sep12_26_JindaiBot
Gar_Cymbidium_nipponicumRC

Sep12_28_JindaiBot
Gar_LilySeedheadRC

End September 12th, Begin September 25th
On September 25th Kazuya and I returned to Nogawa Park to see if anything had changed. We were shocked! We knew that there was a small area of Cluster Amaryllis here,
but when we visited on September 11th there was no indication that it even existed! Today it was in full bloom - a huge change in 2 weeks time. This plant apparently pops out of the
ground and blooms very rapidly when the conditions get precisely right for it. So, here are 3 shots of Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata).

Sept25thNogawaP006
SIP_LycorisRadiataRC

Sept25thNogawaP014
R_LycorisRadiataRC

Sept25thNogawaP019
_LycorisRadiataRC

Sep25_015_Nogawa
Park_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sep25_047_Nogawa
Park_Lycoris_radiataRC

And, here are 3 more shots of Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata).

Sept25thNogawaP021R
_LycorisRadiataRC

Here are 2 shots of Caryopteris divaricata - an interestingly showy little flower. The 3rd shot is a Thistle flower - it has been Tone-mapped from 3 photos which were exposure
bracketed.

Sep25_071_NogawaPark
_Caryopteris_divaricataRC

Sep25_075_NogawaPark
_Caryopteris_divaricataRC

Sep25_080_81_81TM
_NogawaPark_ThistleRC

Here is a shot (actually 3 shots) of Agrimonia pilosa var. japonica - fused into one photo with Photomatix Pro. The 2nd shot is a Diospyros lotus - a type of miniature
Persimmon. The 3rd shot is a scenery shot and is 3 photos Tone-mapped with the Details Enhancer portion of Photomatix Pro. This is what is considered to be a HDR (High Dynamic
Range) Photo.

Sep25_087_88_89Fused_Nogawa
Park_Agrimonia_pilosa_var_japonicaRC

Sep25_095_NogawaPark
_Diospyros_lotusRC

Sep25_100_01_02TM_
DE_NogawaPark_SceneryRC

End September 25th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
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continuation and conclusion of this month's adventures.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of September
2010!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2010

This page begins and ends with September 26th. We went to a place called Kinchakuda, which is in Hidaka
City, Saitama Prefecture for their Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata) Festival. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 26th
On September 26th we went to Hidaka City in Saitama Prefecture for the "Higanbana" Festival. At a bend in the river there is a huge field of Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata)
(Higanbana in Japanese) which is amazing to see. The first 2 photos in this row were shot on the walk from the train station to the Festival Site. The 3rd photo was also shot on the
walk to the Festival Site - it is an edible chestnut lying on the ground.

Sept26th_
Kinchakuda006RC

agree?

Sept26th_
Kinchakuda010RC

Sept26th_
Kinchakuda012RC

Here is another edible chestnut at the same location as the previous shot. The next 2 shots were taken at the Festival Site. What an amazing field of red flowers, wouldn't you

Sep26_013_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sept26th_
Kinchakuda025RRC

Here are 3 more shots of Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata) (Higanbana in Japanese).
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Sep26_043R_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sep26_049_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sep26_050_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

The first shot in this row is me beside the Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata) (Higanbana in Japanese). The 2nd shot is a close photo of some buds. The 3rd shot gives you a
small hint of how many people come here for this Festival.

Sept26th_
Kinchakuda048RC

Sep26_054_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sept26th_
Kinchakuda054RRC

Here is Kazuya beside the Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata) (Higanbana in Japanese). In the 2nd shot you can get another idea of the crowd of people. The 3rd shot shows
you a white flowered one. The white flowered ones are quite rare.

Sep26_061_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sep26_065_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sept26th_
Kinchakuda069RC

Three more Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata) (Higanbana in Japanese). The 2nd shot shows another white flowered one.

Sep26_074_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sep26_075_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sept26th_
Kinchakuda079RC

Three more shots of Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata) (Higanbana in Japanese). The first shot is a pretty good one showing the crowd. The 2nd one is a High Dynamic Range
Photo - 3 separate exposure bracketed photos Tone-mapped with the Details Enhancer of Photomatix Pro. The 3rd shot is zoomed in to a very small portion of the field along the river.
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Sep26_079_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sep26_088_89_90_TM_Det
Enhance_Kinchakuda_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sep26_094_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Three more shots of Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata) (Higanbana in Japanese).

Sep26_109_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sep26_110SIP_
Kinchakuda_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sept26th_
Kinchakuda111RC

The final 3 shots of Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata) (Higanbana in Japanese). Hope that all of these red photos were not too irritating.

Sep26_124_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sept26th_
Kinchakuda124RC

Sept26th_
Kinchakuda130RC

There is also a field of Lotus at this place. Here are 3 photos of Lotus Seedheads.

Sep26_145_Kinchakuda
_LotusSeedheadRC

Sep26_146_Kinchakuda
_LotusSeedheadRC

Sep26_149_Kinchakuda
_LotusSeedheadRC

In addition to the Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata) (Higanbana in Japanese) and the Lotus field, they also grow Cosmos here. Here are 3 shots of Cosmos in this row.
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Sept26th_
Kinchakuda151RRC

Sept26th_
Kinchakuda152RC

Sep26_154_Kinchakuda
_CosmosRC

Here are 2 final shots of Cosmos. After we left here we took a bus to a Hot Spring which we'd never been to before - the Makiba-noyu. It was a very nice Hot Spring with
several hot pools inside and an additional 4 or 5 pools outside. There is also a farmer's market here and a ham factory - the Saiboku Ham Factory. We bought some beautiful Asian Pears
at the farmer's market and some nice sausages at the Ham Factory to take home with us.

Sept26th_
Kinchakuda156RC

Sep26_162_Kinchakuda
_CosmosRC

Sep26_167_
MakibanoHotSpringRC

End September 26th, End Page 3, End September 2010's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages. The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos
TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased.
You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT coverart of all of our DVDs.

February 22, 2009 DVD Collection,
Movie of Home Theater System
& TV Pictures
(new window)

Link to DVD collection in DVD Profiler
Click Here.
(new window)

Our DVD Collection
Front Coverart Pages
Click Here.
(new window)

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. We hope that you found something which you
enjoyed looking at. Sorry if you think there were way too may Cluster Amaryllis photos.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google it

✔

Search danwiz.com   

Google it

✔

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
Click the photo to go to the newest pages.

September 2011 - Favorite Photo
"A Dragonfly". A Dragonfly sits atop a Sanguisorba
officinalis flower at the summit of Mt. Hinode.
September 10, 2011.
Click below if you don't want to go to the newest
photos

SEPTEMBER 2011: TWO Pages This Month FEATURING Only Flowers this Month * Anemonopsis macrophylla (Rengeshouma in Japanese), Arisaema sp., Ainsliaea acerifolia var. subapoda,
Tricyrtis sp. and Aconitum japonicum var. montanum at Mt. Mitake * Commelina communis, Codonopsis lanceolata, Chelonopsis moschata, Sanguisorba officinalis and Tripterospermum japonicum
at Mt. Hinode * Impatiens textorii and Impatiens noli-tangere on the Trail * Begonia grandis, Lycoris radiata and Keiskea japonica at Nogawa Park * Lycoris radiata (Cluster Amaryllis) at
Kinchakuda * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the September photos)

This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of September
2011!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2011

This page begins - and ends - with September 10th and a trip to Mt. Mitake (929 meters = 3,048 feet) and
Mt. Hinode (902 meters = 2,959 feet). We went out in search of whatever late summer or early autumn
flowers we could find. By the way - this month you will find only flower photos here - if you are hoping for
some exquisite mountain scenery then you stand to be disappointed. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 10th
On September 10th we went out to Mt. Mitake (929 meters = 3,048 feet) in search of whatever late summer and/or early autumn flowers we could find. We were surprised to
find a few remaining Rengeshouma (Anemonopsis macrophylla) flowers in bloom. This flower is a big attraction in August, we did not truly expect to find any here at all so late in the
season. We were just lucky I guess.
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Sept10th_
MtMitake002RC

Sept10_001_Mitake_Hinode
_Anemonopsis_macrophyllaRC

Sept10_007_Mitake_Hinode
_Anemonopsis_macrophyllaRC

Here is a shot of a Ainsliaea acerifolia var. subapoda, then an additional shot of a Rengeshouma - Anemonopsis macrophylla - and in 3rd position a shot of a seedhead of
Arisaema sp. - one of the Jack-in-the-Pulpit species.

Sept10_008_Mitake_Hinode_Ainsliaea
_acerifolia_var_subapodaRC

Sept10_010_Mitake_Hinode
_Anemonopsis_macrophyllaRC

Sept10_013_Mitake_Hinode
_Arisaema_spRC

Sept10_028_Mitake_Hinode
_Anemonopsis_macrophyllaRC

Sept10_030_Mitake_Hinode
_Anemonopsis_macrophyllaRC

Sept10_033_Mitake_Hinode_Ainsliaea
_acerifolia_var_subapodaRC

Sept10_034_Mitake_Hinode_Ainsliaea
_acerifolia_var_subapodaRC

Here are 3 more shots of Rengeshouma - Anemonopsis macrophylla.

Sept10_026_Mitake_Hinode
_Anemonopsis_macrophyllaRC

And here are 3 shots of Ainsliaea acerifolia var. subapoda.

Sept10_032_Mitake_Hinode_Ainsliaea
_acerifolia_var_subapodaRC

In this row is one shot of Ainsliaea acerifolia var. subapoda and 2 shots of Toad Lily (Tricyrtis sp.).
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Sept10_035_Mitake_Hinode_Ainsliaea
_acerifolia_var_subapodaRC

Sept10_037_Mitake_
Hinode_Tricyrtis_spRC

Sept10_041_Mitake_
Hinode_Tricyrtis_spRC

Here is a final shot of a Rengeshouma - Anemonopsis macrophylla and it is followed by 2 shots of one of the species of Aconitum sp. - Kazuya keyed this out as Aconitum
japonicum var. montanum. He is probably correct.

Sept10th_Mt
Mitake014RC

Sept10th_Mt
Mitake015RC

Sept10th_Mt
Mitake016RC

Here are 3 shots of one of the species of Aconitum sp. - probably Aconitum japonicum var. montanum.

Sept10_042_Mitake_
Hinode_Aconitum_spRC

Sept10_043_Mitake_
Hinode_Aconitum_spRC

Sept10_045_Mitake_
Hinode_Aconitum_spRC

Here is a shot of an amazingly blue Commelina communis. In 2nd position is a shot of Codonopsis lanceolata and in 3rd position is a shot of Chelonopsis moschata.

Sept10_049_Mitake_Hinode
_Commelina_communisRC

Sept10th_Mt
Hinode025RC
Sept10th_Mt
Mitake022RC

After we finished up at Mt. Mitake we hiked out to the summit of Mt. Hinode (902 meters = 2,959 feet). Actually, the 3 shots in Row 8 were taken as we hiked towards Mt.
Hinode. In this row are 3 shots of a plant called Waremokou in Japanese. It is Sanguisorba officinalis. The 3rd shot includes a very cooperative dragonfly.
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Sept10_054_Mitake_Hinode
_Sanguisorba_officinalisRC

Sept10_055_Mitake_Hinode
_Sanguisorba_officinalisRC

Sept10_058_Mitake_Hinode
_Sanguisorba_officinalisRC

Here are 2 more shots of Sanguisorba officinalis (Waremokou in Japanese). The first shot includes that cooperative dragonfly once again.

Sept10_061_Mitake_Hinode
_Sanguisorba_officinalisRC

Sept10_067_Mitake_Hinode
_Sanguisorba_officinalisRC

Here are 2 shots of Tripterospermum japonicum which we found as we hiked down from the summit of Mt. Hinode towards Tsuru-Tsuru Hot Spring.

Sept10_071_Mitake_Hinode_
Tripterospermum_japonicumRC

Sept10th_Mt
Hinode030RC

Here are 2 shots of Impatiens textorii which we also found as we hiked down towards Tsuru-Tsuru Hot Spring.

Sept10_076_Mitake_
Hinode_Impatiens_spRC

Sept10_077_Mitake_
Hinode_Impatiens_spRC

Here is a yellow Impatiens noli-tangere. These are the 2 final photos from this adventure. We then continued on to Tsuru-Tsuru Hot Spring, where we bathed and then soaked
in the nice slippery Hot Waters for a couple of hours before taking the bus back to Musashi-Itsukaichi Station and on to our home.
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Sept10th_Mt
Hinode035RC

Sept10_084_Mitake_
Hinode_Impatiens_spRC

End September 10th, End Page 1
Go To Page:

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation and conclusion of this month's adventures.

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of September
2011!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2011

This page begins with September 18th and a trip to Nogawa Park in search of autumn flowers. Then we'll go
to Kinchakuda for the annual Lycoris radiata (Higanbana in Japanese) festival on the 23rd. That will
conclude our adventures for September. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 18th
On September 18th we bicycled to Nogawa Park - only a 15 minute bicycle ride from our house - and went into the plants part of the park. We found these Begonia grandis
plants in bloom - as shown in the first 2 shots - and a bush filled with Purple Berries. Unfortunately these berries are not edible.

Sept18_01_NogawaPk
_Begonia_grandisRC
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_Begonia_grandisRC

Sept18_05_NogawaPk_
PurpleBerryRC
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We also found a few Lycoris radiata - Cluster Amaryllis - in bloom, but they were not yet at their peak. The center flower is a Keiskea japonica. This is the plant which produces
"Frost Flowers". If you are new to this site or would just like to review what "Frost Flowers" are then please click the Google Search Box below.

frost flowers

Google Search

✔

only search danwiz.com

Sept18_09_NogawaPk_
Lycoris_radiataRC

Sept18_14_NogawaPk_
Lycoris_radiataRC
Sept18_23_NogawaPk_
Keiskea_japonicaRC

Here are 3 shots of white colored Lycoris radiata - Cluster Amaryllis. The white colored ones are much more rare than the red colored ones.

Sept18_24_NogawaPk
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sept18_28_NogawaPk
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sept18_30_NogawaPk
_Lycoris_radiataRC

End September 18th, Begin September 23rd
On September 23rd we went out to Kinchakuda, as we have done for the past several years - to witness the annual Lycoris radiata - Cluster Amaryllis - Higanbana in Japanese
- festival. The 3 shots in this row were taken as we walked along on the opposite side of the river from the park where the most blooms are.

Sep23_008_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC
Sep23_003_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Now we are on the same side of the river as the park where the festival is.
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_Lycoris_radiataRC
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Sep23_030_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC
Sep23_022_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sep23_026_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

And now we have entered the park. In the 3rd shot you can get a small idea of how many people come to this event.

Sep23_031_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sep23_033_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sep23_036_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Here are 3 more shots of Lycoris radiata - Cluster Amaryllis - Higanbana in Japanese.

Sep23_041_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sep23_047_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sep23_053_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

The first shot is one of me kneeling down and taking the shot shown in 2nd position. This was an area which was not in bloom yet - "why not?" was the question which we
asked ourselves as we walked along. Everything looked the same, and in fact it was more sunny here than it was back where the flowers were in full bloom. The 3rd shot - back to an
area which was in full bloom.

Sept23rd_Kinchakuda
037_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sep23_064_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Three more shots of Lycoris radiata - Cluster Amaryllis - Higanbana in Japanese. The 3rd shot also includes some kind of dragonfly.
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Sep23_067_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sep23_070_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sep23_072_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

And the final 2 shots of Lycoris radiata - Cluster Amaryllis - Higanbana in Japanese. And that ends our adventuring of September. We did not do much this month.

Sep23_077_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sept23rd_Kinchakuda
052_Lycoris_radiataRC

End September 23rd, End Page 2, End September 2011's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the
weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD
Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire
DVD collection.

February 22, 2009 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a not so subtle hint that we'd love you to buy our book "Outdoor Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons". Here is a
64 page SAMPLE PDF file (new window). Note that it is 5.1 MB in size!! I suggest that you right click on the link and select "Save
Link As". Then after it's downloaded to your Hard Drive in a place where you can find it again, open it in Adobe Reader - version 9
or later (very important - it most likely will not open in a version earlier than 9). The best way to use Acrobat Reader to see what
the book looks like as a book is to choose "View", "Page Display", "Two-Up Continuous" and also "Show Cover Page During TwoUp" and that way you'll see it exactly as the book will appear in print (odd numbered pages on the right and even numbered
pages on the left).
Here is the front and rear cover of Daniel & Kazuya's Outdoor Photography of Japan: Through the Seasons.
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Go to the publisher's e-store sales page.
(Here is a $15.50 (22.25%) discount code 69U6PVEZ.)
Go to the Amazon.com sales page.
We have a 2nd book which we'd also love you to buy. It is entitled "Some Violets of Eastern Japan". Here is a 41 page SAMPLE
PDF file (new window). Note that it is 3.4 MB in size!! I suggest that you right click on the link and select "Save Link As". Then
after it's downloaded to your Hard Drive in a place where you can find it again, open it in Adobe Reader - version 9 or later (very
important - it most likely will not open in a version earlier than 9). The best way to use Acrobat Reader to see what it really looks
like is to choose "View", "Page Display", "Two-Up Continuous" and also "Show Cover Page During Two-Up" and that way you'll
see it exactly as the book will appear in print (odd numbered pages on the right and even numbered pages on the left).
Here is the front and rear cover of Daniel & Kazuya's Some Violets of Eastern Japan.

Go to the publisher's e-store sales page.
(Here is a $3.90 (17.85%) discount code XFRRJKG8.)
Go to the Amazon.com sales page.
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google it

✔

Search danwiz.com   

Google it

✔

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
Click the photo to go to the newest pages.

September 2012 - Favorite Photo
"A Blue Moon." The Full Moon of August 31st, 2012
(only 6 hours before September 1st). Please mouseover and mouse-off this image.
Click below if you don't want to go to the newest
photos

SEPTEMBER 2012: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING Another Mt. Takao Climb - Beautiful Weather with view to Pacific Ocean * Full (Blue) Moon Rising on August 31st from Mt. Takao *
Powderhorn Knot - Finished Project * Mt. Takao Again * Susuki Grass (Miscanthus sinensis) * Aconitum loczyanum - A Small Flowered Monkshood * Keiskea japonica Flowers * Cimicifuga simplex
Flowers * Pertya scandens Flowers * Salvia nipponica Flowers * Impatiens textorii f. pallescens - A Rare White Flowered Impatiens * Polyganum filiforme Flowers * Impatiens textorii - the Pink
Flowered Impatiens * Chelonopsis moschata Flowers * Begonia grandis Flowers * A Trip to Kinchakuda for the Annual Higan-bana (Cluster Amaryllis = Lycoris radiata) Festival * Selaginella
uncinata (Peacock Spikemoss) * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the September photos)

This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of September
2012!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2012

This page actually begins with August 31st and a trip to, and climb of, Mt. Takao to witness the sunset and
the rise of the Blue Moon (2nd Full Moon in a given month). Then there are 2 photos of the, Powderhorn
Knot project, which I have been working on for a couple or 3 months now.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 31st
As the header says, on August 31st I went out to Mt. Takao and climbed to the summit to watch the sunset and the rise of the 2nd full moon of August, 2012 - a Blue Moon.
The weather was amazingly clear for the final day of August, very little haze. These first 2 shots give you an idea of how haze-free the sky was. These 2 shots were taken looking
towards the southwest.
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Aug31_01_Mt
Takao_SceneryRC

Aug31_02_Mt
Takao_SceneryRC

It was so very clear that one could quite easily see all the way to the Pacific Ocean - about 42 kilometers (25 miles) distant. These 2 shots were taken looking to the southsoutheast. They don't show Enoshima (Eno Island), but Enoshima is a little ways off to the left from these 2 photos.

Aug31_03_MtTakao
_EnoshimaRC

Aug31_04_MtTakao
_EnoshimaRC

Here are 3 shots which show sun rays from Mt. Takao. These shots were taken looking approximately southwest. The 2nd shot was taken using Vivid Mode and the 3rd shot
was taken to only show a limited shade of blue and all other colors were changed to black and white.

Aug31_07_Mt
Takao_SunRaysRC

Aug31_11_Mt
Takao_SunRaysRC

Aug31_14R_Mt
Takao_SunRaysRC

This SINGLE shot shows the Shinjuku area of Tokyo. The 2nd image is precisely the same as the first photo, but it has been Auto-Toned with Photoshop. Coincidentally, this is
about the same distance from Mt. Takao as the Enoshima Area is - about 42 kilometers or 25 miles.

Aug31_24_25_Panorama
_MtTakao_TokyoRC

Aug31_24_25_AT_Panorama
_MtTakao_TokyoRC

These 2 shots are specifically of Enoshima (Eno Island). You can easily see the Observation Tower on Enoshima. I went to Enoshima (Eno Island) for New Year's 2004 and took
a photo of this Observatory. You can find that photo HERE (new window or tab).
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Aug31_17_MtTakao
_EnoshimaRC

Aug31_18_MtTakao
_EnoshimaRC

Okay, now we get to the photos that I specifically came here for - the Blue Moon Rise! It was hazy enough along the horizon so that I could not see when the moon first rose,
but I knew that it was supposed to rise at a 96° azimuth, and I had my compass with me. The first shot shows it when I first saw it at 6:05 PM. The 2nd shot is, of course, zoomed in
and was taken at 6:09 PM.

Aug31_31_Mt
Takao_MoonRC

Aug31_37_Mt
Takao_MoonRC

These are the same photo - the 2nd one is merely a cropped portion of the first one. This shot was taken at 6:13 PM.

Aug31_43_Mt
Takao_MoonRC

Aug31_43Crop
_MtTakao_MoonRC

These 2 images are also from the same photo. The first image is the original photo and the 2nd image has been Auto-Toned with Photoshop. This one was taken at 6:14 PM.

Aug31_44_Mt
Takao_MoonRC

Aug31_44AT_Mt
Takao_MoonRC

These 2 images are from the same photo as the previous ones. The first shot in this row has been Auto-Toned and had the Exposure Adjusted using Photoshop. The 2nd image
has been Auto-Toned and had the Levels Adjusted using Photoshop. I stressed the blues in the 2nd rendition - it is, after all, a Blue Moon!
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Aug31_44ATExp_
MtTakao_MoonRC

Aug31_44Levels
_AT_MtTakao_MoonRC

Again - the same image! For one set of shots I used the maximum zoom of my Canon PowerShot Sx40-HS and it took 2 shots to get the entire moon, so I had to create this
Panorama of 2 photos. The first image in this row has not been manipulated beyond stitching the 2 photos together. The 2nd image has been Auto-Toned with Photoshop and also
cropped a bit. Oh, the 2 shots were taken at 6:18 PM.

Aug31_49_50_Crop_AT_
Panorama_MtTakao_MoonRC

Aug31_49_50_Panorama
_MtTakao_MoonRC

The 1st and 3rd images are the same as the ones in the previous row. The first image has been cropped, Auto-Toned and I also adjusted the Exposure. The 3rd shot has also
been cropped, Auto-Toned, had the Exposure Adjusted and for this one I also played with the Levels. The center shot, out of sequence for balance, was taken at 6:19 PM. It has been
Auto-Toned with Photoshop.

Aug31_51_Mt
Takao_MoonRC
Aug31_49_50_Crop_ATExp
_Panorama_MtTakao_MoonRC

Aug31_49_50_Crop_ATExpLevels
_Panorama_MtTakao_MoonRC

End August 31st, Begin September 4th
Two month's ago I showed you some photos of this Powderhorn Knot HERE (new window or tab). I thought that the project was finished when I showed you those photos, but
some people on the woodworkingtalk.com forum thought that the base shown in those photos was too plain! So, I asked a friend to send me a nice piece of wood. Here is the new result.
The first image shows 4 shots face-on and the 2nd image shows 4 shots kind of from above. The first image really shows the knot and the 2nd image shows the beautiful grain of the
base.

PowderhornKnot
_5278_79_80_81RC
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End September 4th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of September
2012!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2012

This page begins and ends with September 16th and a trip to/climb of Mt. Takao (599 m = 1,965 ft) and Mt.
Kobotoke-Shiro (670 m = 2,199 ft). From Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro we hiked down the trail to Kagenobu Pass and
then down to the bus stop. It started raining between I-Ccho-Daira and Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro and continued
to rain on and off the rest of the hike - sometimes quite hard.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 16th
On Sunday, September 16th Kazuya and I went out to Mt. Takao (599 m = 1,965 ft)and climbed that mountain as well as hiking the trail to Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro (670 m =
2,199 ft) and climbing it. On the trail from Mt. Takao to Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro we found this patch of Susuki Grass (Miscanthus sinensis) that practically covered the trail. In the 3rd photo
that's Daniel out in front.

Sept16th_
Takao010RC

Sept16th_
Takao011RC

Sept16th_
Takao014RC

In 1st and 3rd position are 2 more photos of that patch of Susuki Grass (Miscanthus sinensis). The center photo - out of sequence for balance - shows a very small flowered
Monkshood, which Kazuya identified as Aconitum loczyanum.
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Sept16_05_ICchoDaira
Trail_SusukiGrassRC

Sept16_06_ICchoDaira
Trail_SusukiGrassRC
Sept16th_Takao016
_AconitumLoczyanumRC

In 1st and 3rd position are photos of the flowers of Keiskea japonica. This is the plant which produces the Frost Flowers which often appear in our December or January
photos. In center position, again out of sequence for balance, is a shot of what we refer to as the "Bottle Brush Flower". It is Cimicifuga simplex.

Sept16_11_KagenobuPass
Trail_Keiskea_japonicaRC

Sept16_14_KagenobuPass
Trail_Keiskea_japonicaRC
Sept16_12_KagenobuPass
Trail_Cimicifuga_simplexRC

In first position is an example of Pertya scandens. In 2nd and 3rd position are 2 shots of Salvia nipponica. Generally we see the blue flowered Salvia guarantica.

Sept16_16_KagenobuPass
Trail_Pertya_scandensRC

Sept16_17_KagenobuPass
Trail_Salvia_nipponicaRC

Sept16_18_KagenobuPass
Trail_Salvia_nipponicaRC

This was the very first time we had ever found a white flowered Impatiens, so it must be quite rare. This is Impatiens textorii f. pallescens. There was an abundance of the
common pink form of Impatiens textorii, but we only found 3 flowers of this Impatiens textorii f. pallescens.

Sept16th_Takao028_
ImpatiensTextoriFPallescensRC

Sept16_20_KagenobuPassTrail_
Impatiens_textori_f_pallescensRC

Sept16_23_KagenobuPassTrail_
Impatiens_textori_f_pallescensRC

Here is a final shot of Impatiens textorii f. pallescens in first position. In 2nd position is the very tiny flowered Polygonum filiforme and in 3rd position is the common pink form
of Impatiens textorii.
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Sept16_28_KagenobuPassTrail_
Impatiens_textori_f_pallescensRC

textorii.

Sept16th_Takao036
_PolygonumFiliformeRC

Sept16th_Takao034
_ImpatiensTextoriRC

In 1st position is a shot of me wearing my new hat, which Kazuya got for me for my 65th birthday. In 2nd and 3rd position are 2 more shots of the common pink Impatiens

Sept16th_
Takao039RC

Sept16_29_KagenobuPassTrail
_Impatiens_textoriRC

Sept16_32_KagenobuPassTrail
_Impatiens_textoriRC

Sept16th_Takao043_
ChelonopsisMoschataRC

Sept16_36_KagenobuPassTrail
_Chelonopsis_moschataRC

Here is a plant/flower which we rarely see. It is Chelonopsis moschata.

Sept16_34_KagenobuPassTrail
_Chelonopsis_moschataRC

In 1st and 2nd position are 2 more shots of Chelonopsis moschata. Down near the bottom of the trail we found the largest patch of Begonia grandis which we have ever found
- one shot is shown in 3rd position.

Sept16_37_KagenobuPassTrail
_Chelonopsis_moschataRC

Here are 3 more shots of that amazingly large patch of Begonia grandis.
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ChelonopsisMoschataRC

Sept16th_Takao057_
BegoniaGrandisRC
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Sept16th_Takao061_
BegoniaGrandisRC

Sept16th_Takao063_
BegoniaGrandisRC

Sept16_44_KagenobuPass
Trail_Begonia_grandisRC

Here are 2 final shots of Begonia grandis and a final shot of Chelonopsis moschata. And, that's all for this date.

Sept16_49_KagenobuPass
Trail_Begonia_grandisRC

Sept16_55_KagenobuPass
Trail_Begonia_grandisRC

Sept16th_Takao068_
ChelonopsisMoschataRC

End September 16th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation and conclusion of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of September
2012!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2012

This page begins and ends with September 29th and a trip out to Kinchakuda for the Annual Cluster
Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata) Festival. After we finished there we hiked the trail to Miyazawa Lake and enjoyed
some time at the hot spring close to the lake - the Miyazawa Lake Onsen Kirari Bettei. Following that, we
headed for home. By the way, a couple of people have asked me to please select JUST the best of the photos
for posting here. Let me please respond to those people by saying that we TOOK over 500 photos on this
date and KEPT exactly 400 photos from this date, so these 35 photos ARE the best.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 29th
We have gone to Kinchakuda for the Cluster Amaryllis Festival nearly every year for the past several years. We went in September 2011, September 2010, September 2008,
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and September 2007. This was the very latest we have ever visited. To our surprise the flowers were still in great condition, and there were even an abundance of buds yet to open. If
you'd like to find our visits in previous years you can use the search box just below or else go to the All Photos List (link at Bottom of Page) and do a text search on that page. In this
row we have not even arrived at the Festival Site yet - we are walking from Koma Station to the Festival Site, which is in the Oxbow of a river. The person in the center shot is Daniel.

Lycoris radiata
✔

Google Search

only search danwiz.com

Sept29_001_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sept29th_012_Kinchakuda
_LycorisRadiata_DanielRC

Sept29th_017_Kinchakuda
_LycorisRadiataRC

In these 3 photos we are still walking to the Festival Site. The 1st shot shows you a Lycoris radiata and a Praying Mantis. The 2nd shot shows Kazuya and the 3rd shot shows
a small group of flowers and the river in the background.

Sept29th_041_Kinchakuda
_LycorisRadiata_PrayingMantisRC

Sept29th_044_Kinchakuda
_LycorisRadiataRC
Sept29_012_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiata_KazuyaRC

My camera (Canon PowerShot SX40 HS) has an option which allows me to select a color which I want shown and then every other color will be shown as black & white. You'll
see that I played around with that several times while we were on this journey. I selected one shade of red and that's the only color you see in this shot. In the 2nd and 3rd shots you
can see all of the flowers which there are in the Festival Site and also the number of people. The Festival Site is very large, so there are some areas which are not so crowded - wait and
see.

Sept29_039_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sept29th_088_Kinchakuda
_LycorisRadiataRC

Sept29_057_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

In first position is another example of having only one shade of red show as a color and everything else show as black & white. In 2nd position is a pair of spiders in their web
- nice coloration. In 3rd position is an example of a white-flowered Lycoris radiata or Cluster Amaryllis or - in Japanese - Higan-bana.
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Sept29_074_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sept29_082_Kinchakuda_
Lycoris_radiata_SpiderRC

Sept29th_121_Kinchakuda_
LycorisRadiata_WhiteRC

In center position is an additional example of a white-flowered Lycoris radiata. That is flanked by 2 nice shots.

Sept29th_125_Kinchakuda
_LycorisRadiataRC

Sept29th_135_Kinchakuda
_LycorisRadiataRC
Sept29th_130_Kinchakuda_
LycorisRadiata_WhiteRC

In first position is a nice close-up shot of a single flower. In 2nd position is another example of showing only one shade of red and changing every other color to a shade of
gray. The 3rd shot shows a nice overview and also gives you a good idea of the crowd of people here today.

Sept29th_138_Kinchakuda
_LycorisRadiataRC

Sept29_101_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sept29_104_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

On the right side in the first and second shots you can get an idea that the river is there. The 3rd shot is another overview shot.

Sept29th_161_Kinchakuda
_LycorisRadiataRC

Sept29th_169_Kinchakuda
_LycorisRadiataRC
Sept29th_159_Kinchakuda
_LycorisRadiataRC

These 2 photos, one with nothing special done to it and the 2nd one shot so as to show only 1 shade of red, overlay each other pretty perfectly. The people on the left have
moved, but the trees remain in the same position, as do the flowers.
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Sept29_122_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sept29_123_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

If you look closely you can find the river behind the first shot. The 2nd shot shows Kazuya and a guy with a BIG camera - I wonder if he got any shots significantly better that
we did?! The 3rd shot shows sparkling river water off in the distance behind the shot of the Lycoris radiata (Cluster Amaryllis).

Sept29_139_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sept29th_201_Kinchakuda
_LycorisRadiataRC
Sept29_126_Kinchakuda_
Lycoris_radiata_KazuyaRC

Here are 2 more shots of Lycoris radiata with the river sparkling behind them.

Sept29th_207_Kinchakuda
_LycorisRadiataRC

Sept29th_217_Kinchakuda
_LycorisRadiataRC

Here is a shot with the river behind, but it is not sparkling. In 2nd position is a nice shot of a single flower.

Sept29_156_Kinchakuda
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sept29th_231_Kinchakuda
_LycorisRadiataRC

After we finished up at Kinchakuda and the Higan-bana Festival we hiked over a 2 kilometer trail, up and down through the woods of a pretty wild golf course, to go to
Miyazawa Lake and the Miyazawa Lake Onsen (Hot Spring) Kirari Bettei. We passed by this strange plant which had a sign on it and was a very strange Indigo Color. The Japanese name
includes the word for Indigo, but the Latin name is Selaginella uncinata and the English Common Name is merely Peacock Spikemoss. The 3rd shot was taken so as to show only the
color of the Spikemoss. I hope that your monitor permits a good rendition of this color.
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Sept29th_235_Kinchakuda
_SelaginellaUncinataRC

Sept29_158_Selaginella_uncinata
_Peacock_spikemossRC

Sept29_160_Selaginella_uncinata
_Peacock_spikemossRC

Here is a part of the trail which passes through a pretty active area of the Golf Course. This "bird cage" (reminded us of the Jurassic Park Movie) is to protect hikers from
flying golf balls. The 2nd shot is a detail view of the "bird cage" construction.

Sept29_162_Trail
ToMiyazawaLakeRC

Sept29_163_Trail
ToMiyazawaLakeRC

End September 29th, End Page 3, End September 2012's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our
Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the
weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD
Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire
DVD collection.

February 22, 2009 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information please click the
"General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page or click on any title's image in the below mosaic to
see more information (and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) for that title.
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An animated gif of all of our publications

We support

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

Image From the Imagination and Graphic
Artistry of K.A. M'Lady & P.M. Dittman

Browse by Category

Daniel & Kazuya's Book Store
Our Kindle Books

Shopping Cart
Our Kindle Books
Our Print Books
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Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Some Violets of Eastern
Japan
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

A Book of Anagrams An Ancient Word Game
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

A Book of Anagrams An Ancient Word Game:
...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Forest Resource &
Allowable Cut - Fairb...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

English-Ilokano and
Ilokano-English
Diction...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

1   2   Next > >

Daniel & Kazuya's Book Store | Shopping Cart

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google it

✔

Search danwiz.com   

Google it

✔

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
September 2013 - Favorite Photo    "Mt. Fuji" - Taken from Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama. September 21st, 8:18 AM.

SEPTEMBER 2013: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING A Trip to Katsunuma Budoukyo for Grapes * Grape Farms * Several Photos of Different Types of Grapes * Several
Special Effects Photos of Grapes * An Interesting Old Piece of Wood * Trip to/Climb of Mt. Takao * Camp-out at I-Ccho-Daira * Mt. Fuji * Sunset * Moonrise * Polygonum filiforme *
Susuki Grass (Miscanthus sinensis) * Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama * Mt. Fuji View * Impatiens textorii (Pink Impatiens) * Impatiens noli-tangere (Yellow Impatiens) * Satellite Images of
Mt. Takao and I-Ccho-Daira * Trip to Minami (South) Takao * Codonopsis lanceolata * Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata) * Maturing Rice * Rice Straw * Adenocaulon himalaicum
Seed Head * Galeola septentrionalis - A myco-heterotrophic Orchid - Seed Pods * Salvia nipponica * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the September
photos)

This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of September
2013!
posted: September 30th, 2013
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This page begins with September 7th and a trip to Katsunuma Budoukyo, in Yamanashi Prefecture.
Katsunuma is famous for grapes and we went there to find some good buys on grapes. We found some too!
Then I'll show you an old piece of wood which I have been working on for a while. That's all for Page 1.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 7th
On September 7th Kazuya and I got up kind of early (4:35 AM), got ready and left for our local train station. From there we went to Katsunuma-Budoukyo, which
is a famous place for growing grapes. In fact, a good deal of grapes which we see in the supermarkets around here state that they are from Katsunuma-Budoukyo. So, we
wanted to eat some grapes and also find some good prices and buy some. The 3 photos in this row show one of the first grape farms which we encountered as we walked
from the Katsunuma-Budoukyo station in search of farms which would allow us to sample grapes and also purchase some. You should note what an intensive business this
grape farming is - each bunch of grapes is wrapped in paper, probably to protect them from insects and birds.

Sep07_01_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_GrapesRC

Sep07_03_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_GrapesRC

Sep07_05_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_GrapesRC

Here is a different type of grapes. The ones in the previous row were all black ones, while these are brownish, or wine colored ones.

Sep07_15FromDNG_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_GrapesRC

Sep07_07_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_GrapesRC
Sep07_06_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_GrapesRC

And, here is what appears to be another type of grapes.

Sep07_16_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_GrapesRC

Sep07_21FromDNG_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_GrapesRC

Sep07_19FromDNG_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_GrapesRC

As we hiked along, we came across several places where we were allowed to sample the different types - to the extent that they sat us down at a table and
brought us a bowl of grapes of several types to taste. Two farms even gave us a cup of tea to drink while we were eating the grapes. The photos in this row were taken at
the 2nd to the last farm which we visited. This was where we bought most of the grapes which we brought home with us. In the center photo, note Kazuya standing beside
that huge grape vine! It's practically a tree. You can also see the tables where the customers sat to sample the bowl of grapes which they gave out.
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Sep07_26_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_GrapesRC

Sep07_24_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_GrapesRC
Sep07_36_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_GrapesRC

This first photo is a portion of the previous photo. I used Photoshop's magnetic lasso to lasso that bunch of grapes you see in photo Sep07 24D. I copied and
pasted that into a new image, filled the background with black and created this image. Then, I had too much time on my hands and also applied some effects to that photo.
The 2nd image is texturized with a canvas texture and also blurred a tiny bit. The 3rd image is an inverted version of the 1st image.

Sep07_24Crop_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_GrapesRC

Sep07_24Crop_Effects_Katsu
numaBudoukyo_GrapesRC

Sep07_24CropInvert_Katsu
numaBudoukyo_Grapes

As I said, I had too much time on my hands - these 2 images have had an HDR (High Dynamic Range) effect applied to the first image in Row 5. I could have
made 50 or 60 different images just with the HDR effect, the available settings are innumerable!

Sep07_24CropHDR_Katsu
numaBudoukyo_GrapesRC

Sep07_24CropHDR2_Katsu
numaBudoukyo_GrapesRC

The images in this row are from that same image from Row 5 again. The first one has had the exposure adjusted, so it's a bit brighter than the original. The 2nd
image has had a sheet metal effect applied to it. Out of the 6 images with effects applied, is there any particular one which really excites you?
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Sep07_24CropExp_Katsu
numaBudoukyo_GrapesRC

Sep07_24CropSheetMetal_
KatsunumaBudoukyo_GrapesRC

Here is another photo showing one of the farms. The 2nd image is the selection of different types of grapes which were available at one of the farms, in fact this
was the farm where we bought most of the grapes which we brought home with us. Note the prices - that is the price per kilogram (2.2 pounds).

Sep07_30FromDNG_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_GrapesRC

Sep07_38_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_GrapesRC

And, these 2 photos show what we brought home with us. Note that we also got some golden peaches. The total price of all of these grapes was only ¥1,900, or
about US$19.00. We considered this quite cheap as the price for just one bunch at the supermarket is from ¥800 - ¥1,200.

Sep07_46Crop_FromDNG_
KatsunumaBudoukyo_GrapesRC

Sep07_50Crop_FromDNG_
KatsunumaBudoukyo_GrapesRC

Kazuya did not get his photos downloaded and labeled until a couple of days after I created this page, so here are his best photos from this date. The first and
third photos show 2 different types of grapes growing in the farms and the center photo shows a portion of a large farm on a hillside. It is unfortunate that neither of us took
any photos which looked down on this whole area - the train station would have been a great place to take such a photo. Virtually the entire area was one huge grape farm.
Of course this huge valley of a grape farm was composed of probably hundreds of ownerships, but regardless, it was an impressive sight.

Sept7th_Katsunuma
005_GrapesRC

Sept7th_Katsunuma
007_GrapesRC

Sept7th_Katsunuma
013_GrapesRC

The 1st photo shows me beside that same grape vine shown above in center position in Row 4. As we walked along looking for the best farm to make a large
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purchase we passed this one farm that just had an unattended table with different types of grapes for sale and a little container to drop your coins into. The price of this
bunch was ¥300, so cheap compared to local supermarkets! Notice how huge the individual grapes are by using Kazuya's thumb for scale. So delicious. We ate an incredible
amount of grapes on this trip, but not enough to make us sick. We ate the grapes which we brought home with us for the following 6 days and we only had to throw away
one grape which was soft and half rotten, only one!

Sept7th_Katsunuma
015_GrapesRC

Sept7th_Katsunuma
014_GrapesRC

Well, today is September 16th. It's a National Holiday - Respect for the Aged Day - and a typhoon is passing by and giving us LOTS of rain and strong winds. Too
much time on my hands again! So, here are some special effects done on the previous photo. The first one is simple - I just magnetic lassoed the bunch of grapes with
Photoshop, copied it and pasted it into a new image. Then I rotated it a bit and filled the background with a nice contrasting color - that's the first image. Then I created an
image using my Andrea Mosaic Software. This software takes a bunch of images which you, the user, select and uses them to fill in all of a particular photo with near color
matching photos from that list of photos. This mosaic began as a 1,750 x 1,750 pixel image and ended as a 1 meter square image with about 13,635 tiles used in it to fill the
spaces. Each tile is 1 centimeter in height x 1.6 cm in width. That's the 2nd image, which you can view full-size in a new tab or window by clicking the text below the image.
If you truly want to inspect it then I recommend that you right click the text below the image and select the "save link as..." option. Then it will be on your computer and
you can use your own photo software to view is at various magnifications. Note that it is 83.8 MB in size. The 3rd image shows the photos which were used to fill a small
portion of the original image. By the way, there is a page, available from the "Special Items Page" and also available from the "Site Map", which shows some more images
created with the Andrea Mosaic Software. That page is HERE (new window or tab).

Sept7th_Katsunuma
014Crop
_GrapesRC

CLICK THIS TEXT FOR
THE FULL SIZE IMAGE (83.8 MB)
Will Open in New Window

Sept7th_Katsunuma014Crop
Annotated_Grapes
_MosaicRC

The first image in this row has had the "Plastic Wrap" Effect added to it in Photoshop - nearly makes the grapes look squashed. The final image has had a Weave
effect added to it, an ACDSee Special Effect.

Sept7th_Katsunuma014
CropPlasticWrap_GrapesRC

Sept7th_Katsunuma014
CropWeave_GrapesRC

End September 7th, Begin September 16th
Here is an old piece of wood which I found some months back - actually I found it on our Mt. Mitsutouge climb back on June 9th. I brought it home and then
bought a really stiff and narrow wire brush. I would have liked to have sand-blasted it and then finished it, but not having access to a sand-blaster I decided to try the wire
brush. I wire-brushed it for an hour or so, until all of the soft wood was removed. Then I sanded it a tiny bit, at least in the spots where it was flat enough so that I could do
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so. Then I sprayed it with a clear lacquer spray. Both sides of it are interesting to look at - one photo was taken from one side and the other photo was taken from the other
side. I finally finished playing with it and wanted to show it to you.

OldPieceOf
WoodVerticalRC

End September 16th, End Page 1
Go To Page:

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

(will open in new window)

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of September
2013!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2013

This page begins with September 20th and a trip to and climb of Mt. Takao and then a camp-out at I-CchoDaira - with maps! Then we continue on to the following morning, September 21st, early morning views of
Mt. Fuji. After that we climb Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama and descend via the Hikage Creek Logging Road.
The maps in Rows 1 and 2 cannot be viewed in lightbox, but the remainder of the photos can be viewed in
larger size by clicking on any of them.

Begin September 20th
Here is an experiment with inserting maps (satellite images) into web pages. You should see a Google Map below with Mt. Takao at the center. Just like all Google
Maps, you can zoom in and move around as you like. This is where I am going today.
Map
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©2013 Google Imagery ©2013 Cnes/Spot Image, Digital Earth Technology, DigitalGlobe, Landsat, Map data ©2013 Google, ZENRIN - Terms of

Click This Text For Larger View (new Window or Tab)
This experimental satellite image shows I-Ccho-Daira at the center. I-Ccho-Daira is where I will camp in my tent tonight. If you zoom this map you see something
that looks like an arc shape. This is a viewing platform which they built soon after the Michelin Guide made a recommendation that visitors to Tokyo should try and get out to
Mt. Takao for a hike. Before that there was just a shelter here. The shelter is still here, but you cannot see it even if you zoom in to the maximum allowed. I'd appreciate
any feedback you have about the maps - should I use them more often, never again, did they work properly for you, etc.?
Map

Sat

Ter

Earth

©2013 Google Imagery ©2013 Digital Earth Technology, DigitalGlobe, Map data ©2013 ZENRIN - Terms of Use

Click This Text For Larger View (new Window or Tab)
On Friday, September 20th Kazuya had to work and he had a dentist appointment on Saturday the 21st. I just needed to get out and do something, so I decided
to go climb Mt. Takao (599 m = 1,965 ft) for the 95th time and then hike to I-Ccho-Daira, set up the one-man tent and spend the night there. On the way to the summit of
Mt. Takao I took a few pictures of this Polygonum filiforme, as shown in the first photo. This has such a tiny flower. The 2nd image is a cropped out portion of the first shot.
The 3rd shot is the scene which I was rewarded with at the summit of Mt. Takao.
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Sep20_01_Takao_ICchoDaira
_Polygonum_filiformeRC

Sep20_04_Takao_ICchoDaira
_MtTakaoSummitRC
Sep20_01Crop_Takao_ICcho
Daira_Polygonum_filiformeRC

I ate the lunch which I took with me at the summit of Mt. Takao and then continued. It's about a 30 minute hike from Mt. Takao to I-Ccho-Daira. This first shot, of
a thistle flower, was taken at I-Ccho-Daira. The 2nd image in this row is a cropped out portion of the first photo. I waited until people stopped walking by and then at about
4:15 PM I set up my tent, which is shown in the 3rd photo.

Sep20_13_Takao_ICcho
Daira_ThistleRC

Sep20_15_Takao_ICchoDaira
_ICchoDairaTentRC
Sep20_13Crop_Takao_ICcho
Daira_ThistleRC

I started cooking my supper at about 4:50 PM so that I would be pretty much done eating for sunset time, which was supposed to be at about 5:30 PM. When I
arrived at I-Ccho-Daira I could not see Mt. Fuji, due to pretty heavy haze, but as it cooled off it came out, even if only vaguely. You can see Mt. Fuji in all 3 of these shots.
In the first shot it is at just about the center. In the 2nd shot it is left of center and in the 3rd shot it is also left of center.

Sep20_16_Takao_ICchoDaira
_SunsetTimeFujiRC

Sep20_18FromDNG_Takao_ICcho
Daira_SunsetTimeFujiRC

Sep20_20FromDNG_Takao_ICcho
Daira_SunSetTimeFujiRC

In the first shot in this row Mt. Fuji is again left of center. The 2nd shot shows some nice sunset colors on the Susuki Grass (Miscanthus sinensis). The 3rd shot
shows the setting sun and Mt. Fuji. It's amazing to think that in just 3 short months, on the Winter Solstice (December 21st), the sun will set directly behind Mt. Fuji - look
how far to the north of Mt. Fuji it still is.

Sep20_22_Takao_ICcho
Daira_SunsetTimeFujiRC
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Daira_SusukiGrassRC

Sep20_25_Takao_ICcho
Daira_SunsetTimeFujiRC
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Here are 3 shots of the setting sun. I don't have any idea what that mountain is that it is setting behind. The first shot was taken at 5:39 PM, the 2nd shot at 5:40
PM and the 3rd shot also at 5:40 PM.

Sep20_26_Takao_ICcho
Daira_SunsetTimeRC

Sep20_30_Takao_ICcho
Daira_SunsetTimeRC

Sep20_31_Takao_ICcho
Daira_SunsetTimeRC

Here are the 3 final shots of the sun setting behind some unknown mountain. The first shot in this row was taken at 5:40 PM, the 2nd shot at 5:41 PM and the 3rd
shot was also taken at 5:41 PM.

Sep20_32_Takao_ICcho
Daira_SunsetTimeRC

Sep20_33_Takao_ICcho
Daira_SunsetTimeRC

Sep20_34_Takao_ICcho
Daira_SunsetTimeRC

Today was 1 day after the full moon, so I had time to finish my supper and then I hiked down a little bit to where I could watch the moonrise. The haze in the sky
made for an amazingly orange moonrise! The first shot was taken at 6:17 PM and you should definitely note that there is an airplane passing in front of the moon in this
shot. It's in the upper portion, about 1/4 of the height of the moon, from the top. The 2nd shot was taken at 6:31 PM and the moon has risen enough so that it's not so
orange now, but I must tell you that, seeing as this shot was saved as a Digital Negative, that I was able to change the tint to more white in the processing. The 3rd
collage, also saved as a Digital Negative, was taken at 6:33 PM and I processed the Digital Negative once without reducing the orange color of the haze very much (left side),
then I processed the Digital Negative again and changed the tint to more white (right side). You should note that both images in this collage came from the same Digital
Negative. And, that's all for today.

Sep20_38FromDNG_Takao_ICcho
Daira_MoonriseRC_Airplane

Sep20_47FromDNG_Takao_
ICchoDaira_MoonRC

Sep20_51Crop_Takao_
ICchoDaira_MoonRC

End September 20th, Begin September 21st
Now it's the morning of September 21st. The first shot in this row shows Mt. Fuji (near the center) and other mountains. The 2nd shot is zoomed in to Mt. Fuji. I
cooked and ate my breakfast, took down the tent and packed everything up and continued on to Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama (670 m = 2,199 ft) for the 44th time. The 3rd
shot here shows some Lycoris radiata (Cluster Amaryllis) just below the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama.

Sep21_01_ICchoDaira
_Hikage_MorningFujiRC
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Sep21_05_ICchoDaira_
Hikage_Lycoris_radiataRC
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Nice views from the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama. These 3 shots all show Mt. Fuji. The 2nd and 3rd images are both HDR (High Dynamic Range) photos.
Each was created from 3 exposure-bracketed photos using Photomatix Pro software and the Details-Enhancer Option. They came out nicer than usual for HDR photos.

Sep21_09_10_11_TMDE_ICcho
Daira_Hikage_Kobotoke_FujiRC

Sep21_06_ICchoDaira
_Hikage_Kobotoke_FujiRC

Sep21_12_13_14_TMDE_ICcho
Daira_Hikage_Kobotoke_FujiRC

As I hiked down the old logging road from the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama to the bus stop I found some nice examples of Impatiens textorii (Pink
Impatiens) flowers. The center image is a collage with the flower only cropped out from the first photo in this row and the first photo in the next row.

Sep21_19_ICchoDaira_
Hikage_PinkImpatiensRC

Sep21_21_ICchoDaira_
Hikage_PinkImpatiensRC
Sep21_21_22_CropICcho
Daira_Hikage_PinkImpatiensRC

date.

Here is another example of Impatiens textorii (Pink Impatiens). That's followed by 2 shots of Impatiens noli-tangere (Yellow Impatiens). And, that's all for this

Sep21_22_ICchoDaira_
Hikage_PinkImpatiensRC

Sep21_26_ICchoDaira_
Hikage_YellowImpatiensRC

Sep21_23_ICchoDaira_
Hikage_YellowImpatiensRC

End September 21st, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation and conclusion of this month's adventures.

(will open in new window)

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
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We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of September
2013!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2013

This page begins and ends with September 22nd and a trip to the Southern Portion of Mt. Takao,
specifically to search for the fruits (Seed Pods) of Galeola septentrionalis, a myco-heterotrophic orchid that is, it is parasitic upon fungi. We found this orchid in bloom here in June and read on the internet about
the fruits, so we decided to try and find them. We succeeded too! Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 22nd
September 22nd! The Vernal Equinox is upon us once again. As Kazuya and I hiked in search of what we came here to find, we found this Codonopsis lanceolata
and shot some photos of it. The center shot shows the interior of the flower very nicely.

Sept22nd_04
_MinamiTakaoRC

Sep22_02_MinamiTakao
_Codonopsis_lanceolataRC

Sep22_03_MinamiTakao
_Codonopsis_lanceolataRC

The trail we were going to starts as a small dirt road and as we passed by this rice farm we noticed that this patch of Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata) was in
front of a pretty nice background of maturing rice plants, so we stopped and took several photos of it.

Sept22nd_10_
MinamiTakaoRC

Sep22_06_MinamiTakao
_Lycoris_radiata_RiceRC

Sep22_09_MinamiTakao
_Lycoris_radiata_RiceRC

Here is a final shot of Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata) and then in 2nd position is a shot of this farmer's drying rice straw - one or 2 of his rice fields were
already harvested and he was drying this straw for future use as - what - I have no idea. In 3rd position is a shot of Impatiens noli-tangere (Yellow Impatiens) which
manages to show a flower center and a flower side view in one shot.

Sep22_12_MinamiTakao
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Sept22nd_23_
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_Lycoris_radiata_RiceRC

_RiceStrawRC

MinamiTakaoRC

Here is a weird plant. It's an Adenocaulon himalaicum Seed Head. The 2nd shot is a cropped out portion from the 1st photo.

Sep22_20_MinamiTakao_
Adenocaulon_himalaicumRC

Sep22_16_MinamiTakao
_Adenocaulon_himalaicumRC
Sep22_20Crop_MinamiTakao
_Adenocaulon_himalaicumRC

The first photo in this row shows a patch of Impatiens textorii (Pink Impatiens) which was processed from a Digital Negative. The 2nd shot shows 2 butterflies or
moths resting and keeping warm on a leaf.

Sep22_23FromDNG_Minami
Takao_ImpatiensRC

Sep22_27_MinamiTakao
_ButterfliesRC

Now we are getting into the area where we hope to find what we specifically came here in search of - Galeola septentrionalis - A myco-heterotrophic orchid - that
is, it is parasitic upon fungi. As I said up at the top, we found this orchid in bloom here in June and read on the internet about the fruits. We wanted to see those fruits! If
you want to refresh your memory about what this orchid looks like, the photos taken in June can be found HERE (new window or tab). After you glance at Rows 18 and 19
on that page, you should also scroll down to Rows 23 and 24. The first photo here is one which was taken in June of the flowers and the plant. The 2nd shot shows this
same plant today. Unfortunately, this one had no fruits. Not very pretty, eh!

June28_44_TakaoArea_
Galeola_septentrionalisRC

Sep22_28_29_Panorama_Minami
Takao_Galeola_septentrionalisRC

BUT - we did find some plants which had fruits! The first photo shows 1 plant, which only had 2 fruits. The 2nd shot shows a plant that had at least 7 fruits. The
3rd shot shows the same plant again, but a bit closer.
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Sep22_32_MinamiTakao_
Galeola_septentrionalisRC

Sep22_36_MinamiTakao_
Galeola_septentrionalisRC

Sep22_37_MinamiTakao_
Galeola_septentrionalisRC

Here is that same plant once again with my finger for scale. The 2nd and 3rd shots in this row are shots of Salvia nipponica. The 3rd shot is even in the sun! And,
that's all the best photos from this outing.

Sep22_41_MinamiTakao_
Salvia_nipponicaRC
Sep22_38_MinamiTakao_
Galeola_septentrionalisRC

Sept22nd_40_
MinamiTakaoRC

End September 22nd, End Page 3, End September 2013's Photos
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie
of our Home Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be
good to rent for the weekend). The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire
DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show
you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information please
click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page or click on any title's image in
the below mosaic to see more information (and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) for that title.
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An animated gif of some of our publications (26 seconds)

We support

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

Image From the Imagination and Graphic
Artistry of K.A. M'Lady & P.M. Dittman

Browse by Category

Daniel & Kazuya's Book Store
Our Kindle Books

Shopping Cart
Our Kindle Books
Our Print Books
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Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Outdoor Photography of
Japan: Through the S...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Some Violets of Eastern
Japan
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

A Book of Anagrams An Ancient Word Game
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

A Book of Anagrams An Ancient Word Game:
...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

Forest Resource &
Allowable Cut - Fairb...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

English-Ilokano and
Ilokano-English
Diction...
by Daniel H. Wieczorek

1   2   Next > >

Daniel & Kazuya's Book Store | Shopping Cart

Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

(will open in new window)

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
September 2014 - Favorite Photo
"Mt. Tanzawa & Mt. Fuji" - From Mt. Takao. September 14th, 10:15 AM.

SEPTEMBER 2014: TWO Pages This Month FEATURING A Trip to Katsunuma Budoukyo for Grapes * A Trip to/Climb of Mt. Takao * Codonopsis lanceolata Flower * Mt. Tanzawa & Mt. Fuji From
Mt. Takao * Cimicifuga simplex Flowers * I-Ccho-Daira * Benthamidia japonica (Mountain Dogwood) Fruits * Susuki Grass (Miscanthus sinensis) * Butterflies on Thistle Flowers * Lespedeza bicolor *
Far-Away Tokyo from Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama * Chelonopsis moschata Flowers * Polygonum filiforme Flowers * A Trip to Nogawa Park * Impatiens textorii Flowers * Begonia grandis Flowers * Red
Lycoris radiata - Cluster Amaryllis Flowers * Liriope muscari Flowers * Impatiens noli-tangere Flowers * Caryopteris divaricata Flowers * Aeginetia indica - a Parasite on Certain Types of Grass *
Keiskea japonica Flowers * Geranium thunbergii Flowers * Yellow Lycoris radiata Flowers * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the September photos)

This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of September
2014!
posted: September 30th, 2014
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This page begins with September 6th and a trip to Katsunuma Budoukyo in Yamanashi Prefecture on a "grape
adventure". After just 3 rows of photos from that day we then take you to Mt. Takao, Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama
and Kobotoke Pass for the very first signs that autumn is coming. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 6th

  On Saturday, September 6th, Kazuya and I got up kind of early and headed for Yamanashi Prefecture. We got off the train at Katsunuma Budoukyo and started walking down into
the main part of the town in search of places to sample and purchase grapes. Katsunuma Budoukyo is famous for its grapes. We also came here in September last year to sample and
purchase grapes, so if you want to see more grape photos please look at the photos from our September 2013 adventure HERE (new window or tab). The first photo in this row shows a
small vineyard with the grapes covered in protective little bags. The second photo shows a different vineyard and a different type of grape, apparently less susceptible to insects or damage.
The 3rd shot shows a fig tree, not a cash crop, just a tree growing in somebody's yard.

Sep06_01_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_GrapesRC

Sep06_04_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_FigsRC
Sep06_03_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_GrapesRC


  Here are three more images of grapes. Note that the 3rd image in this row is a portion of the first photo.

Sep06_07_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_GrapesRC
Sep06_08_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_GrapesRC

Sep06_08Part_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_GrapesRC


  Here are the final two images which we want to show you from Katsunuma Budoukyo. Note that again, the 2nd image is a portion of the first photo. By the way, we ended up
visiting 4 or 5 different commercial vineyards and sampling their grapes. They served generous portions at each of them and by the time we were done "sampling" we were full of too much
sugar and experiencing an unpleasant sugar high. Oh, we bought a LOT of grapes, at least 6 large bunches, and brought them home with us. Our cost was a very reasonable ¥2,000 (about
USD20.00).

Sep06_09_Katsunuma
Budoukyo_GrapesRC
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End September 6th, Begin September 14th

  On September 14, Sunday, we went out and climbed Mt. Takao for the 106th time and Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama for the 52nd time. The three photos in this row are all of a single
flower of Codonopsis lanceolata. Pretty, eh?

Sept14_01_Takao_Codonopsis
_lanceolataRC

Sept14th_02_Takao
_CodonopsisLanceolataRC

Sept14_02_Takao_Codonopsis
_lanceolataRC


  Here are three shots taken from the summit of Mt. Takao - the 1st and 3rd shots show Mt. Tanzawa on the left and Mt. Fuji, to the right of center and mostly clouded in. The center
shot shows all the way to the ocean. That island with the tower on it is Enoshima (Eno Island). It was amazingly clear on this date.

Sept14_05_
Takao_SceneryRC

Sept14th_07_Takao_
SummitSceneryRC

Sept14_06_
Takao_SceneryRC


  As we hiked from Mt. Takao towards Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama and got close to I-Ccho-Daira we came across these Cimicifuga simplex flowers. We refer to this as the "bottle brush
flower" because it reminds us of a bottle brush. The center shot is a Camellia fruit.

Sept14_07_ICcho
Daira_CammeliaFruitRC
Sept14_10_ICchoDaira
_Cimicifuga_simplexRC

Sept14th_11_ICchoDaira
_CimicifugaSimplexRC


  In first and third position is something which we've never shown you before. It is the fruit of the Benthamidia japonica (Mountain Dogwood) tree. In center position is another
"bottle brush flower" - Cimicifuga simplex.

Sept14th_16_ICcho
Daira_Benthamidia_japonicaRC

Sept14th_17_ICcho
Daira_Benthamidia_japonicaRC
Sept14_14_ICchoDaira
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_Cimicifuga_simplexRC


  In first position in this row is a small portion of the previous photo. It is cropped to show the Benthamidia japonica (Mountain Dogwood) fruit. In second and third position are
examples of Miscanthus sinensis - Susuki Grass. Note that the center one has more straw-color seeds, while the final one has red seeds. By the way - the titles UNDER the photos all say
Suzuki grass - that was a typo and too much of a bother to go back and correct a bunch of photos, so just ignore it and remember that it is supposed to be Susuki Grass.

Sept14th_18_ICcho
Daira_SuzukiGrassRC

Sept14th_20_ICcho
Daira_SuzukiGrassRC

Sept14th_17Part_ICcho
Daira_Benthamidia_japonicaRC


  Here are 2 more examples of Benthamidia japonica fruits (Mountain Dogwood) in 1st and 3rd position. In the center is a red-seeded Miscanthus sinensis - Susuki Grass - taken
while looking through a bush.

Sept14th_21_ICcho
Daira_Benthamidia_japonicaRC

Sept14_17_ICcho
Daira_SuzukiGrassRC

Sept14_18_ICcho
Daira_Benthamidia_japonicaRC


  In first position is a portion of the previous photo of a Benthamidia japonica fruit (Mountain Dogwood). In 2nd and 3rd position are examples of the red-seeded Miscanthus sinensis
- Susuki Grass. These photos were all taken at I-Ccho-Daira.

Sept14th_23_ICcho
Daira_SuzukiGrassRC
Sept14_18Part_ICchoDaira
_Benthamidia_japonicaRC

Sept14_23_ICcho
Daira_SuzukiGrassRC


  In first position you can see Miscanthus sinensis - Susuki Grass with the straw-colored seeds on the left and the red-colored seeds on the right. In center position is a zoomed in
photo of the straw-colored seeds type and in final position is a zoomed in shot of the red-seeded type.
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Sept14th_25_ICcho
Daira_SuzukiGrassRC

edible.

Sept14_29_ICcho
Daira_SuzukiGrassRC

Sept14_30_ICcho
Daira_SuzukiGrassRC


  Here are 3 more images of Benthamidia japonica fruits (Mountain Dogwood). The center image is a portion of the 1st image. This one is really quite ripe, too bad they are not

Sept14_33_ICchoDaira
_Benthamidia_japonicaRC

Sept14th_30_ICchoDaira
_Benthamidia_japonicaRC
Sept14_33Part_ICchoDaira_
Benthamidia_japonicaRC


  In first position in this row is a branch of Benthamidia japonica (Mountain Dogwood) with many fruits on it. That is followed by a shot of Miscanthus sinensis - Susuki Grass - with
me standing there taking a shot of something. In 3rd position is an amazing shot of a thistle flower with a butterfly on it.

Sept14th_34_ICchoDaira
_Benthamidia_japonicaRC

Sept14th_38_ICcho
Daira_SuzukiGrass_DanielRC

Sept14th_43_ICcho
Daira_ThistleButterflyRC


  Here are 3 shots of thistle flowers with butterflies on them. At one point we saw a flower with 3 butterflies on it, but we weren't quick enough to capture it.

Sept14_45_ICchoDaira
_ButterflyOnThistleRC

Sept14_46_ICchoDaira
_ButterflyOnThistleRC

Sept14th_45_ICcho
Daira_ThistleButterflyRC


  Here is a final shot of a thistle flower with 2 butterflies on it. That is followed by 2 shots of Adenophora triphylla var. japonica - the Japanese lady bell.
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Sept14_53_ICchoDaira
_ButterflyOnThistleRC
Sept14th_51_ICcho
Daira_SmallBellflowerRC

Sept14th_52_ICcho
Daira_SmallBellflowerRC


  Here is a final shot of Adenophora triphylla var. japonica - the Japanese lady bell, another shot of Miscanthus sinensis - Susuki Grass - and then a shot of Lespedeza bicolor.

Sept14_58_ICchoDaira
_ChineseBellflowerRC

Sept14th_55_ICcho
Daira_SuzukiGrassRC

Sept14th_64_ICcho
Daira_LespedezaRC


  Here are 2 more shots of Miscanthus sinensis - Susuki Grass - one with me and one with Kazuya. The 3rd shot shows Mt. Tanzawa from the overlook at I-Ccho-Daira. You may
note that Mt. Fuji is now 100% hiding behind the clouds, not a trace of it shows.

Sept14th_67_ICchoDaira
_SuzukiGrass_DanielRC

Sept14_63_ICcho
Daira_SceneryRC
Sept14_62_ICchoDaira
_SuzukiGrass_KazuyaRC


  The first shot here shows me climbing the steps which lead towards Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama, the very first portion of the trail from I-Ccho-Daira to Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama.
That is followed by a final shot which shows Miscanthus sinensis - Susuki Grass and mountain scenery. The final shot in this row shows the ample servings of Shaved-Ice (Sno-Cones) which
they serve at the shop at the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama. The blue one is considered full-size and the purple one is considered one-half size!

Sept14th_71_ICcho
Daira_SuzukiGrassRC
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Sept14th_85_ICchoDaira_
SuzukiGrassDanielStepsRC

Sept14th_88_Kobotoke
_KakiGoriRC


  Here are 3 shots of Far-Away Tokyo and Sky Tree from the summit of Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama. The 1st and 2nd shots have not been manipulated in any way, while the 3rd shot
is identical to the center shot, but it has been "Auto-Toned" with Photoshop. Note the difference.

Sept14th_89_Kobotoke
_FarAwayTokyoRC

Sept14th_90_91_AutoPano_
Kobotoke_FarAwayTokyoRC

Sept14th_90_91_AutoPano_Kobotoke
_FarAwayTokyo_AutoToneRC


  These two 2-shot panorama shots are identical, but the first one has not been manipulated in any way. The 2nd shot has had several Photoshop "tweaks" performed on it to bring
out the real stuff which is hiding behind the haze.

Sept14_66_67_ReposPano_
KobotokeArea_FarAwayCityFrRC

Sept14_66_67_ReposPano_
KobotokeArea_FarAwayCity_AdjFrRC.jpg


  After we finished up on Mt. Kobotoke-Shiro-yama we descended via the Kobotoke Pass trail and found the Chelonopsis moschata shown in 1st and 3rd positions. In the center is
Polygonum filiforme, a very tiny red flower which we have NEVER succeeded in getting what we'd like to get in a photo.

Sept14_68_KobotokePass
_Chelonopsis_moschataRC

Sept14th_94_Kobotoke
_PolygonumFiliformeRC

Sept14_69_KobotokePass
_Chelonopsis_moschataRC


  In this final row is a portion of the Chelonopsis moschata shown in final position in the previous row. That's followed by another unsuccessful attempt to get a great shot of
Polygonum filiforme.

Sept14_70_KobotokePass
_Polygonum_filiformeRC
Sept14_69Part_Kobotoke
Pass_Chelonopsis_moschataRC

End September 14th, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.
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(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of September
2014!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2014

This page begins and ends with September 21st and a trip to Nogawa Park on our bicycles. We went into the
natural plants area and found several species of fall flowers in bloom and had a good time on this nice sunny day.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 21st

  The first shot in this row shows a large insect on the flower of an Impatiens textorii. The second shot is a Begonia grandis and the 3rd shot shows clouds and scenery with the
Nogawa (No River) flowing towards us near the center of the photo. By the way - in this case no does not equal none, the Japanese kanji character translates as field, so this is the Field
River. No Gawa = Field River =

??

Sept21st_09_NogawaPk
_ImpatiensTextoriiRC

Sept21_06_NogawaPk
_Begonia_grandisRC

Sept21_02_NogawaPk
_Clouds_SceneryRC


  In first and third positions in this row are shots of Begonia grandis and in center position is a shot of an Impatiens textorii - the Impatient Plant.
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Sept21_07_NogawaPk
_Begonia_grandisRC

Sept21st_10_NogawaPk
_ImpatiensTextoriiRC

Sept21_10_NogawaPk
_Begonia_grandisRC


  The first photo in this row shows a Begonia grandis. The 2nd image is a portion of the first photo which has been cropped out to show more detail. The third shot shows another
Impatiens textorii flower with its cute little curly tail.

Sept21_14_NogawaPk
_Begonia_grandisRC

Sept21_16_NogawaPk_
Impatiens_textoriiRC
Sept21_14Part_Nogawa
Pk_Begonia_grandisRC


  The first shot in this row shows the interior of an Impatiens textorii flower, the second shot shows a view of the Lycoris radiata - Cluster Amaryllis - field, from a distance and the
3rd shot shows the beautiful purple fruits of the Callicarpa japonica bush.

Sept21st_24_NogawaPk
_ImpatiensTextoriiRC

Sept21st_25_NogawaPk
_LycorisRadiataRC

Sept21_21_NogawaPk
_Callicarpa_japonicaRC


  Now we are at the field where the Lycoris radiata - Cluster Amaryllis grows. This area increases in size every year. You may recall that we often go to a place called Kinchakuda for
their Cluster Amaryllis Festival. This year we did not go there - that place is so popular that the huge crowds of people kind of drive us crazy and ruin the experience. Although the Cluster
Amaryllis field there is huge and amazing, it was just not worth the aggravation this year. If you want to see photos taken there then please use the search box just below.

Lycoris radiata
✔

Google Search

only search danwiz.com

Sept21st_27_NogawaPk
_LycorisRadiataRC
Sept21st_29_NogawaPk
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_LycorisRadiataRC

_LycorisRadiataRC


  Here are 3 more shots of the field of Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata).

Sept21st_31_NogawaPk
_LycorisRadiataRC

Sept21_29_NogawaPk
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sept21st_33_NogawaPk
_LycorisRadiataRC


  And here are another 3 shots of the field of Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata).

Sept21_36_NogawaPk
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sept21_38_NogawaPk
_Lycoris_radiataRC
Sept21st_46_NogawaPk
_LycorisRadiataRC


  Here are the final 3 shots of the field of Cluster Amaryllis (Lycoris radiata). The center photo was actually taken for the Liriope muscari, but the Cluster Amaryllis are in the
background.

Sept21_39_NogawaPk
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sept21_45_NogawaPk
_Lycoris_radiataRC
Sept21_02_NogawaPk
_Liriope_muscariRC


  Here are 3 photos of yellow Impatiens flowers. This is Impatiens noli-tangere.

Sept21st_69_NogawaPk_
ImpatiensNoli-tangereRC

Sept21st_70_NogawaPk_
ImpatiensNoli-tangereRC

Sept21_59_NogawaPk_
Impatiens_noli-tangereRC


  Here is one more shot of Impatiens noli-tangere. That is followed by a shot of a Caryopteris divaricata - a very complex and interesting flower, and it has such depth that it's
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difficult to get the entire thing in focus. The 3rd shot shows a small patch of Sanguisorba officinalis (Waremokou in Japanese). It is not perfectly focused, otherwise I would have included a
cropped out portion of the seed head.

Sept21_63_NogawaPk_
Impatiens_noli-tangereRC

Sept21st_79_NogawaPk_
CaryopterisDivaricataRC

Sept21_68_NogawaPk_
Sanguisorba_officinalisRC


  The first and second photos show a plant that is a parasite on certain kinds of grasses. It is Aeginetia indica and it is a non-photosynthetic plant. The 3rd shot is a Caryopteris
divaricata, as mentioned above - such a complex flower!

Sept21_70_NogawaPk_
Caryopteris_divaricataRC

Sept21st_85_NogawaPk
_AeginetiaIndicaRC
Sept21st_82_NogawaPk
_AeginetiaIndicaRC


  Here are 2 more shots of the non-photosynthetic plant that is a parasite on certain kinds of grasses - Aeginetia indica. The 3rd shot shows the flowers of Keiskea japonica. This is
the plant which produces the amazing frost flowers during the winter. You remember frost flowers, right? If you don't, then we'll show you some. Probably the best frost flowers we've ever
seen can be found HERE (new window or tab).

Sept21_72_NogawaPk
_Aeginetia_indicaRC

Sept21_75_NogawaPk
_Aeginetia_indicaRC

Sept21st_93_NogawaPk
_KeiskeaJaponicaRC


  Now we've come down to the other end of the natural plants area and here is a small field of the yellow flowered Lycoris radiata - Cluster Amaryllis - here are 2 shots. The 3rd shot
is a small patch of Geranium thunbergii with both purplish red flowers and also white flowers.

Sept21st_97_NogawaPk
_LycorisRadiataRC

Sept21st_99_NogawaPk
_LycorisRadiataRC


  Here are 2 final shots of the yellow-flowered Lycoris radiata - Cluster Amaryllis.
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Sept21_78_NogawaPk
_Lycoris_radiataRC

Sept21st_107_NogawaPk
_LycorisRadiataRC


  This is the most amazing shot of Geranium thunbergii, such an incredible color! The 2nd, and final shot, is another of the extremely complex flower of the Caryopteris divaricata.

Sept21_84_NogawaPk
_Geranium_thunbergiiRC

Sept21st_117_NogawaPk_
CaryopterisDivaricataRC

End September 21st, End September 2014's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links

  On Sunday, September 28, we went to Jindai Botanical Garden on our bicycles and snapped a few photos of various things, but there was nothing amazingly fantastic from that trip
which we wanted to be sure that you saw this month, so we're saving those few nice photos for next month. Starting Monday the 29th life got much busier and there was just not sufficient
time to process those photos for these October pages. We hope that you can understand.
     By the way, we were not able to finish up the next volume in the "Climbing a Few of Japan's 100 Mountains" series of books. It is being worked on and will be titled Climbing a Few
of Japan's 100 Famous Mountains - Volume 13: Mt. Yatsugatake (Mt. Akadake). At this point it stands at 109 pages and contains about 100 photos. There are still about 230 photos
to consider for inclusion. We hope to have it completed and available for purchase by the end of October.
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home
Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend).
The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is
much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title
(and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this
page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
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(32 seconds)

(24 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 2 of 2, September 2014
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Japan - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
September 2015 - Favorite Photo
"Moomin Valley" - Mt. Akita Komagatake. September 20th, 1:55 PM.

SEPTEMBER 2015: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING
Our 3rd Annual Trip to Katsunuma Budoukyo for Grape
Tasting and Buying * A Mt. Akita-Komagatake Autumn Color
Adventure * Hydrangea paniculata * Sanguisorba albiflora *
Angelica ursina * Aconitum japonicum ssp. subcuneatum Monkshood * Annotated Photos Showing Local Mountain
Names * Mt. Katakuradake * Amazing Autumn Colors *
Schizocodon soldanelloides f. alpinus * Tazawako (Tazawa
Lake) * Mt. Onamedake * Geum calthifolium var. nipponicum
* Mt. Odake * Amidaike (= Amida Pond) and Hut * Mt. Kotake

With Autumn Colors * Mt. Medake with Smoke * Moomin
Valley and a Moomin * Gentiana triflora var. montana * Geum
pentapetalum * Some Beautiful Panoramic Images * A
Mouseover Image Showing Rapid Shadows and Lighting
Changes * Komaike (ike = pond) * Katagari Pond * Dicentra
peregrina * Several Zoomed-In Shots Showing Amazing
Autumn Colors * Viola crassa * Cranberry (Vaccinium vitisidaea) and Crowberry (Empetrum nigrum var. japonicum) *
Mt. Yokodake * Mt. Yakemori * Mt. Nyutou (= Mt. Eboshidake)
* An Amazingly Red Sunrise * Clouds or Fog on the Mountain

* Climbing Mt. Sasamori * Climbing Mt. Yumori * An
Annotated Map Showing Mountain Names * Yadoiwa (= Yado
Rock) * A LONG Climb of Mt. Zarumori * More Amazing
Scenery and Autumn Colors * Climbing Mt. Nyutou (= Mt.
Eboshidake) * A Type of Edelweiss - Leontopodium japonicum
var. shiroumense * Mt. Nyutou Summit * Tashirotai Hut *
More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly
to the September photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of September
2015!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2015

This page begins with September 3rd and our 3rd annual trip to Katsunuma Budoukyo on a grape tasting and
buying adventure. Then we jump to September 20th and an Autumn Color trip to Mt. Akita-Komagatake, in Akita
Prefecture. This page ends at 12:23 PM on the 20th and Page 2 will pick up from there.   Click on any thumbnail to
begin.

Begin September 3rd

  Well, as the header text states, on September 3rd we went out to Katsunuma Budoukyo for our 3rd Annual grape eating and buying adventure. You can find the photos from our
September 2013 adventure HERE (new window or tab) and from our September 2014 adventure HERE (new window or tab). There are only 3 photos from this year. After we visited several
grape farms and ate a plate of free sample grapes at each place we had decided on which types we wanted to buy and from which farms. The first shot shows some bunches of grapes on the
vine, the 2nd shot shows a "Happy Drink Shop" - in Yamanashi Prefecture an assemblage of 4 or 5 drinks vending machines qualifies as a "Happy Drink Shop", and that's what the sign says.
The 3rd shot in this row shows what we ended up with when we got home - and the name Shine Muscat is NOT a typo, it is NOT supposed to be Shiny, it is truly SHINE MUSCAT! The Queen
Nina Grapes were the tastiest, but at ¥2,000/kilo, also the most expensive. We bought just a little over a kilo of them.

Sep3_08_
KatsunumaBudoukyoRC
Sep3_05_
KatsunumaBudoukyoRC

Sep14_6_GrapesFrom
KatsunumaBudoukyo_FromDNGRC

End September 3rd, Begin September 20th

  Our only other adventure this month was an autumn color climbing adventure. We took a Shinkansen all the way to Akita Prefecture and got off the train at Tazawako (Tazawa
Lake) Station. From there we took a taxi to a certain place from where we could get a bus, and then we continued by bus up to the 8th Station Hut of Mt. Akita-Komagatake. At that point we
claimed a sleeping spot, dropped our packs (one can stay at that hut for free, so that is where we spent the night) and used our "packable packs" to go on a day trip up Mt. AkitaKomagatake. All three photos in this row show fall colors. The first two shots were taken right from the 8th Station Hut and the third shot was taken just as we started climbing. Oh, we also
visited here in June 2011 and you can find the photos from that adventure, beginning in Row #8 HERE (new window or tab). By the way, Kazuya kept 1,479 photos from this adventure and I
kept 518. That makes a total of 1,997 photos from this outing. We'll show you 282 of them, or 14.12%, which might be too many because there are a lot of them which are quite similar - but
look closely, the shadows and lighting conditions were changing so rapidly that you'll be amazed. Wait until you get to page two and look at Row Pre 14: - WOW - that's merely the change
in conditions in 6 seconds!

Sep20_01_MtAkitaKomagatake
_From8thStationRC

Sep20_02_MtAkitaKomagatake
_From8thStationRC

Sep20_06_MtAkitaKomagatake
_ClimbingRC


  Here are three shots which show some nice autumn colors and also show what the weather was like. Clouds were coming and going and it never did clear up 100%, but at least we
had some opportunities to see into the distance - and it never rained, not a single drop.
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Sep20_07_MtAkitaKomagatake
_ClimbingRC

Sep20_12_MtAkitaKomagatake
_Climbing_KazuyaRC

Sept20th_024_
MtAkitakomagatakeRC


  Here are 3 more shots which show some nice fall colors. The first shot is a Hydrangea paniculata. The second shot shows that it's cloudy not far away in this direction, while the
third shot shows Mt. Yumori, which was a good distance away in the opposite direction from the second shot.

Sept20th_043_
MtAkitakomagatakeRC

Sep20_13_MtAkita
Komagatake_ClimbingRC

Sep20_14_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MtYuumoriRC


  The first shot here shows that it has cleared up pretty good in the same direction as the second shot in the previous row. The second shot again shows Mt. Yumori, which we will
climb tomorrow and the third shot shows s small, but colorful bush.

Sept20th_048_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep20_15_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MtYuumoriRC

Sep20_17_MtAkitaKomagatake
_ClimbingRC


  Compare the first and second shots, which were taken only a few seconds apart, to see how rapidly the cloud conditions were changing. The third shot shows Mt. Sasamori on the
left, which we will also climb tomorrow, the 8th Station Hut in the center, which is where we will sleep tonight, and Mt. Yumori on the right, and as stated previously, we'll climb that
tomorrow. Tomorrow we'll leave the hut, climb up that trail which you can see in the yellow grass area, turn left and climb Mt. Sasamori and then go back down and climb up Mt. Yumori --and MORE!

Sep20_25_MtAkitaKomagatake
_ClimbingRC

Sep20_26_MtAkitaKomagatake
_ClimbingRC

Sept20th_068_MtAkita
komagatakeRC


  In first position in this row is a Sanguisorba albiflora, in center position is the seedhead of an Angelica ursina and in third position is another nice autumn color shot with a cloudy
background.
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Sep20_29_MtAkitaKomagatake
_PlantRC

Sept20th_072_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep20_32_MtAkitaKomagatake
_ClimbingRC


  Here is another shot which shows Mt. Sasamori, the 8th Station Hut and Mt. Yumori, then one which shows the 8th Station Hut and Mt. Yumori. The third shot shows Kazuya taking
a shot of the aforementioned mountains.

Sept20th_076_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sept20th_118_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep20_35_MtAkitaKomagatake_Climbing_
MtSasamori_MtYuumori_KazuyaRC


  Now it's clear in front of us for a while, so the first shot in this row shows the way ahead of us. The 2nd image is a 2-shot panorama and the third shot is zoomed in pretty tightly to
Mt. Yumori.

Sept20th_Panorama02_
MtAkitakomagatakeRC
Sept20th_137_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep20_40_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MtYuumoriRC


  In first position in this row is another shot of the 8th Station Hut and Mt. Yumori, then a shot looking ahead and then another shot in which you can see the 8th Station Hut and
most of Mt. Yumori. A lot of these shots are quite similar, but the clouds and lighting were changing so rapidly that they are all beautiful and somewhat different.

Sep20_45_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MtYuumoriRC

Sep20_41_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MtYuumoriRC
Sep20_50_MtAkitaKomagatake
_ClimbingRC


  Here are two shots of amazing colors on Mt. Yumori. The black outlined area in the first shot shows the approximate area of the second shot, which is zoomed in enough so that you
can see the sign on the summit of Mt. Yumori. We'll show you a close shot of that sign with tomorrow's photos. The third shot shows Mt. Sasamori and the nipple shaped mountain behind it is
Mt. Nyutou (which means nipple in Japanese). Tomorrow we'll go all the way to that peak!
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Sep20_122_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MtYuumoriRC

Sep20_123_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MtYuumoriRC

Sept20th_161_MtAkita
komagatakeRC


  In first position in this row is an Aconitum japonicum ssp. subcuneatum - Monkshood. The second shot is a fall color shot with the sun shining. The third shot is again Mt. Yumori
and once again, the black outlined area shows the next photo.

Sept20th_185_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sept20th_189_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep20_57_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MtYuumoriRC


  This first shot is zoomed in to the black outlined area of the previous photo. The second shot shows we have gained quite a bit of elevation since the third shot in Row 11. In the
next row we'll show you an annotated shot with the names of all of those mountains. The 3rd shot is zoomed in to show Mt. Nyutou behind Mt. Sasamori.

Sep20_58_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MtYuumoriRC

Sept20th_193_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep20_59_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MtSasamori_MtNyuutoRC


  The first shot shows Mt. Nyutou with Mt. Sasamori in front of it. The second shot is annotated to show you the names of all of the mountains which we will climb tomorrow. The
third shot is really zoomed in to show Mt. Nyutou - you can even see a person on its summit!

Sep20_60_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MtNyuutoRC

Sept20th_197_MtAkita
komagatake_AnnotatedRC

Sep20_61_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MtNyuutoRC


  In first position in this row is the second and final annotated shot which shows the names of all the mountains which we'll climb tomorrow. This one is not zoomed in as much as the
previous one, and the lighting is also quite different. The second shot is looking ahead of us again, as is the third shot. Certainly some spectacular autumn colors!
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Sep20_62_MtAkitaKomagatake_MtNyuuto_Mt
Sasamori_MtZarumori_MtYuumori_AnnotatedRC

Sept20th_202_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sept20th_206_MtAkita
komagatakeRC


  The first shot here shows me at Mt. Katakuradake (1,440 m = 4,724 ft). The second shot shows Mt. Nyutou and the black outline shows the area shown in the next shot. The third
shot is, of course, zoomed in to show the black outlined area of the previous shot of Mt. Nyutou.

Sept20th_214_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep20_66_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MtNyuutoRC

Sep20_65_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MtNyuutoRC


  The first two shots in this row show the fall colors near Mt. Katakuradake. The third shot is once again zoomed in to show Mt. Sasamori. Now we have moved enough horizontally so
that Mt. Nyutou is no longer behind it.

Sept20th_215_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sept20th_233_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep20_70_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MtSasamoriRC


  The first and third shots in this row are once again looking ahead of us from near Mt. Katakuradake. The lake in the third shot is Tazawako (Tazawa Lake). The center shot is a very
shiny Schizocodon soldanelloides f. alpinus. This shininess is so pronounced that the Japanese name (Iwa-kagami) translates as "Rock Mirror" - it is a plant which grows among the rocks and
the leaves are as shiny as a mirror.

Sep20_72_MtAkitaKomagatake
NearKatakuradakeRC

Sept20th_250_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep20_73_MtAkitaKomagatake
NearKatakuradakeRC


  The first shot is again looking ahead of us, at Mt. Onamedake and the second and third shots are looking back. In both the second and third shots you can again see Mt. Nyutou.
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Sep20_74_MtAkitaKomagatake
NearKatakuradakeRC

Sep20_78_MtAkitaKomagatake
NearKatakuradake_KazuyaRC

Sep20_79_MtAkitaKomagatake
NearKatakuradakeRC


  All three shots in this row exhibit fine autumn colors. In the first shot you can see Kazuya and back to Mt. Katakuradake. The second shot is a close in shot of some nice colors. The
third shot shows the reds of the Geum calthifolium var. nipponicum.

Sep20_80_MtAkitaKomagatake
NearKatakuradake_KazuyaRC

Sep20_81_MtAkitaKomagatake
NearKatakuradakeRC

Sept20th_266_MtAkita
komagatakeRC


  These three shots were all taken looking ahead of us and they all show some magnificent fall colors.

Sep20_86_MtAkitaKomagatake
_ClimbingRC

Sep20_87_MtAkitaKomagatake
_Climbing_HealedRC

Sep20_89_MtAkitaKomagatake
_ClimbingRC


  Again, all three of these shots were taken while looking ahead of us. The lake in the center shot is again Tazawako.

Sep20_90_MtAkitaKomagatake
_ClimbingRC

Sept20th_272_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sept20th_276_MtAkita
komagatakeRC


  Once again, looking ahead of us. The peak in the first shot is Mt. Odake, which we will summit in a while. The center shot is COLORS. The third shot again shows Tazawa Lake.
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Sept20th_283_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sept20th_291_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep20_95_MtAkitaKomagatake
_Climbing_TazawakoRC


  The peak which shows in the first and second photos is most likely Mt. Onamedake, which we summited in 2011, but not this time. The black outlined area in the first shot shows
the area you can see in the second shot. The second shot is, of course, zoomed in to the black outlined area shown in the first shot. The third shot shows some people on the trail ahead of us
and Mt. Odake.

Sep20_101_MtAkitaKomagatake
_ClimbingRC

Sep20_100_MtAkitaKomagatake
_ClimbingRC

Sep20_102_MtAkitaKomagatake
_ClimbingRC


  Now, as we get closer to Amidaike (ike = pond, so Amida Pond) the trail has changed to boardwalk. The first shot shows me on the boardwalk, the second shot shows the
boardwalk and Amida Pond (Amidaike) in the background. The third shot shows Amidaike and the hut there.

Sept20th_303_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep20_111_MtAkita
Komagatake_AmidaikeRC

Sep20_113_MtAkita
Komagatake_AmidaikeRC


  Now we are getting quite close to Amidaike. The first shot shows the pond and the hut there, which is also free, but we have never stayed there. The second image is a 2-shot
panorama showing the pond and the hut. The third shot shows a portion of Mt. Odake.

Sep20_119_120_AutoPano_Mt
AkitaKomagatake_AmidaikeRC
Sep20_114_MtAkita
Komagatake_AmidaikeRC

Sep20_116_MtAkita
Komagatake_MtOdakeRC


  Both shots in this row show Amidaike (1,535 m = 5,036 ft) and the hut, along with some nice autumn colors. Now, Page 2 will continue from the summit area of Mt. Odake (1,623
m = 5,325 ft).
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Sept20th_331_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sept20th_332_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

End Page 1, But September 20th Continues on Page 2 (at 12:45 PM)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this incredibly colorful adventure.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of September
2015!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2015

This page includes only a portion of September 20th at Mt. Akita-Komagatake, in Akita Prefecture. We continue
here from Page 1, beginning at 12:45 PM and we end at 2:29 PM, which means that September 20th will also be
continued on Page 3, beginning at 2:31 PM.   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

September 20th Continues (at 12:45 PM)

  Okay, as stated above, this page continues September 20, starting at 12:45 PM. We are now at the top of Mt. Odake (1,623 m = 5,325 ft) and looking down into Moomin Valley.
You may ask "what is Moomin Valley"? Well, Moomin Valley is a fictional place, where the Moomins live in the tales by Finnish author Tove Jansson. Moomin Valley is a quiet, peaceful place
somewhere in Finland. It was first discovered by Tove Jansson in 1945. In Moomin Valley, eggshells turn into clouds and the rivers are periodically full of Raspberry Juice. In Moomin Valley,
giant snow horses come to life and the Queen of the Cold rides across the sky on winters nights. Sounds like a magical place, eh? We'll hike through Moomin Valley in a while and you can see
and judge for yourself. Oh, by the way, the three photos in this row all show Mt. Kotake with varying degrees of cloudiness and at various zoom factors. We think it looks incredibly like the
shell of a snail, how about you?
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Sept20th_335_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sept20th_338_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sept20th_349_MtAkita
komagatakeRC


  Now we have left Mt. Odake and are headed down this very steep trail into Moomin Valley. The first shot shows Mt. Medake - an active smoking volcano (note the smoke). The
second image, a 2-shot panorama, shows Mt. Kotake, Mt. Medake and Moomin Valley. The third shot again shows Mt. Kotake.

Sept20th_352_353_AutoPano
_MtAkitakomagatakeRC
Sept20th_373_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep20_133_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MtOdake_MoominValleyRC


  In first position in this row is another 2-shot panoramic image, similar to the center one in the row just above, but with different enough cloudy and sunny areas so that it's worth
including. The second shot shows Mt. Kotake in nearly full sun and the third image is an amazing 6-shot panorama with a great deal of sun and even some blue sky.

Sept20th_401_402_403_404_405_406_
AutoPano_MtAkitakomagatakeRC

Sept20th_373R_374R_Auto
Pano_MtAkitakomagatakeRC
Sep20_136_MtAkitaKomagatake_
MtOdake_MoominValleyRC


  Now here is another shot of the smoking Mt. Medake and then a shot which shows a portion of Mt. Medake and a portion of the wall of this valley. The third image is a 3-shot
panorama showing Mt. Kotake, sun and nice autumn colors.

Sep20_149_150_151_MtAkitaKomagatake
_Climbing_Rotated_ReposPano_ATRC
Sep20_140_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC
Sep20_144_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC


  As we continue to descend into Moomin Valley here is a 2-shot panorama showing Mt. Kotake and part of Mt. Medake. In center position is a zoomed in shot of Mt. Medake which
shows what appears to be a small lava flow. The 3rd shot is zoomed in to the floor of Moomin Valley.
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Sep20_157_158_ReposPano_MtAkita
Komagatake_MoominValleyRC
Sep20_162_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC
Sep20_161_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC


  The first shot in this row once again shows Mt. Kotake and a portion of Moomin Valley. The second shot is looking back at the mountain which we are descending from. The third
shot is Mt. Kotake, Moomin Valley and part of Mt. Medake.

Sep20_164_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sep20_165_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sep20_169_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC


  Now we are getting farther down into Moomin Valley and here's another view of Mt. Kotake, one in which you can see some of the brilliant orange colors. Then we went around a
bend in the trail and spotted a Moomin staring at us with its bright blue eyes! The third shot is a much lower elevation shot of Mt. Kotake, taken from just about the spot where we saw the
Moomin.

Sep20_170_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sep20_175_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC
Moomin_SteveArmitage_
Crop_RadialBlur_WebRC


  Here is a Gentiana triflora var. montana and then a shot in Moomin Valley with an abundance of orange colors. The third shot shows the boardwalk and lots of orange colors here in
Moomin Valley.

Sept20th_433_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep20_176_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sept20th_437_MtAkita
komagatakeRC


  The first shot shows me looking around and enjoying the autumn colors. The second shot shows another Gentiana triflora var. montana and the third shot shows a Geum
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pentapetalum with very red leaves and a lone flower.

Sept20th_446_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep20_181_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValley_PlantsRC

Sept20th_457_MtAkita
komagatakeRC


  The first shot here shows Moomin Valley and autumn colors. The second shot is a panorama showing Mt. Kotake and me and the third shot shows the brilliantly colored wall of
Moomin Valley. After a while we will be coming back this direction on that ridge up there.

Sept20th_Panorama06
_MtAkitakomagatakeRC
Sep20_184_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sept20th_475_MtAkita
komagatakeRC


  Here are two shots in Moomin Valley which show brilliant autumn colors.

Sep20_185_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sep20_186_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC


  Here are another two shots which show brilliant autumn colors in Moomin Valley. The black outlined area in the first shot shows the approximate area which is included in the
second photo.

Sep20_191_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sep20_187_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC


  The first shot in this row shows more amazing colors in Moomin Valley. The second shot shows Ooyake-suna ridge with a person on it. We will be hiking up there in a while.
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Sep20_192_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sep20_193_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Row Pre 14:  This mouseover image shows the same 2 shots that are in first and second position in Row 14. Unfortunately the
differences in Shadows and Lighting do not show up well in Lightbox, so we have inserted the two images like this so that you can
easily see this amazing difference. The first shot was taken at 1:36:34 PM and the second shot at 1:36:40 PM, so only 6 seconds
passed between the two shots.


  The first two shots in this row show Ooyake-suna ridge and the difference in shadows and lighting that can occur in a mere 6 seconds. The yellow outlined area in the third photo
shows the approximate area which is included in the next shot and the black outlined area is shown in the shot after that.

Sept20th_507_Align_508_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sept20th_508_Align_507_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep20_201_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC


  The first shot here shows the area included in the yellow outlined area in the previous shot. The second shot shows the area included in the black outlined area of the second photo
previous to it. The third shot shows more amazing autumn colors in Moomin Valley.
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Sep20_230_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sep20_228_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sept20th_528_MtAkita
komagatakeRC


  Oh, are the clouds going to move in and obscure our scenery? Let's hope not. The black outlined area in the center photo shows the area which is shown in the photo which follows
it. Of course the third photo shows the outlined area of the photo previous to it.

Sep20_205_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sep20_208_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sep20_209_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC


  Here is a 2 shot panorama of Ooyake-suna ridge and then a single shot. That is followed by a 3 shot panorama of the same area. In the third shot you can also see Moomin Valley.

Sep20_218_219_220_Panorama_
MtAkitaKomagatake_MoominValleyRC

Sep20_215_216_AutoPano_MtAkita
Komagatake_MoominValleyRC
Sep20_217_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC


  Walking down the length of Moomin Valley and enjoying the autumn colors. The second shot was taken looking back up the valley with Kazuya sitting on the boardwalk trying to
catch an amazing photo of the red colors. The third shot shows another Monkshood (Aconitum japonicum ssp. subcuneatum) with a beautiful background.

Sep20_225_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sep20_232_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sep20_238_MtAkitaKomagatake_
MoominValley_MonkshoodRC


  Here is the clearest shot yet looking back up towards the head of Moomin Valley. The second shot shows a smoking Mt. Medake and the black outlined area shows the next photo.
The third shot is zoomed in to the black outlined area of the second shot in this row and it really shows the large amount of smoke which is rising off Mt. Medake.
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Sept20th_578_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep20_239_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sep20_240_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC


  Here is a 2 shot panorama looking up towards the head of Moomin Valley; this is the image which is the "Favorite Photo of the Month." The second and third shots show more
beautiful autumn colors. Do I need to explain what the black outlined area of the center photo is?

Sep20_242_243_AutoPano_MtAkita
Komagatake_MoominValleyRC
Sept20th_606_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sept20th_602_MtAkita
komagatakeRC


  The first shot is again looking down Moomin Valley and Komaike (ike = pond) is visible in this shot. The center image is another 2 shot panorama looking up towards the head of
Moomin Valley. The third shot again shows the beautiful autumn colors and Ooyake-suna ridge.

Sep20_248_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sep20_245_246_AutoPano_MtAkita
Komagatake_MoominValleyRC

Sept20th_613_MtAkita
komagatakeRC


  In first position is another shot taken while looking up towards the head of Moomin Valley. The second shot shows me reading the sign at Katagari Pond. The third shot is looking
back up the valley from near Katagari Pond, but not the head of the valley, merely the side which we came down from.

Sep20_250_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sept20th_637_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sept20th_640_MtAkita
komagatakeRC


  More brilliant autumn colors in Moomin Valley and Daniel walking on the boardwalk. The second and third shots show more colors as one looks up towards Ooyake-suna ridge.
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Sept20th_648_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sept20th_653_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep20_265_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC


  Three more fall color shots. The black outlined area in the first shot, of course, shows the area which is shown in the second photo.

Sep20_266_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sep20_269_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sep20_268_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC


  Kazuya coming towards me as I wait for him at Katagari Pond. It's getting cloudy up towards the head of Moomin Valley now. The second and third shots again show amazing
autumn colors. Note the black outlined area in the center shot, which shows what is included in the third shot.

Sep20_272_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sep20_274_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sep20_275_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC


  Here is a final shot looking up towards the head of Moomin Valley as we ascend from it. In second position is a strangely colored area and then we found a few Dicentra peregrina
plants still in bloom (Bleeding Heart, Dutchman's Breeches and more common names.)

Sep20_280_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sept20th_673_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sept20th_690_MtAkita
komagatakeRC


  Another shot showing strange colors as we ascend out of Moomin Valley. The second image shows great autumn colors on the ridge which goes to Kunimi Hot Spring (See 2011
photos). The third and final shot on this page shows another Dicentra peregrina (Bleeding Heart, Dutchman's Breeches and more common names). There were not many left in bloom, but we
found a few!
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Sep20_282_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MoominValleyRC

Sep20_289_MtAkitaKomagatake
_UpToMtYokodakeRC

Sep20_291_MtAkitaKomagatake_UpTo
MtYokodake_Dicentra_peregrinaRC

End Page 2, But September 20th Continues on Page 3 (at 2:31 PM)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this date and then this adventure.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of September
2015!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2015

This page includes the final shots from September 20th (from 2:31 PM to the end of the day) and the first portion
of the photos from September 21st. We'll end this page at 10:02 AM on September 21st and pick up at 10:03 AM on
Page 4. Enjoy the Journey!   Click on any thumbnail to begin.

September 20th Still Continues (at 2:31 PM)
The first shot in this row shows a Viola crassa with its autumn colors. When we came here in June 2011 this violet was just beginning to bloom. The second shot is another Dicentra
peregrina and the 3rd shot shows both Dicentra peregrina and Viola crassa. If you want that link to the June 2011 pages again, the photos begin in Row #8 HERE (new window or tab).
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Sep20_292_MtAkitaKomagatake
_UpToMtYokodake_VioletRC

Sept20th_701_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sept20th_702_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Now we are ascending Ooyake-suna ridge up towards Mt. Yokodake. The first shot was taken while looking back down into Moomin Valley. You can see how smoky Mt. Medake is in
this photo. The second shot is about the same, but shot using a different amount of zoom. The third shot shows a nice patch of Cranberry (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) & Crowberry (Empetrum
nigrum var. japonicum) where we stopped for a small and delicious snack.

Sept20th_709_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep20_298_MtAkitaKomagatake
_ClimbingMtYokodakeRC

Sept20th_726_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Here is another shot of that patch of Cranberry (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) & Crowberry (Empetrum nigrum var. japonicum) where we stopped for a small and delicious snack. The
second shot shows that we are just beginning the long trek up Ooyake-suna ridge. The 3rd shot shows some wonderful autumn colors. The black outlined area shows the approximate area
included in the next shot.

Sept20th_729_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep20_305_MtAkitaKomagatake
_ClimbingMtYokodakeRC

Sep20_306_MtAkitaKomagatake
_ClimbingMtYokodakeRC

In first position in this row is the photo of the area outlined in black in the previous photo. The second shot is again looking back down into Moomin Valley, which is getting quite
cloudy now. You can also see Katagari Pond (Row #25 on previous page). Again, the black outlined area shows what you'll see in the next photo. The third shot shows the area which was
outlined in black in the previous photo.

Sep20_307_MtAkitaKomagatake
_ClimbingMtYokodakeRC

Sep20_308_MtAkitaKomagatake
_ClimbingMtYokodakeRC

Sep20_309_MtAkitaKomagatake
_ClimbingMtYokodakeRC

The first shot is another which shows amazing autumn colors. The second and third shots show the summit of Mt. Yokodake (1,583 m = 5,194 ft). The second shot shows that it is
0.6 km to Mt. Yakemori - our next destination. Of course the person in the third shot is me.
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Sep20_310_MtAkitaKomagatake
_ClimbingMtYokodakeRC

Sept20th_730_MtAkita
komagatakeRC
Sep20_312_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MtYokodakeRC

That brownish area about 600 meters ahead is Mt. Yakemori (1,551 m = 5,089 ft) - we are headed there. The second shot shows some beautiful red maple leaves and the third
shot shows Amidaike (Amida Pond), the hut and Mt. Onamedake (1,637 m = 5,371 ft) on the right of it.

Sept20th_734_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sept20th_748_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep20_314_MtAkitaKomagatake
_AmidaikeRC

There is another shot of Mt. Yakemori in front of us and then two more shots which show Amida Pond with Mt. Odake on the left and Mt. Onamedake on the right.

Sep20_315_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MtYakemoriRC

Sept20th_767_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep20_316_MtAkitaKomagatake
_AmidaikeRC

Here are the two final shots showing Amida Pond and the mountains on either side of it.

Sep20_320_MtAkitaKomagatake
_AmidaikeRC

Sep20_323_MtAkitaKomagatake
_AmidaikeRC

Here are the final two shots of September 20th and they both show Mt. Nyutou (Mt. Nipple). You may be interested to know that Mt. Nyutou is named so because from the Akita
side it supposedly resembles a nipple. From the Iwate side the mountain is said to resemble a traditional priest's hat, or eboshi, and is know as Mt. Eboshidake in that region. The elevation of
Mt. Nyutou is 1,477.5 m = 4,847 ft and we will summit it at around 1:30 tomorrow afternoon.
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Sep20_327_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MtNyuutoFromMtYakemoriRC

Sep20_328_MtAkitaKomagatake
_MtNyuutoFromMtYakemoriRC

End September 20th, Begin September 21st
Okay, now it's September 21st. The first image in this row, a 2-shot panorama, shows the amazing reds of sunrise on Mt. Akita-Komagatake at 5:40 AM. The second shot was taken
at 5:59 AM and the reds have pretty much disappeared. The third shot was taken at 7:13 AM, after we had cooked and eaten our breakfast in the 8th Station Hut, packed our backpacks and
were hiking towards Mt. Sasamori. Let's hope these clouds go away.

Sep21_02_03_AutoPano_Akita_
Komagatake_8thSta_HutSunriseRC

Sep21_08_Akita_Komagatake8th
StationHutSunriseRC

Sep21_10_Akita_Komagatake_
HikingtoMtSasamoriRC

In first position in this row is a shot of me crossing a stream, then some cloudy reds and oranges beside the same stream. The third shot shows Kazuya shooting at something
through the clouds.

Sept21st_031_MtAkita
komagatakeRC
Sept21st_033_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep21_11_Akita_Komagatake_
HikingtoMtSasamori_KazuyaRC

Ah, the clouds are disappearing, maybe it was only morning fog. Now we are getting up fairly high on Mt. Sasamori. In the center shot we can again nearly see Mt. AkitaKomagatake.

Sept21st_052_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sept21st_080_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep21_23_Akita_Komagatake_
HikingToMtSasamoriRC

Oops! The clouds are returning! The second shot shows Mt. Akita-Komagatake with its head above the clouds. The third shot shows a pretty little marshy valley.
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Sep21_24_Akita_Komagatake_
HikingToMtSasamoriRC

Sep21_26_Akita_Komagatake_
HikingToMtSasamoriRC

Sep21_29_Akita_Komagatake_
HikingToMtSasamoriRC

There is Mt. Nyutou on the far left and Mt. Zarumori at the center. The shoulder of Mt. Yumori is on the right. The second shot again shows Mt. Akita-Komagatake from near the
summmit of Mt. Sasamori. The third shot shows Mt. Yumori and some strange green colors.

Sept21st_096_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep21_34_Akita_Komagatake_
HikingToMtSasamoriRC

Sept21st_128_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Here are two more shots of Mt. Akita-Komagatake, the second one was taken from the summit of Mt. Sasamori (1,414 m = 4,639 ft). The third shot again shows Mt. Nyutou on the
left and Mt. Zarumori on the right. We do not know what the farthest right mountain is.

Sept21st_136_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep21_35_Akita_Komagatake_
HikingToMtSasamoriRC

Sep21_40_Akita_Komagatake_
HikingToMtSasamoriRC

Here is another shot of Mt. Nyutou in first position. In the center we are now hiking towards Mt. Yumori. The third shot once again shows Mt. Akita-Komagatake. We were hiking
around up there - pretty much all over the area - yesterday.

Sep21_43_Akita_Komagatake_Hiking
ToMtSasamori_MtNyuutoRC

Sep21_44_Akita_Komagatake_
HikingToMtSasamoriRC

Sep21_47_MtAkita_Komagatake_
FromMtSasamoriRC

The first shot in this row is zoomed in to Mt. Yakemori, the leftmost peak in the previous photo, if you recall, we were there yesterday afternoon. This shot was heavily manipulated
in Photoshop - the original photo was VERY DARK in the foreground, the sky was the only portion which was properly exposed. The second shot shows Mt. Nyutou and the third shot shows
Mt. Yumori as we hike upwards towards its summit.
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Sep21_51_Akita_Komagatake
_MtYakemoriRC

Sep21_56_Akita_Komagatake
_MtNyuutoRC

Sep21_57_Akita_Komagatake_
ClimbingMtYuumoriRC

Climbing up towards the summit of Mt. Yumori! And, in the 2nd shot, we have attained its summit - 1,472 m = 4,828 ft. Note that it says we have 5.5 km to go to attain the
summit of Mt. Nyutou - and between us, we are carrying 5 liters of water (5 kg = 11 pounds) today because the hut we're planning to stay at tonight has no nearby water source. The third
shot is again looking back at Mt. Akita-Komagatake.

Sep21_59_Akita_Komagatake_
ClimbingMtYuumoriRC

Sep21_60_Akita_Komagatake_
ClimbingMtYuumoriRC
Sep21_63_Akita_Komagatake_
MtYuumoriSummitRC

Ah, here's a map showing all of the area peaks. This is the "sign" which we could see on the summit of Mt. Yumori on Page 1, Row 11, second shot. The second shot shows Mt.
Nyutou and the third shot shows me heading down from Mt. Yumori and headed off towards Mt. Zarumori - way off in the distance.

Sept21st_229_MtAkita
komagatake_AnnotatedRC

Sept21st_280_MtAkita
komagatakeRC
Sep21_73_Akita_Komagatake_
MtNyuutoFromMtYuumoriRC

ahead.

In first position in this row is another shot of Mt. Nyutou. The second shot shows Mt. Nyutou and Mt. Zarumori and the third shot shows some unknown guy studying the landscape

Sep21_75_Akita_Komagatake
_MtNyuutoFromMtYuumoriRC
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Sept21st_290_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep21_77_Akita_Komagatake_
TowardsMtZarumoriRC
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That's Mt. Zarumori on the left in the first shot. Of course the black outline indicates the area shown in the next shot. The second shot is zoomed in to show the black outlined area
in the first shot - a marshy area. The third shot again shows Mt. Nyutou.

Sep21_85_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtZarumoriRC

Sep21_81_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtZarumoriRC

Sep21_86_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtZarumoriRC

The first shot in this row is looking ahead to Mt. Zarumori. The second shot is looking back to Mt. Yumori. The third shot shows me hiking towards Mt. Zarumori and Yadoiwa (Yado
Rock) towards the right side of the photo.

Sep21_87_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtZarumoriRC

Sept21st_344_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sept21st_352_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

The first photo is a zoomed in shot of Yadoiwa (Yado Rock = Inn Rock). The second shot also shows Yadoiwa, but is zoomed out. The third shot is looking back towards Mt. Yumori.
In this shot we are at the marshy area shown above (Row 21, center photo).

Sept21st_358_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep21_91_Akita_Komagatake_
TowardsMtZarumori_YadoiwaRC

Sept21st_362_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

The first shot here was also taken looking back towards Mt. Yumori. The second shot shows us getting closer to Yadoiwa. In the third shot Kazuya is standing in a marshy area on
the boardwalk and behind him is Mt. Yumori.

Sept21st_379_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep21_92_Akita_Komagatake_
TowardsMtZarumori_YadoiwaRC

Sep21_94_Akita_Komagatake_
TowardsMtZarumoriRC

In first position here is another shot looking back towards Mt. Yumori. The second shot was taken while standing beside Yadoiwa and looking towards Mt. Zarumori, which still
appears to be quite a distance ahead of us. The third shot shows the Yadoiwa (Yado Rock = Inn Rock) sign.
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Sep21_95_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtZarumoriRC

Sept21st_395_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep21_96_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtZarumori_YadoiwaRC

End Page 3, But September 21st Continues on Page 4 (at 10:03 AM)
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the conclusion
of this adventure and also for the conclusion of this month's adventures and photos!

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of September
2015!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2015

This page shows the final portion of the best photos of September 21st - from 10:03 AM until the end of the
adventure at 2:24 PM at the Tashirotai Hut, at which we had planned to stay on this night. We did not stay there
though, we ended up coming all the way home to Mitaka - please see the text below to discover why.   Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

September 21st Continues (at 10:03 AM)
Now we are getting closer to Mt. Zarumori and the first shot in this row shows me fighting my way through the heavy brush to get there. The second shot is another which looks
back at Mt. Yumori. In the 3rd shot we have gotten far enough so that the peak of Mt. Akita-Komagatake is again showing behind Mt. Yumori.
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Sept21st_399_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep21_97_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtZarumoriRC

Sept21st_413_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

We're getting closer and closer to the summit of Mt. Zarumori. In the second and third shots you can see a person up there - is that FINALLY the summit of Mt. Zarumori? We don't
know yet, but we certainly hope so.

Sep21_100_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtZarumoriRC

Sep21_103_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtZarumoriRC

Sep21_104_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtZarumoriRC

The first shows me standing on the side of Mt. Zarumori surveying the landscape. The second shot shows Mt. Nyutou over the shoulder of Mt. Zarumori. The third shot shows
Kazuya looking back towards Mt. Yumori and Mt. Akita-Komagatake. Mt. Akita-Komagatake looks so far away now!

Sept21st_437_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sept21st_450_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep21_105_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtZarumoriRC

Here's another shot looking back towards Mt. Yumori and Mt. Akita-Komagatake. The second shot shows Kazuya beside the summit marker of Mt. Zarumori (1,541 m = 5,056 ft).
Mt. Nyutou is between Kazuya and the summit marker. The third shot shows the Mt. Zarumori summit marker and Mt. Nyutou to the left of it.

Sep21_108_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtZarumoriRC

Sept21st_495_MtAkita
komagatakeRC
Sep21_115_Akita_Komagatake
_MtZarumoriSummitRC

Here is me at the Mt. Zarumori summit marker, also with Mt. Nyuto between me and the marker. The second shot shows Mt. Nyutou and the third shot is zoomed in to Mt. Nyutou
and you can see several people there.
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Sept21st_497_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep21_122_Akita_Komagatake_
MtZarumoriSummit_MtNyuutoRC

Sep21_123_Akita_Komagatake_
MtZarumoriSummit_MtNyuutoRC

The first shot here shows Mt. Nyutou. The second shot shows some nice autumn colors. The black outlined area shows the location of the next shot. The third shot is zoomed in to
show the outlined area of the previous photo.

Sept21st_525_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep21_126_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtNyuutoRC

Sep21_127_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtNyuutoRC

Now we are headed for Mt. Nyutou. The first shot shows me taking my backpack off to, once again remove my shirt. I have no idea how many times I have put on and taken off my
chamois shirt today! The second shot shows some nice autumn colors and the third shot is looking back at Mt. Zarumori.

Sept21st_550_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep21_129_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtNyuutoRC

Sep21_134_Akita_Komagatake_
TowardsMtNyuuto_BacktoZarumoriRC

This first shot shows more nice autumn colors. The second shot shows Mt. Nyutou and the third shot again shows Mt. Nyutou.

Sep21_135_Akita_Komagatake_
TowardsMtNyuuto_BacktoZarumoriRC

Sep21_136_Akita_Komagatake_
TowardsMtNyuutoRC

Sept21st_595_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

In the first shot I am hiking towards Mt. Nyutou, again in only a T-shirt. The second image is a 2-shot panorama showing some marshy area we saw between Mt. Zarumori and Mt.
Nyutou. The third shot is a single photo of that same marshy area seen in the previous photo.
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Sept21st_603_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sept21st_599_600_AutoPano_Mt
AkitakomagatakeRC

Sep21_140_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtNyuutoRC

Here are three shots of Mt. Nyutou. In the third shot the sun is actually shining on the summit.

Sep21_142_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtNyuutoRC

Sep21_143_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtNyuutoRC

Sep21_145_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtNyuutoRC

Two more shots of Mt. Nyutou and a shot of a type of Edelweiss - Leontopodium japonicum var. shiroumense - which we felt fortunate to see at this late date.

Sep21_146_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtNyuutoRC

Sept21st_616_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep21_152_Akita_Komagatake_Towards
MtNyuuto_EdelweissCousinRC

In the first shot in this row we are swinging around to the side of Mt. Nyutou, to climb up the ridgeline. The second shot shows some nice autumn colors and the third shot again
shows Mt. Nyutou.

Sept21st_628_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sept21st_629_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep21_154_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtNyuutoRC

The first shot here was taken looking back towards Mt. Zarumori. The second and third shots show Mt. Nyutou with a person on the summit.
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Sept21st_637_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

Sep21_158_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtNyuutoRC

Sep21_159_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtNyuutoRC

Obviously, all three shots in this row show Mt. Nyutou. The center shot shows Kazuya looking unhappy about what we still have to ascend!

Sep21_160_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtNyuutoRC

Sep21_161_Akita_Komagatake_
TowardsMtNyuuto_KazuyaRC

Sep21_162_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtNyuutoRC

The first two shots here show nice autumn colors and the third shot shows the summit market of Mt. Nyutou (1,477.5 m = 4,847 ft) - we have finally made it!!

Sep21_164_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtNyuutoRC

Sep21_165_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtNyuutoRC

Sept21st_673_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

The first shot here shows more nice autumn colors, the center shot again shows the summit marker of Mt. Nyutou (Mt. Nipple), as does the third shot. Remember what we told you
earlier (Page 3, Row #9), namely that Mt. Nyutou is named so because from the Akita side it supposedly resembles a nipple. From the Iwate side the mountain is said to resemble a
traditional priest's hat, or eboshi, and is know as Mt. Eboshidake in that region.

Sep21_166_Akita_Komagatake
_TowardsMtNyuutoRC

Sep21_167_Akita_Komagatake
_MtNyuutoSummitRC
Sep21_168_Akita_Komagatake
_MtNyuutoSummitRC

it.

Okay, now we are headed down to that hut - the Tashirotai Hut - where we plan to spend the night. The second and third shots show the Mt. Nyutou summit as we descended from
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Sep21_170_Akita_Komagatake
_MtNyuutoSummit_HutRC

Sep21_171_Akita_Komagatake
_MtNyuutoSummitRC
Sep21_172_Akita_Komagatake
_MtNyuutoSummitRC

       In this final row the first shot shows nice autumn
colors again. The second shot shows me as we approach
closer to our destination for the day. The third shot shows
some scenery in front of the Tashirotai Hut. Now, for the
bad news! Last night, when we stayed in the 8th Station
Hut, one of the three other people who stayed there with
us was very, very obnoxious and loud-mouthed. He forced
himself on us, putting food in front of us (and we were not
even sitting at the same table as him) after we had
finished cooking and eating our supper and telling us "eat
this". Then, after he assumed that he had bought our
friendship, he forced himself to sit with us and started
showing us every photo on his camera (GROAN!). Finally I
got angry and had to tell him that we had gotten up at
3:00 AM this morning, would you mind letting us sleep?

Sept21st_683_MtAkita
komagatakeRC

The other two people in the hut were already trying to
sleep too. He finally shut up and let us sleep, but by then I
was so angry that I could not sleep for some time.       
Well, that same fellow was at this hut when we arrived. In
addition, the toilet was terribly dirty, so after a good
discussion we decided to spend the required hour or so to
go all the way to the bottom of the mountain and try to get
a room at one of the several hot spring inns in that area.
So, we had carried 5 liters of water all day for little reason,
in addition to being very frugal with our water drinking
during the day so that we would have enough water for
cooking our supper tonight and our breakfast the following
day. Well, we were already quite exhausted, in addition to
being somewhat dehydrated, but we hiked to the bottom of
the mountain, drinking lots of water now. We tried to get a

room at 3 different hot spring inns, unsuccessfully (this
was a 5 day holiday weekend). So we decided to head all
the way home. We took a bus back to Tazawako Station
and took a Shinkansen home, arriving here at the
apartment at just about midnight. We only unpacked our
wet clothes (from sweat) and hung them up to dry and
then went immediately to bed. We hiked about 9 hours on
this date and then spent nearly 4 hours on trains coming
home - we were TIRED! So, one very obnoxious individual
can ruin the best laid plans of mice and men! Thank God
that we had a good time despite him, hiking and seeing
such amazing autumn colors was good enough for us. (If
you do not see THREE columns of text here in this
row, you should update your browser.)

Sept21st_686_
TashirotaiHutRC

Sep21_173_Akita_Komagatake
_TashirotaiHutAreaRC

End September 21st, End September 2015's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home
Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend).
The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is
much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
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Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title
(and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this
page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(28 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 4 of 4, September 2015
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.
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(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
September 2016 - Favorite Photo
"Upper Chena River" - Near Milepost 49, Chena Hot Springs Road. September 18th, 1:36 PM.

SEPTEMBER 2016: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING The Aurora Borealis on August 31st
* The Aurora on September 2nd * The Alaska Range (Mountains) From Near Our House - Mt.
Hayes, Hess Mountain and Mt. Deborah * Our "Yard" on September 4th * A Trip to Eagle Summit
and camp-out * Autumn Colors Along the Steese Highway - Fairbanks to Eagle Summit and to
Central, Alaska * Snow in the Eagle Summit Area * "Downtown" Central, Alaska * U.S. Creek
Road - Steese Highway * Table Top Mountain * Lingonberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) *

September 9th Sunset and Aurora * An Osprey Nesting Platform and 2 Ospreys (Pandion
haliaetus) * Denali (Mt. McKinley) From the Steese Highway * September 11th Sunrise from our
Porch * September 12th and 15th "Yard" Photos * September 18th at Angel Rocks * More
Lingonberries - a Gallon of them! * September 20th "Yard" Photos * September 25th Aurora
Photos * September 27th - First Snow at our House * More     (Click on the Photo or on this
text to go directly to the September photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of September
2016!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2016

This page actually begins with 8 photos of the Aurora
Borealis at around 11:20 PM on August 31st. Then we
jump to September 2nd at around 2:20 AM with more
Aurora photos. Then we jump to around 11:20 PM on
that same date (September 2nd) with more Aurora
photos. After that we go to just 4 photos taken on

September 3rd and then 3 photos taken on September
4th. The remainder of the page shows only photos
taken on September 8th as we travelled to Eagle
Summit, on the Steese Highway, and arrived there.
September 8th also continues on Page 2.  Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin August 31st

  On August 31st Kazuya stepped outdoors and witnessed the most amazing display
of Aurora that he has seen to date. He hollered at me to come out, but by the time I got my
camera ready and my shoes on and actually got outdoors, the best part of it had finished. If I

Aug31st_001
_AuroraRC

remember correctly, there is a name for this type of display, but I cannot recall it. All photos
in this row were taken with a handheld camera, so you can detect motion in the shots in
which you can see stars or trees. These were all taken from 20 meters in front of our house.

Aug31st_002
_AuroraRC

Aug31st_003
_AuroraRC


  In this row the final two shots were taken by me with my camera on a tripod, but the best of the display had already finished.

Aug31st_004
_AuroraRC

Aug31_4
_AuroraRC


  Here are the final two shots from this date. Of course, we actually took 30 or 40
shots, these are just the best ones. Kazuya is not sure which way the first shot in this row
should be oriented, it might be correct, or maybe it should be rotated 90° to the left or right.

Aug31st_006
_AuroraRC

Aug31_5
_AuroraRC

In Photoshop, when you increase the exposure enough, you can see tree branches on all
sides of the photo, so it was taken while looking pretty much straight up.

Aug31_6
_AuroraRC

End August 31st, Begin September 2nd

  Now it's September 2nd and we are being treated to another amazing display of the Aurora Borealis on this date. It was pretty amazing for at least a portion of every night this
week. These shots were also taken from about 20 - 30 meters in front of our house and in the first and third shots you can actually see some light from our front window in the lower left
portion of each photo.
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Sept2_1
_AuroraRC

Sept2nd_001
_AuroraRC

Sept2_2
_AuroraRC

Sept2nd_003
_AuroraRC

Sept2_4
_AuroraRC

Sept2_6
_AuroraRC

Sep2_13
_AuroraRC


  In the first shot in this row you can again see our front window.

Sept2_3
_AuroraRC


  Here are three more Aurora shots.

Sept2_5
_AuroraRC


  In the third shot in this row you should note that in the upper left corner there is a meteor or comet or something.

Sep2_16
_AuroraRC

Sept2_7
_AuroraRC


  These three shots were taken from 200 meters or so up the road from our house.
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_AuroraRC
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Sep2_17
_AuroraRC

Sep2_20
_AuroraRC

Sep2_21
_AuroraRC


  Here are three more shots which were taken from 200 meters or so up the road from our house.

Sep2_26
_AuroraRC

Sep2_27
_AuroraRC

Sep2_28
_AuroraRC


  And here are the final three more shots from this date, taken from 200 meters or so up the road from our house.

Sep2_31
_AuroraRC

Sep2_32
_AuroraRC

Sep2_37
_AuroraRC

End September 2nd, Begin September 3rd

  On September 3rd we walked up the road about 1/2 mile from our house and were treated to this amazing view of the Alaska Range down near Delta Junction, Alaska. Both shots in
this row feature Hess Mountain (11,940 ft = 3,639 m) on the left and Mt. Deborah (12,339 ft = 3,761 m) on the right.

Sep3_1_DeltaMountains
_SteeleCreekRdRC

Sep3_5_DeltaMountains
_SteeleCreekRdRC


  The first photo in this row shows Mt. Hayes (13,832 ft = 4,216 m) and the second shot again shows Hess Mountain. These mountains are about 88 miles (142 km) away from this
location.
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Sep3_6_DeltaMountains
_SteeleCreekRdRC

Sep3_7_DeltaMountains
_SteeleCreekRdRC

End September 3rd, Begin September 4th

  Here are three shots of our property in the morning light as the lighting conditions change from summer to autumn. In the third shot you'll notice that there are quite a few leaves
already on the ground on September 4th.

Sep4_1
_AutumnYardRC

Sep4_2
_AutumnYardRC

Sep4_3
_AutumnYardRC

End September 4th, Begin September 8th

  On September 8th we went out the Steese Highway all the way to Eagle Summit to see how much things had changed since we took our trip out there on June 23rd and 24th.
WOW! Autumn is here.

Sep8_01_OnWayEagle
Summit_AutumnColorsRC

Sept8th_009
_SteeseHWYRC

Sept8th_010
_SteeseHWYRC


  Here are three shots showing autumn colors. Here in Central Alaska the primary hardwood tree species are birch and aspen, so we only get yellow and gold colors in the trees.
Sometimes some red will show up in the tundra, but only if there is a good frost early enough. The outlined area in the second photo shows the area of the third photo.

Sep8_02_OnWayEagle
Summit_AutumnColorsRC

Sep8_05_06Overlay_OnWayEagle
Summit_AutumnColorsRC

Sep8_06_OnWayEagle
Summit_AutumnColorsRC


  Autumn colors along the Steese Highway. The third shot shows me and our rig at Milepost 57.3 on the Steese Highway - the Davidson Ditch Wayside.
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Sep8_08_OnWayEagle
Summit_AutumnColorsRC

Sept8th_042
_SteeseHWYRC

Sept8th_047
_SteeseHWYRC


  The first shot in this row shows Kazuya and our rig at Milepost 57.3 on the Steese Highway - the Davidson Ditch Wayside. The second and third shots show more autumn colors.

Sep8_10_OnWayEagle
Summit_AutumnColorsRC

Sep8_09_OnWayEagle
Summit_AutumnColorsRC

Sep8_12_OnWayEagle
Summit_AutumnColorsRC


  All three shots in this row show Blueberry bushes. You'll notice that the berries have been frosted and were rather shriveled up, but they were still delicious. We ate several handfuls
and they were very refreshing.

Sept8th_057_Steese
HWY_BlueberryRC

Sep8_16_OnWayEagleSummit_
AutumnColors_BlueberriesRC

Sept8th_061_Steese
HWY_BlueberryRC


  Now we have left the paved portion of the Steese Highway. The pavement ends at Milepost 80.3 or something close to that. The first shot in this row is just before Twelvemile
Summit and the final two shots were taken at Twelvemile Summit (Milepost 85.5).

Sept8th_072
_SteeseHWYRC

Sep8_18_OnWayEagle
Summit_AutumnColorsRC


  These three images were all taken at Twelvemile Summit. The center image is a two-shot panorama.
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Sep8_20_21_AutoPano_OnWay
EagleSummit_AutumnColorsRC
Sep8_22_OnWayEagle
Summit_AutumnColorsRC

Sept8th_101
_SteeseHWYRC


  Here are two more shots of Blueberries. You can easily see that it was still easy to pick a nice handful of them for a snack. The third shot was taken just a short distance before
Eagle Summit - our first sighting of snow so close to us.

Sept8th_102_Steese
HWY_BlueberryRC

Sept8th_107_Steese
HWY_BlueberryRC

Sept8th_119_
EagleSummitRC


  Here are three more shots which show basically the same snowy mountains as previously. In most of these shots you can see piles of tailings - the "leftovers" from gold mining
operations. The outlined area in the center photo shows the area of the third photo.

Sept8th_120_
EagleSummitRC

Sep8_33_34Overlay_OnWay
EagleSummit_AutumnColors_SnowRC


  Now we have arrived at Eagle Summit Wayside. The elevation here is 3,685 ft
(1,123 m). This afternoon we will be climbing that little mountain you see on the right side of
the first photo. The second image is a two-shot panorama. We'll climb the little mountain on

Sep8_34_OnWayEagleSummit
_AutumnColors_SnowRC

the left side of this image. The third shot was taken looking kind of the opposite direction. It
shows one of the mountains which we climbed when we were here back in June.

Sep8_40_41_Auto
Pano_EagleSummit_RC
Sept8th_127_
EagleSummitRC


  Here are three "autumn color on the mountain" shots. My, what a brilliant red!
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Sep8_43_
EagleSummit_RC

Sept8th_133_
EagleSummitRC

Sep8_44_
EagleSummit_RC


  The first shot in this final row shows a Moss Campion (Silene acaulis), which was in amazing bloom when we were here back in June. The center shot shows more autumn color in
the small plants and the third shot shows, well, what is it? Does anybody know?

Sep8_45_EagleSummit
_MossCampionRC

Sept8th_137
_EagleSummitRC

Sep8_48_
EagleSummit_RC

End Page 1, but September 8th Continues on Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this adventure.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of September
2016!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2016

This page begins where Page 1 stopped, on September
8th at about 3:55 PM, and still hiking around the Eagle
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[09/28/2016 8:00:00 PM]

and headed north on the U.S. Creek Road to about
milepost 4.5, where we stopped for the day, hiked
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Summit area. We finish with September 8th at the end
of Row 9 and then begin with September 9th. On
September 9th we left Eagle Summit and continued
driving east to Central, Alaska. We looked around there
for a while and then headed back towards Fairbanks.
We went back to Milepost 57.3 on the Steese Highway

around, took photos, picked 1/2 gallon of lingonberries
(Vaccinium vitis-idaea) and eventually cooked our
supper and slept in our canopy there. This page ends at
about 11:04 PM on the 9th with some additional photos
of the Aurora Borealis.  Click on any thumbnail to begin.

September 8th Continues from Page 1 (at about 3:55 PM)

  In this row the first and third photos are that same weird plant, fungus or whatever it is, which you saw as the final photo on Page 1. The center image is a two-shot panorama
taken from this mountain which we are climbing and looking back towards the Eagle Summit Wayside parking spot. Of course you can also see a couple of miles of the Steese Highway.

Sep8_50_51_AutoPano
_EagleSummit_RC

Sept8th_141_
EagleSummitRC

Sep8_49_
EagleSummit_RC


  Also in this row, the first and third shots show basically the same area and plants. The center image is another two-shot panorama which shows more of the area to the northeast
than the panorama in the previous row showed.

Sept8th_152_154_AutoPano
_EagleSummitRC
Sep8_52_
EagleSummit_RC

Sep8_53_
EagleSummit_RC


  Here is a shot of a smiling Daniel with down jacket, long underwear tops and
bottoms, early winter cap and a bandana only to help protect my eyes from the blindingly
bright sun. The bandana makes just enough of a shadow to help out a bit. The second shot

shows Kazuya taking a photo, he is dressed the same except for the bandana. The third shot
shows some snow right in front of us, the barrenness of the terrain and more snow far away.

Sept8th_156
_EagleSummitRC

Sept8th_159
_EagleSummitRC
Sep8_55_Eagle
Summit_KazuyaRC


  The first shot here shows Kazuya walking across the "summit" of this very flattopped mountain. There was no single spot from which we could see in all directions. Well,
we could, but not and be able to see close by. We had to walk to an "edge" of the flat area to
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Sep8_57_Eagle
Summit_KazuyaRC

Sep8_62_
EagleSummit_RC

Sep8_65_
EagleSummit_RC


  The first photo in this row shows the outlined area of the previous photo. The outline in that photo shows what is shown in the center photo. The third photo shows more snow and
barrenness.

Sept8th_176_
EagleSummitRC

Sep8_66_
EagleSummit_RC

Sept8th_177_
EagleSummitRC


  Now we have walked closer to the edge in this direction and are looking pretty much northeast I believe. The outlined area in the first photo shows what is included in the second
photo. The third photo speaks for itself.

Sep8_72_71_Overlay
_EagleSummit_RC

Sep8_71_
EagleSummit_RC

Sep8_73_
EagleSummit_RC


  Now we have walked to an edge where there are some weird snow formations. It is not frozen rain, it's more like rime or hoarfrost on the tall grasses in this small area. We did not
see this in any other location.

Sep8_78_
EagleSummit_RC

Sept8th_188
_EagleSummitRC
Sep8_82_
EagleSummit_RC


  All three shots in this row show snow and the center shot shows some more of that rime/hoarfrost which you saw in the previous row.
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Sept8th_221_
EagleSummitRC

Sept8th_214
_EagleSummitRC
Sep8_85_
EagleSummit_RC


  All of the images in this row were taken at 8:10 PM as the sun was setting. Of course the outlined area in the first photo shows what is included in the second photo. The third
image is a two-shot panorama. That mountain right there closest to us is the one we climbed earlier in the afternoon.

Sept8th_227_228_Auto
Pano_EagleSummitRC

Sep8_86_87_Overlay
_EagleSummit_SunsetTimeRC

Sep8_87_Eagle
Summit_SunsetTimeRC

End September 8th, Begin September 9th

  Ah, a new day! It was -2°C (28° F) when we woke up on the morning of the 9th. We were warm and toasty in our sleeping bags in the back of our rig, no problem. The first shot in
this row shows the snow on the mountain in a new morning light. The second and third shots show ice on one of the water puddles in the parking lot.

Sept9th_023
_EagleSummitRC

Sept9th_028_Eagle
Summit_IceRC

Sept9th_029_Eagle
Summit_IceRC


  Today we are headed for Central, Alaska first thing after we cook and eat breakfast. The first two shots in this row show morning sun while we were still at Eagle Summit and the
third shot shows autumn colors as we continue along the Steese Highway towards Central.

Sept9th_031_32_Auto
Pano_EagleSummitRC
Sept9th_038
_EagleSummitRC


  Here are three nice autumn color shots as we continued to drive towards Central.
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Sep9_10_
OnWayCentralRC

Sept9th_062
_CentralRC

Sep9_11_
OnWayCentralRC


  And, here are three more autumn color shots.

Sep9_14_15_AutoPano_
OnWayCentralRC
Sep9_12_On
WayCentralRC

Sept9th_068
_CentralRC


  A continuation of the autumn color shots.

Sep9_17_On
WayCentralRC

Sept9th_069
_CentralRC

Sep9_19_On
WayCentralRC


  Three more autumn color photos. Note that the third photo is a zoomed in version of the second photo.

Sep9_20_On
WayCentralRC

Sept9th_106
_CentralRC

Sep9_24_On
WayCentralRC


  This mountainside was a really nice one for autumn colors and we took a bunch of photos here as we drove along. We stopped two or three times, and all in all, we probably took
thirty or more photos of this mountainside.
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Sep9_25_On
WayCentralRC

Sep9_26_On
WayCentralRC
Sep9_29_On
WayCentralRC


  Now we have arrived in Central, Alaska at Milepost 127.7 on the Steese Highway.
We drove through this log cabin community, turned around at the dirt strip airport on the far
side of town and headed back. We stopped at this general store to get a few snack items and

Sept9th_122
_CentralRC

then continued back towards civilization. The second photo shows that Central has some
larger trees and at least one speed limit sign. The third shot was taken several miles back
towards Fairbanks from Central.

Sept9th_123
_CentralRC

Sep9_38_Central
_DavidsonDitchRC


  Now we are taking a bunch of autumn color shots at a spot along the highway where there are some really fine yellow colors in a birch and aspen stand on a mountainside. The
outlined area in the second photo shows the area which is shown in the third photo.

Sep9_39_Central
_DavidsonDitchRC

Sept9th_163_162_
Overlay_CentralRC

Sept9th_162
_CentralRC


  Here is one final shot of the birch and aspen stand which you saw in the previous row. The second and third shots were taken practically back at Eagle Summit (Milepost 107). The
outlined area in the center photo shows the area which is included in the third shot.

Sept9th_169
_CentralRC

Sep9_48_Central
_DavidsonDitchRC


  The first shot in this row is the final one we'll show you of the Eagle Summit area.
The second shot was taken along the U.S. Creek Road, which is accessed from Milepost 57.3
on the Steese Highway and shows some autumn colored Bunchberry (Cornus canadensis

http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[09/28/2016 8:00:00 PM]

Sep9_49_Central
_DavidsonDitchRC

plants. The third shot is a scenery shot taken from about Milepost 4.5 on the U.S. Creek
Road. T.T. Mtn. is Table Top Mountain, which we climbed back on July 9th. If you want to see
those photos again, please click HERE. Those photos start right at the top of the page.
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Sept9th_206
_EagleSummitRC

Sept9th_224
_DavidsonDitchRC

Sept9th_227
_DavidsonDitchRC


  Here are some zoomed-in shots taken from this location. The center shot again shows Table Top Mountain. By the way, this area is in the White Mountains National Recreation Area.

Sep9_59_US
CreekRoad_Mile4_5RC

Sep9_60_US
CreekRoad_Mile4_5RC

Sep9_61_US
CreekRoad_Mile4_5RC


  After we got a camping spot figured out and got our pickup-truck parked so that we would be able to sleep pretty level, we spent the afternoon hiking around and enjoying the
beautiful weather, the autumn colors and picking Lingonberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea).

Sep9_62_US
CreekRoad_Mile4_5RC

Sep9_63_US
CreekRoad_Mile4_5RC

Sep9_65_US
CreekRoad_Mile4_5RC


  It probably took us about 45 minutes to pick this 1/2 gallon container of Lingonberries. The price of these is $35 per one-half gallon at the Fairbanks Farmer's Market. If you've
never had Lingonberries, then you do not know what you're missing. They are similar to cranberries, but also quite different. They are supposedly, the "new Super-Fruit", whatever that is
supposed to mean.

Sep9_66_USCreekRoad_
Mile4_5_LingonberriesRC

Sep9_67_USCreekRoad_
Mile4_5_LingonberriesRC


  Now it's getting on towards evening. In the first shot in this row, taken at 6:36 PM you'll notice that evening colors are just starting to appear. The center shot was taken at 8:05 PM
and the third shot at 8:34 PM.
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Sept9th_269
_DavidsonDitchRC

Sept9th_270
_DavidsonDitchRC

Sept9th_283
_DavidsonDitchRC


  The first shot in this row was taken at 8:36 PM. The second shot, of the Aurora Borealis once again, was taken at 10:52 PM and the third one at 11:04 PM. Now, please continue on
to Page 3 for the final Aurora shots and for the conclusion of this adventure.

Sept9th_290
_DavidsonDitchRC

Sep9_68Adj_USCreek
Road_Mile4_5_AuroraRC

Sept9th_318_
DavidsonDitch_AuroraRC

End Page 2, but September 9th Continues on Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of September
2016!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2016

This page begins where Page 2 stopped, on September
9th at about 11:04 PM, and still being entertained by
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[09/28/2016 8:00:00 PM]

15th. On the 18th we went out to Angel Rocks again
(we were there on July 14th). This time we went
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the Aurora Borealis. After that we go to September 10th
and our trip back home. Then there are two photos of
sunrise colors, which were shot on September 11th
from our porch. After that there are two photos which
were taken on September 12th and then two from the

specifically to harvest Lingonberries (Vaccinium vitisidaea). The final shots on this page were taken on
September 20th, again in our yard, to show that the
trees are virtually bare of leaves.  Click on any thumbnail
to begin.

September 9th Continues from Page 2 (at about 11:04 PM)

  Here are three more shots of the Aurora Borealis which were taken from about Milepost 4.5 of the U.S. Creek Road, which is accessible from Milepost 57.3 of the Steese Highway.
The Aurora was not too active this night and there was just this single bright band of light which kept moving around.

Sep9_78Curves_USCreek
Road_Mile4_5_AuroraRC

Sep9_79Curves_USCreek
Road_Mile4_5_AuroraRC

Sept9th_324_Davidson
Ditch_AuroraRC


  Here are three more shots of this moving band of Northern Lights at around 11:00 PM.

Sep9_96CurvesExp_USCreek
Road_Mile4_5_AuroraRC

Sept9th_325_Davidson
Ditch_AuroraRC

Sept9th_330_Davidson
Ditch_AuroraRC

Sep9_101Curves_USCreek
Road_Mile4_5_AuroraRC

Sept9th_346_Davidson
Ditch_AuroraRC


  Interesting, but not incredible.

Sep9_98Curves_USCreek
Road_Mile4_5_AuroraRC

End September 9th, Begin September 10th

  At about Milepost 32 of the Steese Highway there is an Osprey (Pandion haliaetus) nesting platform. We have no idea who built it here. These two birds appear to be juveniles or
maybe the left one is a juvenile and the right one is a parent.

Sep10_04_SteeseHwyMP
32_OspreyNestPlatformRC
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Sep10_05_SteeseHwyMP
32_OspreyNestPlatformRC
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  Here is an amazing view of Denali (Mt. McKinley). At 20,310 feet (6,190 m) it is
the highest peak in North America. These images were taken about 170 miles (273 km) away
from the mountain, so it was an amazingly clear day! Of course there is some haze and the
first two images have been manipulated to bring out as many details as possible without

drastically altering the color of the photos. The second image is a two-shot panorama. The
third image, one of the shots which makes up the two-shot panorama of the center image,
has been very heavily manipulated in Photoshop to bring out as many details as possible with
very little concern about keeping the original colors.

Sep10_14_15_AutoPano_
Adj_DenaliFromSteeseHwyRC
Sep10_14PlasticWrap_
DenaliFromSteeseHwyRC

Sep10_09_Denali
FromSteeseHwyRC

End September 10th, Begin September 11th

  Here are two shots of an amazing sunrise at our house. These shots were taken at 6:38 AM.

Sept11th_004Adj
_SunriseRC

Sept11th_005Adj
_SunriseRC

End September 11th, Begin September 12th

  Here are two shots which show you the progress of autumn and autumn colors on our land on September 12th.

Sep12_1_2_Auto
Pano_House_YardRC
Sep12_6_
House_YardRC

End September 12th, Begin September 15th

  And, these two shots, also taken on our land, show the progress of autumn and autumn colors on September 15th. Note the difference in just 3 days.

Sept15th_003
_FallColorRC

Sept15th_004
_FallColorRC

End September 15th, Begin September 18th
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[09/28/2016 8:00:00 PM]
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  On September 18th we returned to Angel Rocks. We were here on July 14th and if
you want to refresh your memory, those photos begin HERE. You may recall that the Angel
Rocks Trailhead begins in a parking lot just off the Chena Hot Springs Road. The parking lot
and trail are maintained by the Alaska Department of Natural Resources Division of Parks and
Recreation, and it costs $5 to park there for the day. For $5 you get a parking spot, a well
with a hand pump from which you can get good cold water, a few picnic tables and a fairly

Sep18_01_AngelRocks
_AutumnColorsRC

well maintained trail. Our purpose in going out there this time was to harvest some
Lingonberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea). We found lots of them at this location back in July and
have been waiting all summer for them to ripen enough to be harvested. The first shot in this
row is pretty much the first view one has of the actual Angel Rocks. The second shot is a
zoomed-in version of the first shot and the third shot is included to show autumn color.

Sep18_02_AngelRocks
_AutumnColorsRC

Sep18_03_AngelRocks
_AutumnColorsRC


  The first shot in this row is a zoomed-in shot which includes a portion of the previous photo. The second image is a two-shot panorama looking down towards the Chena River and
the third shot shows me looking up at Angel Rocks from about the first rock which one comes to on the trail.

Sept18th_003_004_Auto
Pano_AngelRocksRC

Sep18_04_AngelRocks
_AutumnColorsRC

Sept18th_005
_AngelRocksRC


  Here are three more shots of the Rocks! Note the person on the rock in the second and third shots.

Sep18_05_AngelRocks
_AutumnColorsRC

Sept18th_006
_AngelRocksRC

Sept18th_007
_AngelRocksRC


  In the first and second positions are two nice autumn color shots which were taken from one of the first of the Angel Rocks. Then we picked Lingonberries for about an hour and
each of us picked a 1/2 gallon container full. Then the third shot was taken as we descended and it was taken from approximately the same place as the first shot in Row 9, but under quite
different lighting conditions.

Sep18_08_AngelRocks
_AutumnColorsRC

Sep18_09_AngelRocks
_AutumnColorsRC


  Here are three more shots which were taken as we descended back to our rig.
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Sep18_13_AngelRocks
_AutumnColorsRC
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Sep18_14_AngelRocks
_AutumnColorsRC

Sept18th_027
_AngelRocksRC

Sep18_15_AngelRocks
_AutumnColorsRC


  The first and second shots here show some nice colors in a wild rose and the third shot shows Kazuya with a big smile on his face.

Sep18_16_AngelRocks
_AutumnColorsRC

Sep18_17_AngelRocks
_AutumnColorsRC

Sep18_18_AngelRocks
_AutumnColorsRC


  Now we have arrived back at the level of the Chena River. Each of these shots is increasingly zoomed-in.

Sep18_19_AngelRocks
_AutumnColorsRC

Sep18_20_AngelRocks
_AutumnColorsRC


  After we got back to the rig and ate our lunch we continued on to Chena Hot
Springs and spent some hours there in the Hot Spring "rock lake', then ate a second lunch,
made a second visit to the "rock lake" and then we came home. Here are the two 1/2 gallon

Sep18_27_
LingnonberriesRC

Sep18_21_AngelRocks
_AutumnColorsRC

containers of Lingonberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) which we harvested at Angel Rocks. The
going price for these at the Fairbanks Farmer's Market is $35 per 1/2 gallon. Remember that
we also picked 1/2 gallon on Page 2.

Sep18_28_
LingnonberriesRC
Sept18th_038_Angel
Rocks_LingonberryRC

End September 18th, Begin September 20th

  Now it's September 20th and here are some more shots taken right here at home to show the progress of autumn in our own yard. The first shot shows our west yard and the
second shot shows the northeast yard. Notice that most of the leaves are now gone from the trees and are on the ground.
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Sep20_1_
House_YardRC

Sep20_2_
House_YardRC


  Here is a photo from our porch looking south and then a shot from the driveway looking at the house.

Sep20_3_
House_YardRC

Sep20_4_
House_YardRC

End September 20th, End Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the conclusion
of this month's adventures and photos!

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of September
2016!

Go To Page:

posted: September 30th, 2016

This page begins with September, 25th and seven more
photos of the Aurora Borealis. Most of them this time
were taken as Digital Negatives, processed and then
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[09/28/2016 8:00:00 PM]

job, but you are the one who has to be the final judge of
that. In Row 4 there are three photos which were taken
on September 27th - the first snow here at our house. It
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saved as JPEG files using Photoshop®. I learned that it
is very difficult to maintain the true color when
processing Digital Negatives. I think I did a pretty good

wasn't much, but it was most definitely snow.  Click on
any thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 25th

  The first shot in this row is the only one of these which was NOT taken/saved as a
Digital Negative. The Aurora always comes out very, very dim and the resulting images
always need to be processed with Photoshop® to make it visible at all. I did a lot of Googling
and even specifically asked on one forum which I frequent which has a lot of sharp people
who process photos. I posted one of the originals and made it available for those people to

work on/play with and they were most helpful. So, I learned that the best way to process
these photos is to play with the "Curves". With Digital Negatives (the second and third shots)
there are so many things which can be adjusted when first opening the image in Photoshop®
that it just gets ridiculous. I am not sure if I want to try and take any more Digital Negatives
of the Aurora or not. Getting the correct color is just so very difficult.

Sep25_02_Aurora
_FromDNGRC

Sep25_01
Curves_AuroraRC

Sep25_03_Aurora
_FromDNGRC


  Here are two more Aurora shots. These two were also taken as Digital Negatives.

Sep25_04FromDNG
_AuroraRC

Sep25_06_
AuroraFromDNGRC


  And here are the final two shots of the Aurora for this month. These two were also taken as Digital Negatives. The house in the second shot is our house. It was totally 100% dark
here, the sun was more than 18° below the horizon - ALL of the light in the sky is from the Aurora.

Sep25_11_Aurora
_FromDNGRC

Sep25_10_
AuroraFromDNGRC

End September 25th, Begin September 27th

  When we got up on the morning of September 27th there was this tiny bit of snow on our rig when we looked out the window - the first snow! The first image is a single photo, shot
with the flash. The second image is a two-shot panorama and the third image is a three-shot panorama. If you study these photos closely enough you can actually find snowflakes falling!

Sep27_4_5_Auto
Pano_FirstSnowRC
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Sep27_3_4_5_Auto
_Pano_FirstSnowRC
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Sep27_3SIP
_FirstSnowRC

End September 27th, End September 2016's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home
Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend).
The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is
much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System

HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title
(and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this
page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of our
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[09/28/2016 8:00:00 PM]

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(28 seconds)

Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 4 of 4, September, 2016
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single donation
will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or whatever. The
copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and photographer's name.
(Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Google Search

✔

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
September 2017 - Favorite Photo
"The Amazing Aurora" - A Beautiful Aurora Borealis Display. September 27th, 10:03 PM.

SEPTEMBER 2017: FOUR Pages This Month FEATURING An Early September Trip to the
Mountains * Twelvemile Summit * Autumn Scenery * Eagle Summit * Caribou (Rangifer
tarandus) Herds Migrating * Amazing Scenery * Aurora Borealis * More Caribou * Grizzly (Brown)
Bear Sow (Ursus arctos horribilis) With Three Cubs * Driving to Circle, Alaska * Birch Creek *
Circle, Alaska * The Yukon River at Circle * Birch Creek One-Lane Bridge * More Autumn Colors *
More Caribou * A Covey of Ptarmigan Trying to Stay out of Sight * A Patch of Bearberry

(Arctostaphylos uva-ursi) * Lingonberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) * Mt. Prindle BLM Campground
* Our Campsite * Hiking a Small Portion of the Mt. Prindle Trail * The View From Our Pickup
Canopy * Leaves in our Yard * A Truckload of Log Length Birch Firewood * An Amazing Aurora
Display * More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the September
photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 4 - the best of September
2017!

Go To Page:

posted: October 1st, 2017

On September 2nd I checked the long range weather
forecast and that forecast showed that the next 2 or 3
days were to be the best weather, and possibly the only
ones without rain, for the next 10 days. Therefore I
mentioned to Kazuya, at about 10:00 AM, that we
should head to Eagle Summit again while we could have
nice weather.
He agreed and we started a mad

scramble to get everything ready, a lunch cooked and
packed, and so on. We managed to finish, and have
everything packed into our canopy at about noon and
then we had to go into town and get gasoline for the
pickup. We were done with that and finally driving out
of town at about 12:30 PM. WOW! Click on any thumbnail
to begin.

(will open in new window)

Begin September 2nd

  On September 2nd we headed for the mountains once again. The first shot in this
row was taken very close to Cleary Summit, only about 20 miles out of town on the Steese
Highway. We didn't get started until 12:30 PM on this date, so this was a good place to stop

Sep02_02_
ClearySummitRC

and eat the lunch we brought with us. Note the autumn colors. The second shot shows a nice
hillside and the Chatanika River; the outlined area shows the next photo.

Sep02_12_Enroute
_EagleSummitRC

Sep02_15_Enroute
_EagleSummitRC


  Now we are getting close to Twelvemile Summit, a place that you have seen before. The purpose of all three of these shots is scenery with autumn color.

Sep02_17_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Sep02_19_
TwelvemileSummitRC


  The first two shots in this row show more autumn colors close to Twelvemile
Summit. The third shot was taken from Eagle Summit later in the day. We had always hoped
to see Caribou (Rangifer tarandus) on their annual migration while we were here, and this

http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[10/01/2017 8:42:58 PM]

Sep02_21_
TwelvemileSummitRC

was the time we lucked out and actually saw several migrating herds of them. Apparently,
this is nothing at all like it was 50 years ago, when it took days for the entire herd to pass by
this spot, but we saw several small herds and we were excited. WOW!
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Sept2nd_007_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Sep02_26_
Close_EagleSummitRC

Sep02_32_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  Here are three more shots of Caribou (Rangifer tarandus) as they migrate past the Eagle Summit Area. This was so exciting for us that you had better prepare yourself to see an
abundance of migrating Caribou photos.

Sept2nd_024_
EagleSummit_CaribouRC

Sep02_40_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sep02_48_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  The first and third shots in this row show more Caribou, while the center photo is an iPhone panorama, showing I don't know how many degree arc.

Sep02_2_iPhone_
EagleSummitRC

Sept2nd_036_
EagleSummit_CaribouRC

Sep02_56_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  The first shot here shows a small herd of Caribou as they approach their closest
point to a grandmother who came here to find Caribou. She appeared to be an Alaska Native,
so maybe she was hoping to see a bunch of Caribou, like in the old days. She did not climb
high enough to see these when they were on the other side of the mountain and it doesn't

look like she sees them as they circle around right behind her, but we hope she did see
them. The second photo is another iPhone panorama and the third photo is an iPhone photo
which shows nice autumn colors.

Sept2nd_iphone003
_EagleSummitRC

Sept2nd_063_
EagleSummit_CaribouRC

Sep02_5_iPhone
_EagleSummitRC


  These three shots all show Eagle Summit autumn color and scenery - there are no Caribou in any shot. The outlined area of the third photo shows the area of the next photo.
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Sep02_58_59_Auto
Pano_EagleSummitRC
Sept2nd_067_
EagleSummitRC

Sep02_61_
EagleSummitRC


  The first shot in this row shows autumn color down in Caribou Gulch at Eagle Summit and the second photo is a fair shot of the Aurora Borealis or Northern Lights. They were not
really wonderful or active this night, but there were some.

Sep02_62_
EagleSummitRC

Sept2nd_079_Curves
_EagleSummit_AuroraRC

End September 2nd, Begin September 3rd

  Now it's September 3rd and the time is about 6:55 AM. We are up, making our coffee and breakfast and so on. There are Caribou (Rangifer tarandus) up on the ridge close to Eagle
Summit and we are taking photos of them between sips of coffee.

Sep03_007_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sep03_008_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sept3rd_004_
EagleSummit_CaribouRC


  Now it's 7:13 AM and if I recall, this is a different small herd of Caribou than the one pictured just previous. In the third shot you can see that they came down pretty close to the
parking area (the gravel pad in the lower left of the photo).

Sep03_011_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sep03_017_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sept3rd_025_
EagleSummit_CaribouRC


  The first shot in this row was also taken at about 7:15 AM, but the second and third shots were not taken until we were preparing to leave the Eagle Summit Wayside, at about 8:30
AM. The third shot is an overview and shows where the Caribou are in case you cannot find them. The vehicle on the road is a road grader.
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Sep03_018_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sept3rd_043_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sept3rd_048_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  All three shots in this row show that same Caribou herd that was seen in the previous two shots just above. In the third shot you can again see the road grader traveling along the
road. The outlined area of the third photo shows the area of the next photo.

Sep03_025_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sep03_026_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sept3rd_051_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  The first shot in this row shows the outlined area of the previous photo, the second shot is a zoomed shot of the same Caribou herd and the third shot shows a mother Grizzly
(Brown) Bear (Ursus arctos horribilis) and her THREE cubs on the hillside above our pickup truck. Kazuya spotted these bears after we had driven about 3 miles from the Eagle Summit
Wayside.

Sept3rd_052_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sep03_031_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sep03_033_NearEagle
Summit_GrizzlyBearRC


  Well, how many times have we seen Grizzly (Brown) Bears (Ursus arctos horribilis) with cubs? The answer is, this is the first time. For that reason we're going to be showing you an
abundance of shots of them. The first two shots here show the three cubs and the third shot shows all four bears.

Sep03_035_NearEagle
Summit_GrizzlyBearRC


  Here are three more shots of this family of Grizzly Bears.
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Sep03_040_NearEagle
Summit_GrizzlyBearRC

Sep03_044_NearEagle
Summit_GrizzlyBearRC
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Sep03_048_NearEagle
Summit_GrizzlyBearRC

Circle.

Sep03_066_NearEagle
Summit_GrizzlyBearRC


  And another three shots of this family of bears which graced us with their presence on this beautiful sunny morning as we were driving from Eagle Summit Wayside to Central and

Sep03_067_NearEagle
Summit_GrizzlyBearRC

pee.

Sep03_063_NearEagle
Summit_GrizzlyBearRC

Sep03_071_NearEagle
Summit_GrizzlyBearRC

Sep03_078_NearEagle
Summit_GrizzlyBearRC


  Here are two zoomed shots showing the mother in stunning and beautiful detail and color. The third shot was taken from the passenger side of the rig after I stepped out to take a

Sep03_083_NearEagle
Summit_GrizzlyBearRC

Sep03_084_NearEagle
Summit_GrizzlyBearRC

Sept3rd_141_Eagle
Summit_BearRC


  The first shot here was taken by Kazuya while I was peeing, they are very interested - could they smell it or hear it or what?! The second shot was taken looking downhill from our
bear viewing spot. The third shot is an amazing fall color image which was taken as we drove towards Circle, Alaska. It was created by combining three photos taken at different exposures.

Sept3rd_145_Crop_
EagleSummit_BearRC

Sep03_088_NearEagle
Summit_SceneryRC

Sep03_096_097_098_TMDE_
EnrouteCircle_AutumnColorsRC


  All three of these shots were taken to capture the beautiful autumn colors as we drove to Circle, Alaska. From Eagle Summit Wayside to Circle is about 51 miles, so not terribly far.
The "highway" however, gets very twisty for the final 20 miles or so and is a narrow two lanes, with lots of blind curves and a posted speed limit of 20 - 35 MPH.
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Sep03_101_Enroute
Circle_AutumnColorsRC

Sep03_102_Enroute
Circle_AutumnColorsRC

Sep03_107_Enroute
Circle_AutumnColorsRC


  The first shot here is another autumn color shot. The second and third shots show Birch Creek where it flows parallel to the highway for a while. A total of 126 miles of Birch Creek
is a part of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System.

Sep03_108_Enroute
Circle_AutumnColorsRC

Sep03_112_Enroute
Circle_BirchCreekRC

Sept3rd_170_
Central_CircleRC

End Page 1, but September 3rd continues on Page 2 at 11:03 AM
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this adventure.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 4 - the best of September
2017!

Go To Page:

posted: October 1st, 2017

As stated at the bottom of Page 1, this page continues
September 3rd, at 11:03 AM while we were still at
Circle, Alaska. On this page, we'll finish up at Circle and
go back to the Eagle Summit Wayside to see more
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[10/01/2017 8:42:58 PM]

back towards Fairbanks, but NOT actually returning to
Fairbanks. You'll have to wait until Page 3 to see the
truly amazingly incredible place where we ended up
staying on the night of September 4th. Click on any
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Caribou and also spend the night there in our canopy
again. In Row 20 we'll begin September 4th by heading

thumbnail to begin.

September 3rd Continues from Page 1 (at 11:03 AM)

  The first and second shots show Circle, Alaska, an unknown building, taken while looking back from the END of the Steese Highway. The third shot shows the Yukon River at Circle.

Sep03_113_
Circle_AlaskaRC

Sept3rd_171
_CircleRC

Sep03_114_Yukon
River_Circle_AlaskaRC

Sept3rd_178
_CircleRC

Sep03_115_Yukon
River_Circle_AlaskaRC


  Here are three more shots of the Yukon River at Circle, Alaska.

Sept3rd_176
_CircleRC


  Here are two more shots of the Yukon River at Circle, Alaska. The third shot is Kazuya and the sign at Circle, Alaska. The sign is painted with very non-contrasting colors. In the
next row is a part of this photo, converted to black and white and contrast between colors increased as much as possible.

Sep03_119_Yukon
River_Circle_AlaskaRC

Sept3rd_186
_CircleRC
Sep03_121_
Circle_AlaskaRC


  In first position in this row is that Circle, Alaska sign converted to black and white and contrast increased as much as possible. The second photo shows the only store in Circle and
the third shot shows Daniel standing beside the sign.
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Sep03_122_
Circle_Alaska_StoreRC
Sep03_121_Part
_Circle_AlaskaRC

Sept3rd_188
_CircleRC


  The first shot in this row shows the telephone booth in Circle, Alaska. It's in front of the store, shown in Row 4. The second and third shots show the Steese Highway as we
approach the Birch Creek one-lane bridge coming from Circle.

Sept3rd_192
_CircleRC

Sept3rd_196_
Central_CircleRC

Sept3rd_198_
Central_CircleRC


  The first two shots in this row show Birch Creek from the one-lane bridge shown just above. It surprised us that Birch Creek is this large. There was a road down to a boat ramp,
which we drove down, and the third shot was taken at the water's edge from the boat ramp. Note the bridge.

Sept3rd_199_
Central_CircleRC

Sept3rd_201_
Central_CircleRC

Sep03_123_
BirchCreekRC


  The first shot in this row is the final one of Birch Creek. The second and third shots show some nice autumn yellows in the tundra.

Sep03_125_
BirchCreekRC

Sept3rd_212_
Central_CircleRC


  The first image in this row is a Tone-mapped image which consists of three shots
taken at different exposures. It makes for some vivid colors. The second image is a 2-shot
panorama of a mountain in autumn dress. The third shot was taken just a short time before
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Sept3rd_213_
Central_CircleRC

we got back up to the Eagle Summit Wayside. The black outlined area shows the next photo
and the yellow outlined area shows where the parking area is at the Eagle Summit Wayside.
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Sep03_131_132_133_TMTC_Circle
ToCentral_AutumnColorsRC

Sept3rd_215_216_Auto
Pano_Central_CircleRC


  The first shot shows the outlined area of the previous shot. The yellow outlined
area of this photo shows the parking lot at Eagle Summit Wayside. The second image is a
two-shot panorama taken from the same spot as the previous image. The third shot was

Sep03_137_Near
EagleSummitRC

taken after we got back to Eagle Summit Wayside and hiked up to the summit of the small
mountain - more Caribou (Rangifer tarandus).

Sep03_139_40_Auto
Pano_NearEagleSummitRC
Sep03_138_Near
EagleSummitRC

Sep03_146_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  Here are three more images of Caribou. We took these shots from the summit of the mountain closest to Eagle Summit Wayside. The center image is a 2-shot panorama, only
possible because the Caribou were not yet moving around much after just finishing their rest.

Sep03_153_155_AutoPano_
EagleSummit_CaribouRC
Sep03_149_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sept3rd_262_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  All three photos in this row show Caribou with our cameras zoomed to one extent or another.

Sep03_156_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  More Caribou.
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Sep03_157_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sept3rd_264_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC
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Sep03_158_59_AutoPano_
EagleSummit_CaribouRC
Sept3rd_274_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sep03_164_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  A few of them kind of took the lead and headed off in one direction - going to our left, but you'll see in a little while, that a part of the herd didn't want to go that way, so they went
to the right.

Sep03_165_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sept3rd_296_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sep03_167_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  Note in the center shot in this row that although most of the animals are moving to the left, that a couple of them are saying something about not wanting to go that way, or at
least not being sure that they should go that way.

Sep03_168_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sep03_173_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sept3rd_327_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  The portion of the herd that went to the right soon disappeared down into Caribou Gulch, but the portion of the herd that went to our left remained visible to us for some time. Are
they going to cross the Steese Highway?

Sept3rd_341_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sept3rd_340_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sept3rd_332_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  Yes, they're going to cross the Steese Highway. It was not Caribou hunting season here, so they had nothing to worry about. The third shot shows a few of them down below the
highway. As you can probably make out, there is more - and also taller - brush down there, so we soon lost sight of them.
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Sept3rd_350_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sept3rd_354_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sep03_180_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  Here are two shots of the final few animals of this part of the herd, crossing the Steese Highway. The third shot shows that as they gained elevation on the opposite side of the
highway, we were able to see them again, until they were just too far away to even be able to make out.

Sep03_181_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sep03_182_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sep03_183_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC


  The first shot in this row again shows Caribou on the opposite side of the Steese Highway. The second shot is a beautiful scenic shot which shows wonderful autumn colors looking
down into Caribou Gulch. The third shot is a scenic shot with Daniel on the left.

Sep03_186_187_AutoPano_
ATSIP_EagleSummit_SceneryRC
Sept3rd_363_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sept3rd_373_
EagleSummitRC


  While we were cooking our supper a car pulled into the Eagle Summit Wayside to use the restroom and they jumped out of their rig and ran over to us asking "Did you see those
Caribou right there?" We had not noticed them, right beside the parking area. These three shots all show another Caribou herd, right beside the parking area.

Sep03_189_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

Sept3rd_387_Crop_Exp_
EagleSummit_CaribouRC

Sep03_190_Eagle
Summit_CaribouRC

End September 3rd, Begin September 4th

  Now it's September 4th. We're driving back towards Fairbanks, but today we are NOT going home, just going TOWARDS Fairbanks. You'll have to wait and see where we ended up.
These three shots show nice autumn colors between Eagle Summit and Twelvemile Summit.
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Sep04_01_EagleSummit
_TwelvemileSummitRC

Sep04_02_EagleSummit
_TwelvemileSummitRC

Sep04_03_EagleSummit
_TwelvemileSummitRC


  These three shots all show more beautiful autumn color between Eagle Summit and Twelvemile Summit.

Sept4th_018_020_Auto
Pano_SteeseHWYRC
Sep04_07_EagleSummit
_TwelvemileSummitRC

Sep04_08_EagleSummit
_TwelvemileSummitRC


  Three more autumn color shots as we approach Twelvemile Summit. The second and third shots are actually at Twelvemile Summit.

Sept4th_018_
SteeseHWYRC

Sep04_15_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Sep04_16_
TwelvemileSummitRC


  The first two shots show nice autumn colors at Eagle Summit. As we were walking around we happened to notice a covey of Ptarmigan scurrying around in the grass and shrubs
trying to stay out of sight of us. It was kind of impossible, so we got several shots of them playing their silly hiding game. In the third shot in this row, you can see at least six of them.

Sept4th_036_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Sept4th_037_Twelve
mileSummitRC


  All three shots in this row were taken as we followed the covey of ptarmigan around.
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Sep04_27_Twelvemile
Summit_PtarmiganRC
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Sept4th_062_
TwelvemileSummitRC

Sep04_28_Twelvemile
Summit_PtarmiganRC

Sept4th_069_
TwelvemileSummitRC


  The first and third shots in this row are the final ones of the covey of Ptarmigan we were following around. They never did fly away, we just got tired of playing games with them.
The center shot is the final fall color shot at Twelvemile Summit.

Sep04_37_Twelve
mileSummit_PtarmiganRC

Sep04_39_Twelve
mileSummitAutumnColorRC

Sept4th_075_Twelve
mileSummitRC

End Page 2, but September 4th continues on Page 3 at 10:30 AM
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this totally amazing adventure.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 4 - the best of September
2017!
posted: October 1st, 2017
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As stated at the bottom of Page 2, this page continues
September 4th, at 10:30 AM.
We were picking
Lingonberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) at this time. The
Lingonberry picking adventure ends in Row 4 and we
continued driving up the US Creek Road to its junction
with the Nome Creek Road.
We turned right and
continued to the end of the road, at the Mt. Prindle

Campground. We selected a campsite, got set up and
then went for a hike on the Mt. Prindle Trail for around
a mile or a bit more than that - it was an amazing hike.
On September 5th when we woke up, it was 100%
cloudy, but we had planned to head for home on this
day anyway, so no problem. Click on any thumbnail to
begin.

September 4th Continues from Page 2 (at 10:30 AM)

  The first two shots in this row show a pretty patch of Bearberry (Arctostaphylos uva-ursi) at a spot where we stopped to pick Lingonberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea). The third shot
shows the general look of the Lingonberry picking area.

Sept4th_115
_USCreekRC

Sept4th_116
_USCreekRC

Sept4th_117
_USCreekRC


  The first shot here shows a Lingonberry (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) plant. The second and third shots show a pretty little type of ground vegetation.

Sept4th_121
_USCreekRC

Sept4th_122
_USCreekRC

Sept4th_123
_USCreekRC


  Here is 1/2 gallon of Lingonberries, Kazuya standing beside the 1/2 gallon of Lingonberries and another Lingonberry plant. Working together, it took the two of us maybe 30 - 40
minutes to pick this 1/2 gallon.

Sept4th_124
_USCreekRC

Sep04_48_USCreek
Rd_LingonberriesRC
Sep04_47_USCreek
Rd_LingonberriesRC

Road.


  Here is one shot which shows another Lingonberry (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) plant and then two shots of two different patches of Bearberry (Arctostaphylos uva-ursi) on US Creek
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Sept4th_125
_USCreekRC

Sep04_51_USCreek
Rd_LingonberriesRC

Sep04_52_USCreek
Rd_LingonberriesRC


  In first position in this row is some kind of Mountain Alder (Alnus sp.). The center photo shows a nice scenic shot with Table Top Mountain to the left of center and the next photo
outlined in black. The third photo seems to show where we are headed for, but we do not yet know it at this time.

Sept4th_129_
USCreekRC

Sep04_53_USCreekRd_TableTop
Mtn_SceneryMtPrindleCampgroundRC

Sep04_54_USCreekRd_Scenery
MtPrindleCampgroundRC


  Okay, we've arrived at where we are going to be staying tonight - Mt. Prindle Campground, in the White Mountains National Recreation Area. In the left image, we stayed at
Campground 6. There were only two other campsites being used. In the third image, we were at the right side of the map.

Sept4th_141
_MtPrindleRC
Sept4th_141_
Left_MtPrindleRC

Sept4th_141_
Right_MtPrindleRC


  Now we are walking around the loop of the Mt. Prindle Campground to pay our fee
back at the entrance area and to see who else is here with us. Moose hunting season is on
and the road was filled with moose hunters' vehicles, so we're greatly surprised that we could

Sept4th_143_
MtPrindleRC

even get a campsite, to say nothing of only two other campsites being occupied. The third
shot is our rig in our campsite. Do those mountains back there look like the ones in the third
shot in Row 5? They do to us.

Sep04_10_Mt
PrindleCampgroundRC

Sep04_12_Mt
PrindleCampgroundRC


  These three shots all show the Mt. Prindle Campground Area. The first shot is, obviously, another of our rig in our campsite. The second and third shots were taken as we were
hiking the 8+ mile Mt. Prindle Trail.
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Sept4th_145
_MtPrindleRC

Sep04_55_Mt
PrindleCampgroundRC


  The first shot here shows me hiking the Mt. Prindle Trail. We had already heard
that this 8+ mile trail to Mt. Prindle takes a day to hike, then one camps in one's tent near
the base of Mt. Prindle and climbs Mt. Prindle on the second day. The second night is again

Sept4th_156
_MtPrindleRC

Sep04_56_Mt
PrindleCampgroundRC

spent, in one's tent, and then one hikes out on the third day. For this reason, we knew very
well that we were not going to get to Mt. Prindle, but we thought we might be able to get an
idea of the trail, and possibly see Mt. Prindle from a distance.

Sep04_14_Hiking
MtPrindleTrailRC

Sept4th_178_
MtPrindleRC


  The first shot again shows Daniel hiking on the Mt. Prindle Trail. The second shot shows the trail and beautiful distant mountains and the third shot is a beautiful three-shot
panorama.

Sep04_72_73_74_AutoPano
_HikingMtPrindleTrailRC

Sept4th_iphone
006_MtPrindleRC

Sep04_70_Hiking
MtPrindleTrailRC


  All three shots in this row also show us hiking the Mt. Prindle Trail. The scenery was just so very amazing, and that, in combination with the autumn colors was just so exciting and
exhilarating. We learned from other people we met, who were hiking out, that one cannot see Mt. Prindle until after one gets to that mountain on the right in the third photo.

Sept4th_207_Mt
PrindleRC

Sep04_22_Hiking
MtPrindleTrailRC


  Three more shots taken while hiking the Mt. Prindle Trail. Such amazing beauty is seldom seen in this world.
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Sep04_75_Hiking
MtPrindleTrailRC
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Sep04_78_79_AutoPano_AT
ONLY_HikingMtPrindleTrailRC
Sept4th_iphone
012_MtPrindleRC

Sep04_24_Hiking
MtPrindleTrailRC


  And another three shots taken while hiking the Mt. Prindle Trail. I am in the first shot. Note the amazing autumn colors.

Sept4th_219_
MtPrindleRC

Sept4th_223_
MtPrindleRC

Sept4th_224_
MtPrindleRC


  Here are three more shots which were taken while we were hiking the Mt. Prindle Trail. Are you as impressed as we were? Probably not, as you do not have the amazing privilege to
look around 360 degrees and enjoy being here in the sun with the amazing colors and scenery.

Sept4th_229_
MtPrindleRC

Sep04_26_Hiking
MtPrindleTrailRC

Sep04_81_Hiking
MtPrindleTrailRC


  Here are three more images which were taken while hiking the Mt. Prindle Trail. In the center panorama, note that the left portion of the photo is the first photo in the row, and was
taken by Kazuya and the right portion of the photo is the third photo in this row, and was taken by me.

Sept4th_iphone021_MtPrindle_
Sep04_31_HikingMtPrindleTrailRC
Sept4th_iphone
021_MtPrindleRC


  Here are another three photos which we took while hiking just the first mile or so of the Mt. Prindle Trail.
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Sep04_31_Hiking
MtPrindleTrailRC
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Sept4th_iphone
016_MtPrindleRC

Sep04_87_Hiking
MtPrindleTrailRC

Sept4th_235_Mt
PrindleRC


  Here are the final three shots which we took while hiking the Mt. Prindle Trail. These three photos were probably all taken while we were headed back towards the campground.

Sept4th_241_Mt
PrindleRC

Sep04_89_Hiking
MtPrindleTrailRC


  The first shot here shows me crossing one of the two creeks which we had to cross
to get on the main part of the Mt. Prindle Trail. This was the smaller creek. The first creek,
and the larger one, is shown as the second shot in Row 19. We tried crossing by taking our
shoes and socks off and wading across, but the stream was too rocky, the rocks were too
slippery, it was too cold, and the water was too swift - we could not do it. So, finally, we just

Sept4th_251_
MtPrindleRC

Sept4th_243_Mt
PrindleRC

crossed with our shoes and socks on. That way, we had traction and it was no major problem
to cross. Our shoes are relatively quick drying too, so no big deal. The second and third shots
were taken later on in the evening, while we were walking around. The sign shown in Row 6
is visible in the background of the third photo.

Sep04_35_Mt
PrindleCampgroundRC

Sept4th_254_Mt
PrindleRC


  Here is one more shot which was taken as we walked around the campground and then a photo of the creek which we had to cross to get to the Mt. Prindle Trail. This was the big
creek which was spoken about in the row text just previous to this row.

Sep04_37_Mt
PrindleCampgroundRC

Sept4th_256_Mt
PrindleRC


  These two shots show the scene we were presented at 7:30 PM, as we were sitting in our canopy drinking a beer, eating some potato chips, and talking about the day - WOW!
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Sep04_40_MtPrindle
Campground_180RC

Sept4th_262_
MtPrindleRC

End September 4th, Begin September 5th
should.


  The next morning we woke up to 100% cloud cover. These two shots were taken as we were driving back to the Steese Highway. Do those two mountains look familiar, they

Sep05_1_From
USCreekRdRC

Sep05_2_From
USCreekRdRC

End September 5th, End Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Please continue on to page 4 for the conclusion
of this month's adventures and photos!

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 4 of 4 - the best of September
2017!
posted: October 1st, 2017
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This page begins with September 10th and the leaves
on the ground in our "yard".
Then we jump to
September 18th and photos of a pile of log length Birch
firewood which we had delivered. The only thing after

that are several amazing photos of the Aurora Borealis,
or Northern Lights, on September 27th. Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 10th

  Here are three photos taken on September 10th which show that the leaves were falling pretty rapidly on that date. Today, as I write this, it is October 1st and all leaves are gone
from the trees.

Sep10_2_iPhone_
AutumnLeavesYardRC

Sep10_4_iPhone_
AutumnLeavesYardRC

Sep10_6_iPhone_
AutumnLeavesYardRC

End September 10th, Begin September 18th and October 1st

  On September 17th at 10:30 PM a load of log length (42 feet) birch firewood was
delivered to us and as the truck could not make it down our driveway, the logger unloaded it
beside the road. The first shot here shows the pile of logs from down on our property; note
that it's a downhill haul with the wheelbarrow after the logs are cut. The second shot was

Sept18_1_
FirewoodLogsRC

taken from the opposite side of the road. We started cutting and hauling it down to the
woodshed on the morning of the 18th. On October 1st there were 8 logs left to cut. There
were at least 60 logs delivered.

Sept18_3_
FirewoodLogsRC


  The first shot here was taken from up the road and is looking at the butt end of the logs. On October 1st there were 8 logs left to cut and that is what is shown in the second shot.
There were at least 60 logs delivered.

Sept18_2_
FirewoodLogsRC

Oct1_1_
FirewoodLogsRC.jpg

End September 18th and October 1st, Begin September 27th

  On the 27th of September we happened to go out in search of Aurora Borealis and we were treated to one of the most incredible displays imaginable! We were never more than 500
yards from our house. WOW! The only thing which I have done to these photos is adjust the curves so as to bring out the brightness. I have not changed any colors.
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Sept27_05Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

Sept27_06Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

Sept27_13Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC


  Now, here are some really amazing Aurora. Remember, I have not changed any colors. If anything, the actual colors we saw were more brilliant than you see here.

Sept27_14Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

Sept27_15Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

Sept27_16Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC


  Here are three more shots of the Aurora Borealis. Can you find the Big Dipper in the first and third shots?

Sept27_17Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

Sept27_31Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

Sept27_37Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC


  And, another three amazing shots of the Aurora Borealis. I generally use a 10 second exposure at ISO 100 and the aperture wide open.

Sept27_38Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC


  Can you believe this display which we were given the opportunity to witness?
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Sept27_41Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC
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Sept27_46Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

Sept27_47Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

Sept27_48Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC


  Are these three shots amazing with the trees?

Sept27_54Curves
Rotate_AuroraBorealisRC

Sept27_59Curves
Rotate_AuroraBorealisRC

Sept27_58Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC


  Here's another three Aurora Borealis shots with trees on the hillside.

Sept27_60Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

Sept27_61Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

Sept27_63Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC


  Sorry, but these are the final two shots. I ended up with 77 photos that were keepers. I only processed the best ones and the 23 shots I've included here are those best ones.

Sept27_68Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

Sept27_71Curves_
AuroraBorealisRC

End September 27th, End September 2017's Photos, Begin Miscellaneous Links
Here are links to separate web pages - all of them will open in a new window (or new tab). The first link shows some photos of our DVD Collection, an AVI Movie of our Home
Theater System and 9 photos of our Sharp Aquos TV. The 2nd link shows our entire DVD collection in DVD Profiler (if you're asking yourself what might be good to rent for the weekend).
The DVD's will be sorted by date purchased. You can click on the "Title" Column to sort that way if you desire. The 3rd link shows our entire DVD collection in php DVD Profiler, which is
much more sophisticated than the plain vanilla DVD Profiler just above it. The 4th link takes you to a set of pages which show you the FRONT cover-art of our entire DVD collection.

January 1, 2013 - DVD Collection & Home Theater System
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HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

Here is a small hint to let you know that we'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title
(and in some cases DISCOUNT CODES) please click the "General Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this
page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)
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An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
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(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)
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For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Miscellaneous Links, End Page 4 of 4, September 2017
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

(will open in new window)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Lycoris radiata

Google Search

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
September 2018 - Favorite Photo
"Autumn Color" - Steele Creek Area, Fairbanks, Alaska. September 17, 9:20 AM.

SEPTEMBER 2018: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING Early Autumn Colors at Sunrise
Time * Our Woodshed, Filled with Firewood * Our House * September 11th Gettinger's Field *
September 17th Gettinger's Field * Magenta-Leaved Fireweed * An Autumn Color Drive out the
Chena Hot Springs Road * An Unknown Hawk * Harvesting our Peppermint for Drying * Farmers

Market Vegetables * Farmers Market Vendors * Perilla (Shiso) from our Garden for Drying * Kale
from our Garden, for Drying * Silver Salmon Roe * Kazuya's Baked Delights "Kitten" Dinner Rolls
* More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the September photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.

This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of September
2018!
posted: October 1st, 2018
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This page begins at home on September 11th - autumn
colors through the trees as the sun rises. Then we go
to September 13th and nice autumn colors about 0.5
miles from our house. After that we jump to September
17th as we take a drive to photograph the autumn

colors. First, we go up the road from our house and
then we go to Chena Hot Springs Road and drive
towards Chena Hot Springs. Click on any thumbnail to
begin.

Begin September 11th

  On the morning of September 11th we looked out the south windows and noticed that the autumn colors were showing up quite nicely off through the trees, so I went out and
snapped a few photos. The first two photos were taken at around 6:25 AM. The third photo was taken much later in the day - at 4:25 PM.

Sept11_3SIP_
AtHome_AutumnRC

truck.

Sept11_4SIP_
AtHome_AutumnRC

Sept11_16_At
Home_AutumnRC


  The first photo in this row shows our woodshed, nicely filled with much more than enough firewood to keep us warm for the winter. The second photo shows our house and pickup

Sept11_12_SIP_At
Home_AutumnRC

Sept11_18_At
Home_AutumnRC

End September 11th, Begin September 13th

  On September 13th I had to go into town for a dentist appointment. On my way back home I stopped along the Chena Hot Springs Road and snapped a few photos which show that
the autumn colors are beginning to takeover the landscape. These photos were taken about one mile from our house via the roads, or about one-half mile as the crow flies. The second image
is a two-shot panorama.

Sept13_05_06_AutoPano_AT_
ChenaHotSpringsRoadRC
Sept13_03_AT_Chena
HotSpringsRoadRC


  These two panoramic images were captured from the same spot as the ones in the previous row and show some really nice autumn colors. Note how individual clones of aspen
show that all trees within that clone are very close to the same exact color.
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Sept13_06_07_AutoPano_AT_
ChenaHotSpringsRoadRC

Sept13_07_08_AutoPano_AT_
ChenaHotSpringsRoadRC

End September 13th, Begin September 17th

  Monday, September 17th was an amazingly beautiful day and we had free time to go for an outing so we drove out the Chena Hot Springs Road to capture on film and for our longterm memory, how beautiful the autumn in Fairbanks is. The three shots in this row were taken before we even managed to get in the pickup truck and begin!

Sept17th_001_CHSR_
FallColorRC

Sept17th_002_CHSR_
FallColorRC

Sept17th_006_CHSR_
FallColorRC


  Here are two more shots of the Highbush Cranberry (Viburnum trilobum) shown in the previous row, which were taken before we even left home. The third shot was taken from an
open field on Steele Creek Road. Steele Creek Road begins at 3.8 mile on the Chena Hot Springs Road. This shot was taken about 1.5 miles uphill from the Chena Hot Springs Road.

Sept17th_007_CHSR_
FallColorRC

Sept17th_008_CHSR_
FallColorRC

Sept17_02_Steele
CreekRd_AutumnColorRC


  Here are three zoomed-in shots taken from the same location as the third shot in the previous row - so amazingly yellow.

Sept17_05_06_AutoPano_
SteeleCreekRd_AutumnColorRC
Sept17_03_Steele
CreekRd_AutumnColorRC

Sept17_04_Steele
CreekRd_AutumnColorRC


  And here are three more zoomed-in shots taken from the same location. In the first shot, the paved road which you can see down there is the Chena Hot Springs Road.
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Sept17_07_Steele
CreekRd_AutumnColorRC

Sept17th_010_CHSR_
FallColorRC

Sept17th_011_CHSR_
FallColorRC


  The first two shots in this row were still taken from the same location, but the third shot was taken from the Chena Hot Springs Road looking up at where the previous shots were
taken from.

Sept17_09_Steele
CreekRd_AutumnColorRC

Sept17th_018_CHSR_
FallColorRC

Sept17_004_Chena
HotSpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC


  These three shots were taken from the Chena Hot Springs Road, but were still taken from the same location as the third shot in the previous row. The first shot is a beautiful
magenta of the Fireweed leaves.

Sept17_009_010_AutoPano_
ChenaHotSpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC
Sept17_007_Chena
HotSpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC

Sept17_008_Chena
HotSpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC


  The first two shots in this row were still taken from the same location. Compare these last several photos with the shots in Rows 3 and 4, which were taken from the same location.
The third shot in this row was taken from about 15 miles farther out, on the Chena Hot Springs Road.

Sept17th_025_CHSR_
FallColorRC

Sept17th_027_CHSR_
FallColorRC

Sept17_013_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC


  These three final photos on this page show just yellow and magenta. It would be nice if we also had a few red maple trees, but we do not, so we are just happy with what we do
have. It's so beautiful.
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Sept17_014_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC

Sept17th_030_CHSR_
FallColorRC

Sept17_020_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC

End Page 1, but September 17th Continues on Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this adventure, beginning at 9:54 AM.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of September
2018!

Go To Page:

posted: October 1st, 2018

As stated on the previous page, this page continues
September 17th at 9:54 AM. We continue our drive out
to Chena Hot Springs and at the end of this page we

have arrived at the hot springs and the adventure ends.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

September 17th Continues from Page 1 (at 9:54 AM)

  Okay, here we continue our drive out the Chena Hot Springs Road on September 17th to see the autumn colors. The first photo, like the one before it, shows some nice magenta
colors in the Fireweed. The center photo shows some Tamarack or Larch trees (Larix laricina) with their yellow clothing prominently displayed and the third shot shows more aspen and birch
trees all dressed in yellow.
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Sept17_021_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC

Sept17_027_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC

Sept17th_034_CHSR_
FallColorRC


  As we rounded a curve here was this hawk sitting on the wires beside the road. I braked to a stop and Kazuya caught these 3 photos and also the single photo in the next row. We
could not identify this hawk by using our book. If you know what it is, please let me know.

Sept17th_043_CHSR_
FallColorRC

Sept17th_048_CHSR_
FallColorRC
Sept17th_041_CHSR_
FallColorRC


  Before it flew away it graced us with a short stretch where we could see its backside too. This didn't help us though. Maybe it's an immature of some species? The second and third
photos show more nice yellows and reflections in the water.

Sept17th_051_CHSR_
FallColorRC

Sept17_031_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC
Sept17_029_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC


  Here are three more autumn color shots as we continue driving out the Chena Hot Springs Road.

Sept17_033_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC
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SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC

Sept17_035_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC
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  Here are three more shots showing autumn colors and reflections in the water.

Sept17_038_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC

Sept17_041_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC

Sept17th_062_CHSR_
FallColorRC


  That is Kazuya in the first shot. The second image, a two-shot panorama, shows the Chena River flowing by to the north of us and the third shot shows more yellow.

Sept17_050_051_AutoPano_Chena
HotSpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC
Sept17_046_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC

Sept17_052_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC


  The sign in the distance shows that we are near Rosehip Campground, which means we are at 27 mile on the Chena Hot Springs Road. The second and third shots show an amazing
yellow mountainside.

Sept17_055_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC

Sept17_056_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC

Sept17_060_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC

Sept17_065_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC

Sept17_067_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC


  Here are three more yellow shots.

Sept17th_088_CHSR_
FallColorRC


  Did we luck out with today's weather? Yes, we did!
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Sept17_068_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC

Sept17_069_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC
Sept17_071_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC


  More amazing yellows.

Sept17_074_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC

Sept17_079_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC

Sept17_081_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC


  The first shot in this row was taken in the Angel Rocks Trail parking area. The second shot was, obviously taken at mile 50 on the Chena Hot Springs Road. In the distance is Chena
Dome, higher in elevation, the leaves are already gone.

Sept17_086_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC

Sept17_089_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC


  Now we are at Chena Hot Springs Resort. The first shot was taken looking down
the landing strip there. The second image is a two-shot panorama taken at Chena Hot
Springs. The third photo is an airplane, which was previously just sitting on display at the

Sept17_092_ChenaHot
SpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC

end of the airstrip. Now they are working on building an "airplane on a stick" so to speak. We
have no idea what the history of this aircraft is, or why they want to immortalize it.

Sept17_093_094-AutoPano_Chena
HotSpringsRoad_AutumnColorRC

End September 17th, End Page 2
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[10/01/2018 6:07:57 PM]
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FallColorRC

Sept17th_123_CHSR_
FallColorRC
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Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of September
2018!

Go To Page:

posted: October 1st, 2018

This page is composed of 23 miscellaneous photos
taken all through the month of September.
Some
photos were taken here at home, some at the Tanana
Valley Farmers Market, in Fairbanks. Several of them

show food, some show people, some show... whatever.
Hope you find at least one that you can enjoy. Click on
any thumbnail to begin.

Miscellaneous September Photos

  This single shot of our woodshed and the forest show that on September 20th our leaves were pretty much all gone. Just a couple of days later they were totally gone.

Sept20_Adj_
LeavesNearlyGoneRC


  On September 26th we harvested a bunch of peppermint from our single mint plant. This shows how much we harvested, and this was about one-half of the entire plant. The
second shot shows one of the two Siberian Larch (Larix sibirica) trees we have growing in our yard. On September 27th it was just beginning to change to yellow, and then a mere two days
later, it was totally yellow.
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Sept26_3_
Kazuya_MintRC

Sept27_1_
YardLarchRC


  The first two shots in this row show mushrooms (unknown species) and vegetables which we bought at Farmers Market for our supper that evening. The third shot shows the Udon
Noodle soup that Kazuya created with these vegetables. It was delicious.

Sept1st_001_
MushroomUdonRC

Sept1st_002_
MushroomUdonRC

Sept1st_005_
MushroomUdonRC


  Here are three photos of Farmers Market Vendors. The first shot shows a gentleman who makes amazing birch and other furniture. The center shot is Lee's Farm, they are the ones
we liked to purchase our vegetables from when they had them available. We bought the above mushrooms and vegetables from these folks. The third shot shows the lady who owns
"MyAlaskanPassage.com".

Sept5_2_Farmers
MarketVendorsRC

Sept5_3_Farmers
MarketVendorsRC

Sept5_4_Farmers
MarketVendorsRC


  Here are two shots of Dragonfly Farms. This lady sells several things in addition to Farm products.

Sept5_2_
DragonflyFarmRC

Sept5_5_Farmers
MarketVendorsRC


  The first shot in this row shows one of our main competitors - Marlo's Bakery. The second photo shows a shy vendor who produces and sells "Tundra Tonics".
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Sept5_6_Farmers
MarketVendorsRC

Sept5_7_Farmers
MarketVendorsRC


  We grew a single Perilla or Shiso plant this summer. This is a spice/herb which is popular in both Japan and Korea for use as a topping on rice, for rolling around rice and meats and
so on. This shot was taken in our sink as we were washing it before putting it in the food dryer.

Sept9th_001_
PerillaRC


  We grew 18 kale plants this year. We harvested six at a time and dried them in our food dryer. The first shot here shows the food dryer filled with the leaves of six kale plants. The
second and third shots show how much dried and crushed kale this resulted in.

Sept17_4_
DriedKaleRC
Sept16_2_Food
Dryer_KaleRC

Sept17_2_
DriedKaleRC


  A friend went down to Valdez, Alaska for salmon fishing and brought us this Silver Salmon roe. Kazuya processed it using three different methods. These jars show two of the
methods.

Sept9th_
SalmonRoeRC
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SalmonRoeRC
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  Here is how we ate some of the above Silver Salmon roe. The first shot shows that Kazuya served us some which was processed using all three of his methods, so that we could
compare it. The second shot shows one kind with ground Daikon radish. This was a very enjoyable dinner for us.

Sept10th_008_
SalmonRoeRC

Sept10th_013_
SalmonRoeRC


  For Farmers Market Kazuya made these "Kitten" Dinner Rolls. One selling point was their cuteness and another selling point was the fact that they contained about 10% by weight
of the Locally Grown Sweet Mama Squash which is shown in the first photo. They were really delicious.

Sept11th_001_
KabochaRollsRC

Sept11th_003_
KabochaRollsRC

End September 2018's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
HERE IS
Please check it out by clicking on the above button.
(Click on the "Studies of Plants and Wildlife" link in the new window.)
Google Search

✔

only search Kazuya's Blog site

We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General Information"
tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com webpage.
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An animated gif of some
of our publications
(Does Not Include 100 Mountains Series)
(34 seconds)

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Paperback Editions)
(28 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

An animated gif of our
Climbing a Few of Japan's
100 Famous Mountains Series
(Hardcover Editions)
(26 seconds)

For details please click the "Our Books"
Button at the bottom of the page.

End Our Publications Links, End Page 3 of 3, September 2018
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you
might have.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A single
donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop wallpaper or
whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol (©), year and
photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Lycoris radiata

Google Search

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
September 2019 - Favorite Photo
"Autumn Color" - Along the Upper Chena River. September 10, 9:13 AM.

SEPTEMBER 2019: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING Autumn Colors in Our Yard *
Our Garden & Harvest * Autumn Colors While Taking a Walk Up the Road * Autumn Colors
in the Fireweed (Epilobium angustifolium aka Chamerion angustifolium) * Autumn Colors in
the Highbush Cranberry (Viburnum trilobum) * Autumn Colors at Gettinger's Field * The

Alaska Range from Steele Creek Road * Autumn Colors While Driving Out the Chena Hot
Springs Road * A Spruce Grouse (Falcipennis canadensis) * Angel Rocks Trail and Autumn
Colors * Angel Rocks and Kazuya * Harvesting Lingonberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) *
More     (Click on the Photo or on this text to go directly to the September photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of
September 2019!

Go To Page:

posted: October 1st, 2019

This page begins with September 2nd with some
yard and garden photos and then jumps to
September 8th, with more at home photos,
including some of our gardening rewards. Later the

same evening we took a walk up the road and
managed to shoot some very nice autumn colors of
the birch and aspen forest. Click on any thumbnail to
begin.

Begin September 2nd and 8th

  The first two photos in this row show the reds exhibited by the Fireweed (Epilobium angustifolium aka Chamerion angustifolium) in our own yard. The third shot is
looking to the southeast from our porch.

Sep02_2Adj_
YardAutumnColorsRC

Sep02_3_Yard
AutumnColorsRC

Sep02_5Adj_
YardAutumnColorsRC


  These two photos show both autumn colors and also our garden, which did quite well this year.

Sep02_6Adj_
YardAutumnColorsRC

Sep02_9_Yard
AutumnColorsRC


  The first shot here was taken looking straight up into the blue sky and the second shot was taken in our garden. The foreground plant is Mitsuba (Wild Japanese
Parsley), which did amazingly well for us. In the background you can see a great deal of violet flowers, which are trying to take over our garden.

Sept8th_
001_SkyRC

Sept8th_002_
GardenHarvestRC


  These two photos show some of those violet flowers, which Kazuya picked for a bouquet. He also added some pea flowers and some Highbush Cranberry (Viburnum
trilobum). The bowl filled with the sugar snap peas is a BIG bowl.
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Sept8th_005_
GardenHarvestRC

Sept8th_008_
GardenHarvestRC


  The first shot here shows Kazuya beside a pile of firewood which we need to get split and under shelter. It also shows that we need to rake the leaves. The second shot
shows a volunteer sunflower, which grew from seeds dropped by the birds near the bird feeder. The third shot was taken looking up our driveway.

Sept8_01_Autumn
Color_AtHomeRC

Sept8th_006
_SunflowerRC

Sept8_1_
Driveway_AutumnRC


  Here are the sugar snap pea plants from which we harvested peas several times during the summer, and finally, the large bowl shown above. The fence they are
climbing on is four feet tall.

Sept8_05_Autumn
Color_GardenRC

Sept8_06_Autumn
Color_GardenRC


  Now we are done walking around our own land and are taking a walk up the road. These three shots all show autumn color in the Fireweed (Epilobium angustifolium
aka Chamerion angustifolium).

Sept8_12_AutumnColor
_WalkFromHomeRC

Sept8_13_AutumnColor_
WalkFromHomeRC
Sept8_09_AutumnColor_
WalkFromHomeRC
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  It wasn't only the fireweed where the autumn colors were good. These shots show that the birch and aspen is also beautiful. The third shot is a zoomed-in shot of the
same area as is shown in the second shot.

Sept8_16_AutumnColor_
WalkFromHomeRC

Sept8_20_AutumnColor_
WalkFromHomeRC

Sept8_21_AutumnColor_
WalkFromHomeRC


  Here are two more shots of autumn Fireweed and then a shot of more autumn color in the Birch/Aspen forest.

Sept8_27_AutumnColor_
WalkFromHomeRC

Sept8_28_AutumnColor_
WalkFromHomeRC
Sept8th_014_AutumnColors
_SteeleCreekRdRC


  Three final shots of this very colorful area of Birch and Aspen near our house.

Sept8_30_AutumnColor_
WalkFromHomeRC

Sept8th_016_AutumnColors
_SteeleCreekRdRC
Sept8_29_AutumnColor_
WalkFromHomeRC

End Page 1, but September 8th Continues on Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation and conclusion of this walk from our home. Page 2 begins at 7:59 PM.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of
September 2019!

Go To Page:

posted: October 1st, 2019

The photos in the first five rows of this page
continue our walk up the road from home to
photograph autumn colors on September 8th.
Starting in Row 6 you'll see photos which we took

as we drove out the Chena Hot Springs Road on our
way to Angel Rocks to climb and harvest
Lingonberries on September 10th.
Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

September 8th Continues from Page 1 (at 7:59 PM)

  Here are three photos which were taken from Gettinger's Field, which is about a one-half mile walk up the road from our house. In the first and third photos you can
see Chena Hot Springs Road.

Sept8_34_AutumnColor_
WalkFromHomeRC

Sept8_36_AutumnColor_
WalkFromHomeRC

Sept8_40_AutumnColor_
WalkFromHomeRC


  The first photo was taken while looking across Gettinger's Field, but the second and third photos, showing Highbush Cranberry (Viburnum trilobum), were taken on the
edge of the field.

Sept8th_017_AutumnColors
_SteeleCreekRdRC

Sept8_41_AutumnColor_
WalkFromHomeRC

Sept8_46_AutumnColor_
WalkFromHomeRC


  Here are two shots which show Fireweed (Epilobium angustifolium aka Chamerion angustifolium) and then another shot of Highbush Cranberry (Viburnum trilobum).
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Sept8th_020_AutumnColors
_SteeleCreekRdRC

Sept8th_023_AutumnColors
_SteeleCreekRdRC
Sept8th_025_AutumnColors
_SteeleCreekRdRC


  The first photo here shows the yellow leaves of a Quaking Aspen (Populus tremuloides). The second shot shows a much-zoomed photo of the Alaska Range. The
prominent peak towards the left is Mt. Hayes (13,832 ft = 4,216 m).

Sept8th_026_AutumnColors
_SteeleCreekRdRC

Sept8_56_AutumnColor_
WalkFromHomeRC


  Here are two more photos which show the Alaska Range, well over 100 miles away from where we are standing. The first shot is zoomed to Mt. Hayes (13,832 ft =
4,216 m) and the second shot is zoomed to Mt. Deborah (12,339 ft = 3,761 m).

Sept8_57_AutumnColor_
WalkFromHomeRC

Sept8_61_AutumnColor_
WalkFromHomeRC

End September 8th, Begin September 10th

  Now it's September 10th and we are driving out the Chena Hot Springs Road en route to Angel Rocks. We made several stops to take photos of autumn colors. Here
are three of them.

Sept10_02_Autumn
Color_CHSRRC

Sept10_04_Autumn
Color_CHSRRC

Sept10_09_Autumn
Color_CHSRRC


  Here are three more autumn color photos which we took at a pond beside the Chena Hot Springs Road. In the second shot you can see a birdhouse. This area is a
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State Recreation Area, so we assume that the birdhouse was placed there by the administrators of the recreation area. We don't know what kind of bird it was intended to
attract.

Sept10th_002
_CHSRRC

Sept10_10_Autumn
Color_CHSRRC
Sept10_11_Autumn
Color_CHSRRC


  Here are three additional autumn color shots which we took as we drove out the Chena Hot Springs Road.

Sept10th_006
_CHSRRC

Sept10_13_Autumn
Color_CHSRRC

Sept10_15_Autumn
Color_CHSRRC


  Please note that the center image in this row is a panoramic image which is composed of the shots before and after it.

Sept10_19_20_AutoPano
_AutumnColor_CHSRRC
Sept10_20_Autumn
Color_CHSRRC

Sept10_19_Autumn
Color_CHSRRC


  Have you noticed that most of these shots were taken along ponds? The reason is because looking across the ponds is kind of the only way it's possible to get shots
into the distance.

Sept10_16_Autumn
Color_CHSRRC

Sept10_21_Autumn
Color_CHSRRC

Sept10_23_Autumn
Color_CHSRRC


  The first two shots in this row were taken while looking across the Chena River - another opportunity to see into the distance. The third shot shows what things look
like if one is not looking across a body of water.
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Sept10_24_Autumn
Color_CHSRRC

Sept10_25_Autumn
Color_CHSRRC

Sept10th_012
_CHSRRC

End Page 2, but September 10th Continues on Page 3
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation and conclusion of this adventure. Page 3 begins at 9:12 AM.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of
September 2019!

Go To Page:

posted: October 1st, 2019

This page continues from Page 2, and the first
photo on this page was taken at 9:12 AM as we
continued driving out the Chena Hot Springs Road
to Angel Rocks for Lingonberry picking. Starting

with the center shot in Row 3 we are on the Angel
Rocks
Trail
climbing
and
searching
for
Lingonberries. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

September 10th Continues from Page 2 (at 9:12 AM)

  Here are three nice photos which show autumn color along the Chena Hot Springs Road and also along the Chena River.
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Sept10_27_Autumn
Color_CHSRRC

Sept10_28_Autumn
Color_CHSRRC

Sept10_32_Autumn
Color_CHSRRC


  Here are an additional three photos which show autumn color. The center shot shows Granite Tors, rocky tors which there is a trail to, though we have never climbed
the 8 miles up there.

Sept10_33_Autumn
Color_CHSRRC

Sept10_35_Autumn
Color_CHSRRC

Sept10_36_Autumn
Color_CHSRRC


  The first shot in this row is the final one which was taken as we were driving to Angel Rocks Trail. The second shot was taken while we were hiking up the trail. Study
this shot and you'll find a dark spot near the center of the photo which we have outlined. What is it? In the third photo you can see that it is a bird of some sort, but what kind of
bird is it?

Sept10th_018
_CHSRRC

Sept10_37_Grouse_
AngelRocksTrailRC

Sept10_41_Grouse_
AngelRocksTrailRC


  Ah, now it's become obvious that it is a Spruce Grouse (Falcipennis canadensis). It was quite calm and allowed us to get quite close to it before it started running along
the trail to stay ahead of us. Finally, it went off the side of the trail and let us pass.

Sept10_47_Grouse_
AngelRocksTrailRC

Sept10_48_Grouse_
AngelRocksTrailRC
Sept10_56_Grouse_
AngelRocksTrailRC


  Here is the final Spruce Grouse photo. The final two shots in this row were also taken as we hiked up the Angel Rocks Trail. The river is the Chena River.

Sept10_55_Grouse_
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AngelRocksTrailRC

_AngelRocksRC

_AngelRocksRC

Sept10_63
_AngelRocksRC

Sept10_64
_AngelRocksRC


  We continue to hike up the Angel Rocks Trail in all three of these photos.

Sept10th_030
_AngelRocksRC


  There is one short section of boardwalk along this trail. It is through a dampish area, so it is welcome. Note the nice autumn colors which show up.

Sept10th_031
_AngelRocksRC

Sept10_65
_AngelRocksRC

Sept10_66
_AngelRocksRC


  In this row the first photo shows what became the right side of the center panoramic image, while the third photo shows what became the left side of the center
panoramic image.

Sept10_67_68_AutoPano
_AngelRocksRC
Sept10_67
_AngelRocksRC

Sept10_68
_AngelRocksRC


  The first photo in this row shows some of the Angel Rocks, the center shot shows Kazuya on top of one of the Angel Rocks and the third shot is a scenic photo.

Sept10_70
_AngelRocksRC

Sept10_71
_AngelRocksRC

Sept10th_034
_AngelRocksRC


  The first shot here shows Lingonberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) - these are what we came here to pick. The center shot shows some of the Angel Rocks which are below
us now. The third shot shows me carefully descending from one of the rocks.
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Sept10th_039
_AngelRocksRC

Sept10th_043
_AngelRocksRC

Sept10th_047
_AngelRocksRC


  In this row the first photo shows what became the left side of the center panoramic image, while the third photo shows what became the right side of the center
panoramic image.

Sept10_73_74_Repos
Pano_AngelRocksRC

Sept10_73
_AngelRocksRC

Sept10_74
_AngelRocksRC


  Here are two final photos which show some of the Angel Rocks and the autumn colors which surround them.

Sept10_82
_AngelRocksRC

Sept10th_050_
AngelRocksRC


  Neither of these photos were taken this year, but they show what we came here to get - Lingonberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea). In the past it took us about an hour to
fill these two 1-gallon containers, but this year we picked for closer to 3 hours before we had a full two gallons of berries. It was a lot of work, but we freeze them and then make
jam with them and enjoy them all winter long.

Sep18_28_
LingnonberriesRC

Sep9_66_USCreekRoad_
Mile4_5_LingonberriesRC

End September 10th, End September 2019's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
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We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 3 of 3, September 2019
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Lycoris radiata

✔

Search danwiz.com    


Google Search

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
September 2020 - Favorite Photo
"Autumn Colors" - In the Mountains. September 17, 3:00 PM.

SEPTEMBER 2020: ONE Page This Month FEATURING Daniel Holding a Farmer's
Market Cabbage * Our Garden Harvest of Japanese Perilla * Autumn Leaves in Our Yard *
A Drive Up the Steese Highway * Moose Cow and Calf * Snow in the Mountains * Beautiful
Red Leaves of the Blueberry Plants * Lingonberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) and the Harvest

Reward * Table Top Mountain * US Creek Road * Ravens Enjoy the Air Currents * Raking
Leaves at Home * A Drive Out the Chena Hot Springs Road * More     (Click on the Photo
or on this text to go directly to the September photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 1 - the best of September 2020!
posted: October 5th, 2020

This page begins with September 5th and me
holding a cabbage we bought at the Tanana Valley
Farmer's Market, Kazuya made several delicious
meals of various kinds of things with this cabbage.
The next shot shows the Perilla or Shiso which we
got from our garden this year. Then we take you up

the Steese Highway on a trip to our favorite
Lingonberry area for the harvest. Following that
are a few photos of leaf raking at our house and
then a couple of photos we took while driving out
the Chena Hot Springs Road on a fall color tour.
Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 5th - 12th

  The first photo shows me with a large size cabbage which we bought from our local Tanana Valley Farmer's Market for $5. It weighed about 12 pounds (5.4 kg). The
leaves were nice and large - perfect for making cabbage rolls. The second photo shows me holding the box of Shiso or Perilla - a Japanese vegetable - which we harvested from
our garden. So very, very delicious.

Sep12th_2_
DanielShisoRC
Sep5th_1_
DanielCabbageRC


  This photo shows our west yard on September 7th. As you can see in the background, the leaves have barely begun to turn and drop, but our yard seems well covered
with leaves already.

Sept7_
WestYardRC

End September 5th - 12th, Begin September 17th

  The first photo here shows great autumn color on September 17th as we drove up the Steese Highway near Fox. The photo is a tiny bit blurry because it was taken
from the moving vehicle, but it's the best autumn color shot from this trip. The second and third photos show a moose cow and calf, the calf being about 5 months of age here.

Sept17th_001
_FoxRC
Sept17th_015_
ChatanikaRC

Sept17th_017_
ChatanikaRC


  Now we are on US Creek Road, which heads off to the north from about Milepost 57.2 of the Steese Highway. The US Creek Road shows in both the first and third
photos. The snow covered mountains are near Mt. Prindle, to the north of us. As you can see, most of the autumn color is already gone here.
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Sept17_02_Lingonberry
Harvest_USCreekRdRC

Sept17_04_Lingonberry
Harvest_USCreekRdRC

Sept17th_019_
DavidsonDitchRC


  That's Kazuya in the first photo. There are such amazing colors in the Blueberry bushes.

Sept17_06_Lingonberry
Harvest_USCreekRdRC

Sept17_07_Lingonberry
Harvest_USCreekRdRC

Sep17th_01_Lingon
berryHarvestRC


  Here is one more photo which shows the red colors of the Blueberry bushes. The center shot shows Lingonberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) - this is what we came here
to harvest. The third photo shows me in our Lingonberry harvest spot.

Sept17_10_Lingonberry
Harvest_USCreekRdRC

Sep17th_03_Lingon
berryHarvestRC

Sep17th_05_Lingonberry
HarvestRC


  Here are two photos which show somewhat weird stuff and then a shot which shows the countryside around us.

Sep17th_14_Lingon
berryHarvestRC

Sep17th_16_Lingon
berryHarvestRC

Sep17th_20_Lingon
berryHarvestRC


  Now we are done picking lingonberries and just walking around shooting photos. The first photo shows Table Top Mountain at the center. The center photo shows our
reward for 3 hours of work - each container holds 1.1 U.S. Gallons (4.16 Liters). Yummy! The third shot shows some very interesting colors.
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Sep17th_22_Lingon
berryHarvestRC

Sep17th_31_Lingon
berryHarvestRC

Sept17_18_Lingonberry
Harvest_USCreekRdRC


  Here is a zoomed-in shot of Table Top Mountain. We've climbed that mountain two times in the past. The second and third shots were taken for the scenery and colors.

Sept17_21_Lingonberry
Harvest_USCreekRdRC

Sept17_22_Lingonberry
Harvest_USCreekRdRC

Sept17_23_Lingonberry
Harvest_USCreekRdRC


  Here are three more scenery and color shots. The outlined area of the center photo shows the area of the next photo.

Sept17_24_Lingonberry
Harvest_USCreekRdRC

Sept17_25_Lingonberry
Harvest_USCreekRdRC

Sept17_26_Lingonberry
Harvest_USCreekRdRC


  The first shot shows Kazuya stretching to be able to get some kind of shot. The center shot shows two Ravens which were flying about and enjoying the various air
currents. There were several Ravens here, possibly for their Annual Raven Conference. The third shot shows more autumn color and the black outlined area shows the area of the
next photo. The aqua outlined area shows the area of the photo after the next one.

Sept17_27_Lingonberry
Harvest_USCreekRdRC

Sept17th_027_
DavidsonDitchRC

Sept17_28_Lingonberry
Harvest_USCreekRdRC


  The first photo here shows the black outlined area of the third photo in Row 11, the center shot shows the aqua outlined area of that same photo, and the third shot
shows more autumn color and scenery.
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Sept17_29_Lingonberry
Harvest_USCreekRdRC

Sept17_30_Lingonberry
Harvest_USCreekRdRC

Sept17_31_Lingonberry
Harvest_USCreekRdRC


  Here is one final photo of the autumn colors along US Creek Road. The second and third photos were taken at around Milepost 62 on the Steese Highway.

Sept17_32_Lingonberry
Harvest_USCreekRdRC

Sept17_33_Lingonberry
Harvest_USCreekRdRC

Sept17_34_Lingonberry
Harvest_USCreekRdRC

End September 17th, Begin September 18th - 21st

  Compare the first photo in this row to the photo in Row #2. Now there are a lot more leaves on the ground and a lot fewer leaves in the trees. The second and third
photos show me raking them up.

Sept18_01_
LeavesInYardRC

Sep18th_04_
DanielRakingLeavesRC
Sep18th_03_
DanielRakingLeavesRC


  Here is a final shot of me raking leaves, and then two shots of the West yard after it has been completely raked.

Sept18_10_
LeavesInYardRC

Sept18_11_
LeavesInYardRC

Sep18th_08_Daniel
RakingLeavesRC


  On the 21st we took a drive out the Chena Hot Springs Road to find and enjoy autumn colors on the mountainsides. Here are the two best shots we came home with.
As we got higher into the hills the leaves were gone and it was just brown - we were too late for the best colors this year.
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Sep21_1_2_ReposPano_
ChenaHotSPringsRdRC

Sep21_3_Chena
HotSPringsRdRC

End September 21st, End September 2020's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 1 of 1, September 2020
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found something which you enjoyed.
You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback you might have.
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Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Lycoris radiata

Google Search

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
September 2021 - Favorite Photo
"Denali - The Mountain" - In Denali National Park. September 1, 12:26 PM.

SEPTEMBER 2021: THREE Pages This Month FEATURING A September 1st Trip to
Denali National Park * Denali, The Mountain * An Abundance of Autumn Colors and
Mountains * Whitish Gentian (Gentiana algida) * The Savage River Trail * Tourists Going
Nuts for a Cow Moose * The Monderosa Restaurant - A Mondy Burger * A Walk From Home
to Gettinger's Field * Flower Arrangements From Our Garden Flowers * Highbush
Cranberry (Viburnum trilobum) * Eastern Portion of the Alaska Range * A Drive Up the

Steese Highway * Autumn Colors * Crowberry (Empetrum nigrum) * Blueberry (Vaccinium
uliginosum) * Lingonberry (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) * Bearberry (Arctostaphylos alpina) *
Kazuya's Meringue Chantilly * Kazuya's Chestnut Cream Cake * The First Snow * The Final
2021 Farmer's Market * Our Garden With Snow * More     (Click on the Photo or on this
text to go directly to the September photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.
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This is Page 1 of 3 - the best of
September 2021!

Go To Page:

posted: October 2nd, 2021

This page begins and ends with September 1st. We
got up in the morning and followed our plan to head
to Denali National Park for an overnight stay in
Riley Creek Campground. As you will soon see, we
were fortunate and it was a mostly clear day. The

Autumn colors were pretty much at their maximum
and we had a great time. The only disappointing
aspect of the day was that we saw no animals, not
even a moose. Click on any thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 1st

  On September 1 we drove down to Denali National Park for a final visit
before the snows begin. Just a few miles south of Nenana is a great viewing spot to
see Denali (20,310 feet = 6,190.5 meters) for a mile or so. This photo has been

adjusted to bring out the mountain more. The second shot was taken from the parking
lot of the Mt Healy Trail, which begins in Bison Gulch, along the Parks Highway. The
third shot was taken inside Denali National Park as we were driving along.

Sep1_01_02_Rotate_AutoPano_
BisonGulch_AutumnColorsRC
Sept1st_004_
DenaliRC

Sept1st_026_
DenaliRC


  Here are two additional shots of the autumn colors in the aspen trees and then an autumn color shot which also shows the mountains.

Sept1st_029_
DenaliRC

Sep1_05_Denali
NP_AutumnColorsRC
Sept1st_030_
DenaliRC


  Here are three shots of autumn colors and mountains. The center one is a 2-shot panoramic image. The red colored plant in the third shot is blueberry plants.

Sep1_07_08_AutoPano_Denali
NP_AutumnColorsRC
Sep1_06_DenaliNP
_AutumnColorsRC

Sep1_10_Denali
NP_AutumnColorsRC


  The first shot in this row is quite similar to the previous shot, but this one is not quite as vibrant. I had my camera set to cloudy conditions and Kazuya had his set to
sunny conditions, we believe this is why the two shots are so different. The second and third shots show mountains and autumn colors.
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Sept1st_041_
DenaliRC

Sep1_13_DenaliNP
_AutumnColorsRC

Sep1_15_DenaliNP
_AutumnColorsRC


  While on the Park Road one gets the view of Denali seen in the first two photos. Again, the difference between the two shots was the camera settings we used;
interesting. The third shot again shows mountains and autumn colors. Keep in mind that only about 30% of visitors to Denali NP even get to see Denali the mountain at all, so
this is not a terrible view compared to what 70% of the visitors get to see.

Sep1_17_DenaliNP
_AutumnColorsRC

Sept1st_059_
DenaliRC

Sept1st_066_
DenaliRC


  Here are three additional beautifully colored shots of mountains and autumn colors.

Sept1st_069_
DenaliRC

Sep1_21_DenaliNP
_AutumnColorsRC

Sep1_23_DenaliNP
_AutumnColorsRC


  More mountains and autumn colors. The center shot was taken from the same basic location as the first two shots in Row 5, above, the difference is that this photo
was taken about 10 minutes later than the previous ones.

Sep1_26_DenaliNP
_AutumnColorsRC


  And three more autumn color and mountain shots.
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DenaliRC

Sept1st_079_
DenaliRC
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Sep1_27_DenaliNP
_AutumnColorsRC

Sep1_28_DenaliNP
_AutumnColorsRC

Sep1_30_DenaliNP
_AutumnColorsRC

Sep1_33_DenaliNP
_AutumnColorsRC

Sep1_35_DenaliNP
_AutumnColorsRC


  Such amazing beauty is hard on the eyes.

Sep1_31_DenaliNP
_AutumnColorsRC


  Here are the final three shots for this date. We hope you enjoyed the day with us.

Sep1_41_DenaliNP
_AutumnColorsRC

Sep1_44_DenaliNP
_AutumnColorsRC

Sept1st_139
_DenaliRC

End September 1st, End Page 1
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this adventure on September 2nd.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 2 of 3 - the best of
September 2021!

Go To Page:

posted: October 2nd, 2021

This page begins with September 2nd, our second
and final day in Denali National Park. After that we
jump to September 4th when we went out for a
walk up the road. The next date you'll find on this

page is September 12th and a walk around the yard
and also another walk up the road. Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 2nd

  Okay, now it's September 2 and we are spending part of today in Denali National Park, and then we'll head for home. Here are three amazing autumn color shots. It
was more sunny today than it was yesterday, so colors came out more brilliant than they did yesterday.

Sep02_07Adj_DenaliNP
_AutumnColorsRC

Trail.

Sep02_10SIP_DenaliNP
_AutumnColorsRC

Sep02_11SIP_DenaliNP
_AutumnColorsRC


  In first position in this row is an autumn color shot and that is followed by two shots of Whitish Gentian (Gentiana algida) which we found as we hiked the Savage River

Sep02_12_13_ExpAT_BC_AutoPano
_DenaliNP_AutumnColorsRC

Sep02_18_DenaliNP
_GentianaAlgidaRC
Sept2nd_025_Denali
_GentianaAlgidaRC


  Here is a shot of me on the Savage River Trail - a trail which goes downstream on one side of the river, then the trail crosses a bridge and goes back to the starting
point (after crossing the highway bridge). The center shot shows another Whitish Gentian (Gentiana algida).

Sept2nd_045_
DenaliRC

Sep02_35_DenaliNP
_SavageRiverRC
Sept2nd_041_Denali_
GentianaAlgidaRC


  Here is a shot of Kazuya on the trail, a shot of me on the bridge and then another autumn color shot - the final one.
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Sep02_50_51_Esposure_Repos
Pano_DenaliNP_AutumnColorsRC
Sep02_39_DenaliNP
_SavageRiverRC

Sept2nd_048_
DenaliRC


  During this trip to Denali we saw the smallest number of animals we have
ever seen. As we were driving back to the park entrance we saw this bunch of vehicles
stopped and knew they'd spotted an animal or animals of some kind. The tourists were
going crazy over a cow moose or two and one bull moose. This was during the rut, so

it seemed to us that these stupid people were just doing their very best to try and get
attacked by an angry (and horny) bull moose. There were park rangers doing their
best to keep people from blocking the road, going into the brush and getting
themselves killed, but it was crazy. We did not even stop.

Sept2nd_056_
Denali_CrowdRC

Sept2nd_057_
Denali_CrowdRC


  Just north of Nenana there is a restaurant named "The Monderosa". This is a Mondy Burger. These are SO delicious, and they are flame charred, so they do not have a
great deal of grease in them. When you finish, you have only a couple of drops of grease on the plate, and nothing running down the sides of your hands where you held the
burger to eat it.

Sept2nd_iphone01_
BurgerRC
Sept2nd_iphone02_
BurgerRC

End September 2nd, Begin September 4th - 12th

  These three photos were shot on September 4 while on a walk up the road from our home. The first two show portions of Gettinger's Field and the third shows a
somewhat angry looking cloudbank.

Sep04_1_Walk
FromHomeRC

Sep04_4_Walk
FromHomeRC

Sep04_5_Walk
FromHomeRC


  Now it's September 12 and Kazuya is shooting his flower arrangements, which he made with our garden flowers. While he is doing that, I am walking around shooting
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photos of the land, the house, the leaves, and so on.

Sep12_01_
AtHomeRC

Sep12_03_
AtHomeRC

Sep12_04_
AtHomeRC


  Here are two of the shots which Kazuya took of his flower arrangements made from our own garden flowers. The third shot shows a small bunch of Highbush Cranberry
(Viburnum trilobum).

Sept12th_008_
BouquetFromGardenRC

Sept12th_003_
BouquetFromGardenRC

Sep12_08_
AtHomeRC


  Here are two more shots of Highbush Cranberry (Viburnum trilobum) and then a shot of our house taken from the south yard.

Sep12_07_
AtHomeRC

Sep12_09_
AtHomeRC

Sep12_14_
AtHomeRC


  Here is a shot of the woodshed, with enough wood for the next two winters. That is followed by a shot which shows both the house and the woodshed. The third shot
was taken while looking up the driveway.

Sep12_15_
AtHomeRC

Sep12_16_
AtHomeRC

Sep12_17_
AtHomeRC


  Now it's late afternoon of the 12th of September. Let's take another walk up the road and check the autumn colors. The second and third shots show the seed head of
a single Fireweed plant.
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Sep12_21_Walk
FromHomeRC

Sep12_24_Walk
FromHomeRC

Sep12_25_Walk
FromHomeRC


  The first shot is quite an extreme zoom which looks across the valley. Note the elevation level below which there has been a killing frost - the leaves have all fallen
already and everything is just brown. Above that level there are pretty good colors. The second and third shots show Highbush Cranberry (Viburnum trilobum) (red leaves) and
other plants.

Sep12_27_Walk
FromHomeRC

Sep12_30_
WalkFromHomeRC

Sep12_32_
WalkFromHomeRC


  Here are the final two shots from our afternoon walk up the road on the 12th - autumn colors and the eastern part of the Alaska Range.

Sept12th_012_Fall
ColorSteeleCreekRdRC

Sept12th_017_Fall
ColorSteeleCreekRdRC

End September 12th, End Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 3 for the
continuation of this month's adventures.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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This is Page 3 of 3 - the best of
September 2021!

Go To Page:

posted: October 2nd, 2021

This page begins with September 15th and a trip
out the Steese Highway for a day of Lingonberry
harvesting. The autumn colors were at their peak,
and the berries were nicely ripe. Down in Row 8
you can see some of Kazuya's Baked Delights and in
Rows 9 and 10 there are some photos that were

taken here at home. After that are a few photos of
the final day of Farmer's Market for the 2021
Season, and then a couple of photos of our garden
with the first snow on it. Click on any thumbnail to
begin.

Begin September 15th
We have primarily birch and aspen for autumn colors. Here and there are
also some larch, but they are also yellow in the autumn. We have no maple or other
tree which change to bright red, so here are mountainsides of yellow and gold in first

Sep15_03_Autumn
ColorsSteeseHwyRC

and third position. In the center is an Osprey Nesting Platform with the sun directly
behind it which was constructed by the power company to entice them away from the
power poles

Sep15_04_Autumn
ColorsSteeseHwyRC

Sep15_08_Autumn
ColorsSteeseHwyRC

Here is another mountainside of gold and yellow in first position. The shot in the center was taken right along the Steese Highway. The third shot was taken from the
US Creek Road and the three outlines shown in it indicate the next three photos.

Sep15_11_Autumn
ColorsSteeseHwyRC

Sept15th_016_USCreekRd_
SelectedAdjustedRC

Sep15_15Sat_Annotated_
USCreekRoad_AutumnRC

The first photo in this row is the leftmost (black) outlined area shown in the final shot in the previous row. The second shot is included in the center (red) outlined area
in the final photo in Row 2. The third photo shows what is inside of the yellow outlined area of that same photo in Row 2.

Sep15_16_US
CreekRoad_AutumnRC
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CreekRoad_AutumnRC

Sep15_18_US
CreekRoad_AutumnRC
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The first photo here is another shot which was taken along the US Creek Road. All of the country out there was burned over just a few years back. The second and
third shots show Crowberry (Empetrum nigrum). Crowberries are edible and are used by some folks in various ways, but we do not harvest them.

Sept15th_015_USCreek
Rd_SelectedAdjustedRC

Sept15th_043_
USCreekRdRC

Sept15th_044_
USCreekRdRC

Good grief! We came out here and harvested some gallons of blueberries last month when the bushes still had leaves, and it was more difficult to find and harvest
them. Today we are here for lingonberries, but we can't resist the ease of finding and harvesting blueberries too.

Sept15th_042
_USCreekRdRC

Sept15th_048
_USCreekRdRC

Sept15th_063
_USCreekRdRC

Here is a shot of one more blueberry bush and then a shot which shows our booty from today - a nice quantity of lingonberries and also a nice quantity of blueberries.

Sept15th_068
_USCreekRdRC

Sept15th_018_USCreekRd_
SelectedAdjustedRC

This first shot shows the blueberries we got today - they were so very sweet and delicious. The second shot shows the autumn colors of the bearberry.

Sept15th_019_USCreekRd
_SelectedAdjustedRC

Sept15th_073_
USCreekRdRC

End September 15th, Begin September 16th - 26th
In first position is a photo of some Meringue Chantilly which Kazuya made. They were quite amazing. In second and third position are shots of a Chestnut Cream Cake
made by Kazuya, also very delicious.
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Sept16th_003_
MeringueChantillyRC

Sept17th_010_
ChestnutCreamCakeRC

Sept17th_018_
ChestnutCreamCakeRC

The first shot was taken while looking up to the tops of the trees and the second shot was taken at ground level in our driveway.

Sept17th_iphone010_
ChestnutCreamCakeRC

Sept17th_iphone011_
ChestnutCreamCakeRC

Here are shots taken from our west window on September 22 and again on September 24.

Sept22_Vibrance
_WestYardRC

Sep24_From
WestWindowRC

The first shot here shows Kazuya inside of our canopy on the final day of the Tanana Valley Farmer's Market. Note the snow on the grassy areas. The second shot
shows a small portion of one of our tables and the third shot shows me inside the canopy. Please note that Kazuya bakes enough so that the table can be restocked several times
before we finally sell out.

Sep25_Kazuya
FarmersMarketRC

Sept25th_002_
TVFM_FinaleRC

Sept25th_003_
TVFM_FinaleRC

Here is another shot which shows only a small portion of one of our tables. The second shot shows a bit more detail of what it looks like in our canopy as opening time
approaches. We arrive at 7:00 AM to be fully prepared at the 9:00 AM opening time.
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Sept25th_004_
TVFM_FinaleRC

Here are the final two shots for this month - snow in our garden on
September 26th. I had already cut down all of the plants three days prior to this. The
soil on the mounds was already frozen, which explains why I cut down all of the

Sep26_
GardenSnowRC

Sept25th_005_
TVFM_FinaleRC

frosted plants instead of pulling them. The areas where the snow remain are all frozen
soil. By the way, I also raked the entire garden three days ago, the leaves you see
have fallen and/or blown into the garden since then.

Sept26_Garden
AfterFirstSnowRC

End September 26th, End September 2021's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 3 of 3, September 2021
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Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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Google Search

Lycoris radiata

Google Search

✔

Search danwiz.com    

Search Kazuya's Blog

Photos of Alaska - we generally post the best photos from this month on the first of next
month.

Click a button below if you don't want to go to the newest photos. Click on the photo to go to the newest pages.
Scroll down for a description of this month’s contents.
September 2022 - Favorite Photo
"Autumn Colors" - Lower Grapefruit Rocks. September 16, 12:11 PM.

SEPTEMBER 2022: TWO Pages This Month FEATURING A Visit to
Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge * Sandhill Cranes (Grus
canadensis) * Driving Up The Steese Highway * Autumn Colors * Harvesting
Lingonberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea) * And The Lingonberry Harvest * A
Cup Fungi (Peziza varia) * The Moon Through the Trees At Home * An

Autumn Drive up the Elliott Highway * More Amazing Autumn Colors *
Romanesco Broccoli * Another Drive up the Elliott Highway (to Compare to
the Earlier Drive up there) * Snow in the Mountains * Back Home - Bare
Trees and Raking Leaves * More   (Click on the Photo or on this text to
go directly to the this month photos)

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link so please shop on Amazon from here.

This is Page 1 of 2 - the best of
September 2022!

Go To Page:

posted: October 4th, 2022

This page begins with September 2nd and a trip to
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[10/04/2022 5:22:31 PM]

favorite Lingonberry harvesting spot.

Then we
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Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge to
witness the gathering of the birds before they
headed south. After that we jump to September
13th and a trip up the Steese Highway to our

show you a few shots taken at home on September
15th and 16th. There are 39 photos on this page,
hope you can find a few enjoyable ones. Click on any
thumbnail to begin.

Begin September 2nd

  On September 2nd we went to Creamer's Field Migratory Waterfowl Refuge to witness the gathering of the waterfowl before the annual flight to warmer places. The
two species which are in highest numbers at this time are Canada Geese (Branta canadensis) and Sandhill Cranes (Grus canadensis). Regarding the center photo - how do they
do that without multiple collisions with each other?

Sept2nd_082_
CreamersFieldRC

Sept2nd_110_
CreamersFieldRC

Sept2nd_134_
CreamersFieldRC


  Can you believe the numbers of Sandhill Cranes (Grus canadensis)? This row shows three panoramic images which contain mostly Sandhill Cranes.

Sep2_04_05_AutoPano_Creamers
FieldSandhillCranesRC

Sep2_10_11_AutoPano_Creamers
FieldSandhillCranesRC

Sep2_12_13_AutoPano_Creamers
FieldSandhillCranesRC


  Here are the final three shots you'll see of these birds until they return next spring.

Sep2_09_Creamers
FieldSandhillCranesRC

Sept2nd_219_
CreamersFieldRC

Sept2nd_170_
CreamersFieldRC

End September 2nd, Begin September 13th

  These three shots were taken very close to Cleary Summit, the first summit one comes to while driving the Steese Highway from Fairbanks. Look at the fabulous
autumn colors!

Sept13th_010_
SteeseHWYFallColorsRC

Sep13_01_Autumn
ColorsNearClearySummitRC

Sep13_03_Autumn
ColorsNearClearySummitRC


  Here are three more shots that were taken at Cleary Summit. Note that the first shot in this row is similar to the first shot in the previous row, but this one is zoomed
in further.
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Sept13th_014_
SteeseHWYFallColorsRC

Sep13_05_Autumn
ColorsNearClearySummitRC

Sep13_07_Autumn
ColorsNearClearySummitRC


  Here are three more amazing autumn color shots. We don't get many red autumn colors, as we have no maple trees, but we get plenty of shades of yellow and orange.

Sept13th_032_
SteeseHWYFallColorsRC

Sep13_08_Autumn
OnUSCreekRoadRC

Sep13_09_Autumn
OnUSCreekRoadRC


  These are the final three shots of autumn color along the Steese Highway, now we're going to turn on to US Creek Road.

Sept13th_036_
SteeseHWYFallColorsRC

Sep13_10_Autumn
OnUSCreekRoadRC

Sep13_11_Autumn
OnUSCreekRoadRC


  Now we have left the Steese Highway and are traveling up the US Creek Road. On this road one gains elevation from about 1,200 feet to about 2,700 feet in 4 miles.
The first shot here shows a red blueberry bush, while the second and third shots show more amazing yellows.

Sep13_20_Autumn
OnUSCreekRoadRC

Sep13_22_Autumn
OnUSCreekRoadRC


  Here are three more shots which show just amazing autumn colors and scenery. By the way, that's me in the third shot.
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OnUSCreekRoadRC
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Sep13_25_Autumn
OnUSCreekRoadRC

Sep13_36ATExp_Autumn
OnUSCreekRoadRC

Sept13th_068_US
CreekFallColorsRC


  Here is another fabulous color shot, and then a shot of what we were here for - Lingonberries (Vaccinium vitis-idaea). The third shot shows what I used for harvesting
the lingonberries. You should note that this is the "Junior" version of this popular harvesting tool. The large size is much too large for use on these small plants, at least in my
opinion.

Sep13_37_38_AutoPano_
AutumnOnUSCreekRoadRC

BerryPickerTool
_JuniorModelRC

Sep13_49_Lingonberry
Plants_USCreekRdRC


  Here are the final two shots of this area and these amazing autumn colors. In the second shot please note Table Top Mountain.

Sept13th_154_US
CreekFallColorsRC

Sept13th_170_US
CreekFallColorsRC


  Here is our reward - about four gallons of Lingonberries for about four hours of work.

Sept13th_200
_LingonberryRC

Sep13_54_OurReward_4Hours
_LingonberryHarvestRC

End September 13th, Begin September 15th & 16th

  Here are two shots of a weird Cup Fungi in our yard - the Palomino Cup (Peziza varia).
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Sep15_6_
MushroomsInYardRC

Sep15_5_
MushroomsInYardRC


  Here are three shots taken at home. The first is a 2-shot panorama showing our house and the other two show the nearly full moon and autumn colors.

Sep15_8_9_AutoPano
_HouseFromDrivewayRC

Sep16_03_Moon_
FallColors_AtHomeRC

Sept16th_008_
HomeRC

End Page 1, but September 16th Continues on Page 2
Thanks so much for taking the time to look at this page. Now, please go on to Page 2 for the
continuation of this adventure at 10:56 AM.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)

This is Page 2 of 2 - the best of
September 2022!

Go To Page:

posted: October 4th, 2022

This page continues June 16th, but the previous
page ended as we were leaving our driveway, and
this page picks up with a drive up the Elliott
Highway on a fall color adventure. Next after that
http://danwiz.com/AllMonthPhotos/temp.php[10/04/2022 5:22:31 PM]

near home, but then in Row 9, we're off to the
mountains again - the same place where we went
on Page 1, but two weeks later for comparison. In
the final row are two more shots taken at home.
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are two rows (7 and 8) which were taken at and

Click on any thumbnail to begin.

September 16th Continues From Page 1 (at 10:56 AM)
Well, on the previous page we were getting ready to leave for this trip, and now we are on the drive up the Elliott Highway - would you look at the amazing autumn
colors. In the third shot you can see smoke over the nearest hill, we assumed that there is a cabin there and that they were warming the place up with a fire in their woodstove.

Sep16_05_06_Exp_AutoPano_
AutumnColors_ElliottHighwayRC
Sep16_05_Autumn
Colors_ElliottHighwayRC

Sept16th_033_
ElliottHWYRC

The first two shots in this row were taken at the same location as those in the previous row, but the third shot was taken quite a distance farther up the highway. It
shows the higher elevations on Wickersham Dome.

Sep16_11ExpCrop_
AutumnColors_ElliottHighwayRC

Sep16_12_Autumn
Colors_ElliottHighwayRC

Sept16th_057_
ElliottHWYRC

Here are three more shots of the red colors, probably a blueberry patch, on the side of Wickersham Dome.

Sep16_26_27_ExpAtVib_AutoPano_Autumn
Colors_ElliottHighwayRC
Sep16_24_Autumn
Colors_ElliottHighwayRC

Sep16_25_Autumn
Colors_ElliottHighwayRC

These three shots were taken even farther up the highway. That is the TAPS (Trans-Alaska Pipeline System) in all three of these photos.

Sept16th_080_
ElliottHWYRC

Sept16th_081_
ElliottHWYRC

Sep16_39_Autumn
Colors_ElliottHighwayRC

The first shot here was taken down in the lowest part of this valley. The hillside there is the same hill as seen in Row 4, but from a different side of it. The second shot
shows the area of Lower Grapefruit Rocks - the rocks you can see jutting up out of the mountain on the left side of the photo.
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Sep16_47_48_AutoPano_Autumn
Colors_ElliottHighwayRC

Sep16_41_42_AutoPano_Autumn
Colors_ElliottHighwayRC

Harwood trees on the higher ground and black spruce in the lower areas, that's what you're seeing in the first photo. The second photo is a nice red blueberry bush.

Sep16_59_Autumn
Colors_ElliottHighwayRC

Sep16_64_Autumn
Colors_ElliottHighwayRC

End September 16th, Begin September 25th
Now we are taking a walk from home and these two photos were both shot from the Gettinger's Field area.

Sep25_03_
GettingersFieldRC

Sep25_04_
GettingersFieldRC

These three shots show Romanesco Broccoli which we bought at Farmer's Market from Dragonfly Farm. We bought 10 pounds (4.5 kg) to blanch and freeze for the
winter. If you've never eaten this, it's sooooooooo delicious!

Sep25_2Crop_
RomanescoCauliflowerRC
Sep25_13_Romanesco
Cauliflower_DragonflyFarmRC
Sep25_3_
RomanescoCauliflowerRC

End September 25th, Begin September 28th & 29th
Now we are going back to the area shown on Page 1 in Rows 8 - 11. The first two shots were taken from Cleary Summit, while the third shot was taken as we were
driving up the US Creek Road.
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Sep28_02_Scenery
_ClearySummitRC

Sep28_03_Scenery
_ClearySummitRC

Sep28_26_Snowy
SceneryUSCreekRdRC

Here are three more shots that were taken along US Creek Road. Everything looks very much different than it did on Page 1 (September 13).

Sep28_28_Snowy
SceneryUSCreekRdRC

Sept28th_008_
SteeseHWYRC

Sep28_31_Snowy
SceneryUSCreekRdRC

Not only are all of the beautiful autumn colors gone, but also you have surely noticed that there is snow at the higher elevations. The center photo is very similar to the
first shot on Page 1, Row 10, and therefore I created an image to show you so that you don't need to go back to Page 1, just click the center image to see.

Sep28_33_Snowy
SceneryUSCreekRdRC

Sep28_34_Snowy
SceneryUSCreekRdRC

Sept28th_108_
USCreekRdRC

Sep28_37_Snowy
SceneryUSCreekRdRC

Sept28th_122_
USCreekRdRC

Here are three additional shots that were taken along US Creek Road.

Sep28_36_Snowy
SceneryUSCreekRdRC

The first shot here shows Kazuya taking close-up snow photos, while the second and third shots just show more snowy scenery.
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Sep28_42_Snowy
SceneryUSCreekRdRC

Sep28_43_Snowy
SceneryUSCreekRdRC

Sept28th_138_
USCreekRdRC

Now we are back home. The first shot was taken merely to show that on September 28th the leaves were mostly gone. The second shot was taken while I was raking
our west yard on September 29.

Sep29_Raking
EastYardRC
Sep28_Looking
SouthFromPorchRC

End September 29th, End September 2022's Photos, Begin Our Publications Links
We'd be thrilled to have you buy one of our books. For additional information regarding any title please click the "General
Information" tab on the "Our Books" button down at the bottom of this page. Click on any thumbnail to go to its Amazon.com
webpage.
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End Our Publications Links, End Page 2 of 2, September 2022
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Thanks so much for taking the time to look at the website this month. We hope that you found
something which you enjoyed. You can use the e-mail link below to respond with any feedback
you might have.

Go To Page:

Link to Amazon.com (new window).
We get 2% of whatever you spend if you go to Amazon from this link!! Please shop on Amazon from here.
If you would like to donate to our hiking & traveling fund or show your appreciation for our efforts you can donate through PayPal. A
single donation will entitle you to request a single full-sized photo IN THE DONATION MONTH - which you may then use as a desktop
wallpaper or whatever. The copyright will be retained by us and the photo will be inconspicuously marked with the copyright symbol
(©), year and photographer's name. (Donation probably not tax deductible.)
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